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CHAPTER I
THE PROMISE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE
With the passage of the National and Community Service Act of 1990, the IOlst
Congress culminated decades of proposals and debate on the importance of community
service - especially by young Americans - to the common or public good. 1 The renewal
of the "ethic of civic responsibility in the United States" is foremost among the purposes
of the legislation. Although the act functions practically to generate and to fund new
projects that promote national and community service, its passage also underscores an
important moral purpose for student service within a democracy, namely. to develop
social responsibility in the young. For schools and school systems ignoring community
service in their educational missions, the act signals the importance of providing service
opportunities for students as a means of educating them for citizenship. Where
community service programs currently exist. the act suggests the importance of
evaluating them for their efficacy in promoting civic or social responsibility. While
public school education is a central focus. the act also emphasizes the community service
participation of private schools. including their teachers and students.
Proposals for involving youth in national and/or community service have marked
the federal legislative agenda since the late 19605. During the 1980s, the movement
gained momentum with one-quarter of the states either deveioping policies and guidelines
for school-based community service or initiating a process to do so (Conrad & Hedin.

1989). Whether the community service proposed for secondary schools and their students
by the state and federal legislation will help renew the ethic of civic responsibility is

uncertain. Despite the importance of the policy initiatives put forth in these measures.
and despite the human and fiscal resources required to implement them. very little
research exists to document the effects of school-sponsored community service on
students who participate (Danzig & Szanton, 1986).
Establishing the link between socially responsible citizenship and community
service participation is the focus of this dissertation. Socially responsible citizenship, as [
develop the term. begins with "good citizenship." Rooted in the American heritage. the
conc:!pt of the "good citizen" persists as a national symbol, embodying patriotism, civic
spirit, and participation.2 Although lacking a legal or policy definition, good citizenship
is nonetheless integral to a "democratic order that relies on the self-direction and
responsibility of its citizens rather than on their mere obedience" (ShkIar, 1991, p. 6).3
Seeking the common good with "empathy and trust" is a duty of the good citizen (March

& Olson, 1989), who acts within civic groups and througb the political process to ensure
"liberty and justice for aU."
Good citizenship is most easily expressed in local communities (Dewey. (988
(1927]). a perspective sociologists tenn "civic inclusion" (Barber. 1984; Brubaker, 1989;
Burk. 1989). Because the country is "too large and remote" (except in times of severe
national crisis. such as war) to effectively engage citizens in promoting the "generaJ
welfare" in more than minimal ways, Marshall (1950) suggested that the local community.
especially the workplace. is the appropriate site for participating and, accordingly. for
performing community service.4 For students. under this view. the workplace is a school
class or even the school itself. while the local community comprises the neighborhood and
the surrounding town or city. To influence larger entities, such as governmental agencies.
legislatures, and corporations. Newmann (1981) argued for the importance of acting
beyond the local community by participating societally. Proposing a dual process for
involvement, Newmann urged that education and social policy prepare students to be active
in both communal and societal contexts.
2

To provide means for youth to respond to such citizen obligations. Janowitz (1980.
1983) contended that democratic societies need to organize their institutions and social
structures to help young women and men fulfill their duty to contribute to the common
good or the "collective well-being." National and community service are primary means.
according to Janowitz. "to affiliate the individual into the larger social structure - to help
make citizens out of students. The goal is less individual enhancement than the protection
and well-being of the collectivity" (p. 171). By working cooperatively on projects for the
community. socially heterogeneous groups of young people will learn socio-economic
realities (JanOWitz. 1983). Profiting from the totality of that experience. they witt become
more effective public citizens.
School-sponsored community service provides a structured means to enable young
men and women to address the problems and needs ofsociety and. as well. to demonstrate
the interest in helping others that these young citizens profess to have (Boyer. 1983). After
surveying a national sample of young people. Gallup observed that "the youth population
has been misnamed 'the self-centered generation' .... There's a strong desire to serve others.
The problem we face in America today is not a lack of willingness to serve or to help
others but to fmd the appropriate outlet for this" (Boyer. 1989, p. 203).
Community service as a means of educating young Americans for citizenship
became part of the agenda for school refonn in the early 1980s. The report of the Carnegie
Commission on U.S.ltigh schools noted a growing "civic illiteracy" among secondary
school students and recommended specific actions to combat that trend (Boyer. 1983).5 To
promote knowledge and poSitive attitudes toward "social and civic responsibility;' the
commission proposed a required course in civics or American government and a Carnegie
unit in community service as a requirement for high school graduation.6 Specifically. the
commission recommended a total of 120 hours ofservice over the course of high school 
or about 30 hours a year. Advocating a flexible schedule for student service. the
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commission also emphasized the importance of involving the students themselves in the
organization and monitoring of the service activity undertaken to fulfill the requirement.
To investigate questions and issues related to the effectiveness of school
sponsored community service in promoting socially responsible attitudes among IUgh
school students, I focus on private schools, where community service tends to be most
common (Newmann & Rutter, 1985). Within the private sector, independent schools
(Le., elite private schools. members of the National Association of Independent Schools)
have demonstrated the most extensive commitment to community service. Compared to
the 27 percent of all U.S. high schools (public and private) that offered community
service programs in 1984. half of independent high schools did (Newmann & Rutter).
While just 4 percent of all U.S. high schools required community service for graduation,
29 percent of independent schools reported such a policy.
Historically. independent schools. both boarding and day. have socialized the
children of the established elite into a shared class culture. Independent schools prepared
these children -- scions of the wealthy and powerful. as well as the occasional parvenu -
to serve as society's leaders (Cookson & Persell, 1985a; Isaacson & Thomas, 1986:
Kingston & Lewis. 1990; Kraushaar. 1972; Lee & Marks. 1992; Lewis & Wanner. 1979).
Sponsoring community service to socialize these young women and men into the civic
stewardship they would exercise as adults. independent schools thus fulfilled an
expectation of the students' parents and. frequently, in the case of religious schools. of the
sponsoring denomination (Coles. 1977; MacLachlan, 1970). Although the "socio
economically elite" have declined as a proportion of U.S. society, they maintain a hold on
positions of societal leadership (Domhoff, 1967; Moore, 1979). Despite some evidence
of emerging ethnic diversity within the ranks of the civic and business elite, attending a
prestigious independent secondary school is still strongly related to adult status (Alba &
Moore. 1982).

4

Theoretical Background
Political and Moral Aspects of Socially Responsible Citizenship

In classical democratic theory. citizens hold office and administer justice. 7 As
members of a democratic polity. furthermore. citizens are panners in assuring the public
or common good. S Citizenship. accordingly. entails political and moral responsibilities.9
Defined by law and corresponding to civil rights. the political obligations of citizens are
unambiguous: voting. paying taxes. serving on juries. and. if necessary. defending the
country through military service. Lacking the specificity and legality of political
obligation. citizens' moral responsibilities pertain to the ongoing effort in ever-changing
circumstances of defining and supporting the common good - not simply of the state. but
of the civil society within which citizens live their daily Jives. I0
The republican political tradition espoused by the founders of American
democracy derives from such a view of citizenship. Thus. the founders conceived of the
state as a commonwealth. a cooperative relationship among citizens for their mutual
benefit. Because the liberalism of the enlighrenment also permeated the intellectual
milieu of the founders. they viewed the state as the protector of individual rights. Bound
up in these foundational values. alternately favoring the community and the individual.
was a knotty dilemma. The welfare of society as a whole. according to the republican
view. must transcend catering to narrow interests. whether of groups or individuals. I I
According to the emergent liberal view. however. the free pursuit of individual inlerests
would ultimately produce the best society.
Reconciling these disparate premises. in what Bellah (1992 [1975]) terms a
"remarkable coherence," the republican ideal ofcivic virtue conjoined with the widely
held belief among the colonists in the covenant of God with humankind: 12
Both patterns saw society resting on the deep inner commitment of its
members.... Both saw government as resting on the law, which. in its
positive form. was created by the active participation of those subject to it.
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yet uitimately derives from some higher source. either God or Nature.
When Jefferson evoked at the beginning of the Declaration of Independence
the "laws of nature and of nature's God" he was able to fuse the ultimate
legitimating principles of both traditions. And when in concluding it he
wrote. "And for the support of this declaration. with a firm reliance on the
protection of divine providence. we mutually pledge to each other our lives.
our fortunes. and our sacred honor." he was not only invoking a republican
formula for the establishment of a civil compact but echoing the formula of
the Puritan covenant (p. 27).13
At Gettysburg in 1863. Lincoln reaffirmed the covenantal natilre of the new nation.
"conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal," a
proposition that Selznick (1992) terms "the chief covenantal premise of a moral
community" (1'.482). Activity on behalf of the equality of aU citizens is the work of
social justice. By securing the good of all members of a society. social justice both enacts
and preserves the covenant of American democracy.
Historically, according to Boyte (1991a), Americans exercised a dual expre.'ision
of citizenship that included fulfilling political obligations. such as voting. and
participating in the voluntary tradition of civil society. As agents in the voluntary
tradition. citizens enacted the moral responsibilities of citizenship. Reflecting "a
government of the people. by the people. and for the people." the voluntary tradition
"produced three distinct ways of seeing civil society and the role of 'the public' in
relationship to the political process: the public was a deliberative body; the public was a
problem solver; and the public was a group of civic-minded reformers" (Boyte. p.75).
Within the voluntary tradition. accordingly. citizens informed themselves on public issues
and deliberated over their implications. engaged in community action. and mounted
campaigns of social reform.
The voluntary tradition was manifest in the small and relatively homogenous
lOWns

of 18th and 19th century America. To account for the nurturing influences of the

vibrant democracy he observed. Tocqueville pointed to the communal institutions in
American society. 14 Communal institutions. according to TocqueviUe. "moderate the
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despotism of the majority and give the people both a taste for freedom and the skill to be
free" (Tocqueville. 1988[1835], p.287). While Tocqueville identified education in
America as a positive institutional force for democracy. the education he described took
the form of democratic experiences: "It is by taking a share in legislation that the
American learns to know the law; it is by governing that he becomes educated about the
fonnalities of government. The great work of society is daily performed before his eyes.
and so to say, under his hands" (p. 304). The experience of membership in societal
institutions. in short. serves citizens as a school for public life.

Integrative Schools: Community Membership and Partidpation
The institutions to which one belongs - for students, these are primarily schools 
are politically fonnative. but they may serve an aggregative or an integrative function
(March & Olson. 1989; see also. Cusick & Wheeler. 1988. and Noddings. 1984).1 5 While
individualism. self·interest. and competition characterize aggregative institutions.
integrative institutions stress shared values. consensus. and cooperative activity to further
the common good. Whether community service is housed in an aggregative or an
integrative school. therefore. influences its potential to promote good citizenship.
When schools are integrative. they enable students to recognize their membership
in multiple communities. Widening spheres of responsibility accompany such membership
- "a continuum of activity that stretches from the neighborhood to the nation .- from
private to public - along which the consciousness of participating citizens can expand"
(Barber. [984. p.235). Each sphere of responsibility. therefore -from family to global
society - defines another dimension of the common good with a corresponding claim upon
the individuaL According to the communitarian theory that has emerged during the past
decade among philosophers. political scientists. and sociologists as a means of interpreting
contemporary society. the communities to which individuals belong are basically
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constitutive of their identity: The good of the individual and the community are one (e.g.,
Barber, 1984. 1990; Bellah et al.• 1985. 1991; Etzioni, 1990; Sandel. 1982).
rno say that the members of a society are bound by a sense of community
is not simply to say that a great many of them profess communitarian
sentiments and pursue communitarian aims. but rather that they conceive
their identity '" as defined to some extent by the community of which they
are a part. For them. community describes not just what they have as
fellow citizens but also what they are. not a relationship they choose (as in
a voluntary association) but an attachment they discover. not merely an
attribute but a constituent of their identity. In contrast to the instrumental
and sentimental conceptions of community. we might describe this strong
view as the constitutive conception (Sandel. 1982. p. ISO).
Because their interest is "embedded" in the community. therefore. individuals
need communities in order to function as fully human. thoughtful and affective beings. 16
Schools where community is strong. for example. positively affect students' academic and
social development (Bryk. Lee & HoUand. 1993). Within such a communitarian
framework. shared values unite individuals. Collaboration among the faculty and
administration. their mutual responsibility for the good of the school and its students.
create a caring environment. Students. as well. are expected to contribute to maintenance
of school community. Where communal school organization is also integrative. service

by the members for the good of the local community and the larger society is both an
expectation and a common practice. Although the integrative organization is non
coercive. its normative environment effectively promotes the importance of duty.
obligation. and a reasoned search for the common good: The press for community
service in integrative schools is high.

In aggregatively organized schools. on the other hand. competition and self
aggrandizement are normative. While community service may seem an appropriate
antidote to correct narrow individualism and self-preoccupation. the institutionalized
values of aggregatively organized schools provide an inhospitable environment for
community service to flourish. If community service is pursued at all in such schools. it
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is likely to be for individualistic rather than communitarian ends. Simply to enhance their
market appeal. for example. aggregative schools might feature a community service
program as an extra-curricular activity. Students might be encouraged to participate
because the colleges to which they aspire regard community service positively.
Educating students in aggregatively organized schools for the interdependence implicit in
citizenship requires confronting and resolving such institutional contradictions - starting
with the beliefs reflected in the educational mission of the school and extending to the
values and practices that permeate the life of the schooL

Service-Learning and Education for Social Responsibility
As primary communities for the students who attend them. high schools are sites
for young men and women to develop social responsibility by learning the roles and skills
of civic membership. Although public high schools have served as unifying symbols for
local communities (Hollingshead. 1949; Peshkin. 1978). typically, they have situated
students' learning of citizenship within the school rather than within the civic context of
their towns and cities. History and government classes. cooperative relationships and a
"spirit of service" within the school rather than within the external community were the
traditional means to teach young Americans the meaning of democratic citizenship
(National Educational Association. 19 I 8). Educating students for the obligations of
citizenship through service in the community beyond the school seldom happened.
As part of the intense critical scrutiny accorded American public edL'Cation in
recent years as a social institution in a rapidly changing society (Ravitch. 1983; Tyack.
Lowe & Hansot., 1984), educational reformers examined civic education. Reflecting the
rise of individualism in the latter halfof the twentieth century. civic education (as
education generally) had emphasized the rights of citizens over their obligations to the
community (Janowitz. 1980. (983). Cornmunitarian critics of the individualistic ethic of
liberalism were simultaneously examining the theory and practice of citizenship. focusing
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on the need to renew a strong and participatory civic community (e.g.• Barber. 1984:
Bellah. Madsen. Sullivan. Swidler & Tipton. 1985. 199 L: Sullivan. 1986; Wolfe. 1989).
Because freedom depends on citizens freely assuming their civic obligations.
community service emerged as a means for schools to refocus education for citizenship
on inculcating social responsibility. Since sustaining and enlivening democratic
institutions depends upon the participation of citizens. furthermore. schools would serve
!.he best interest of U.S. society by equipping student service participants with
competencies and skills to act for the public good (Almond & Verba. [989: Barber. 1984:
Newmann. 1975. 1989; Pateman. 1970). More than leaming to "lend a helping hand".
through community service students would acquire such understandings as how local
social and political organizations work.. how to propose needed changes in their delivery
of services, how to enlist the cooperation of others in social action.
To educate for social responsiOility. the structure of the community service
program, including the means used to enlist student participation. must correspond to that
objective (Barber 1990: Newmann. 1989; Rutter & Newmann. 1989). [f schools appeal
to students to perform community service solely for personal. religious, or class motives.
such as altruism. charity. or noblesse oblige (i.e.• the role of the privileged to alleviate the
misery of the poor). they neglect to articulate the fundamental civic message: Community
service is a duty of citizens. By sponsoring community service as service-learning.
according to the definition of the National and Community Service Act. schools enable
students to learn civic responsibility through the practice of good citizenship.
The National and Community Service Act describes service-Ieaming as a
"method":
(A) under which students learn and (fpvf!!,..p th.rough active panicipation in
thoughtfully organized service experiences that meet actual community
needs and that are coordinated in collaboration with the school and
community:
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(B) that is integrated into the students' academic cUrriculum or provides
structured time for a student to think. talk, or write about what the
student did and saw during the actual service activity;
(C) that provides students with opportunities to use newly acquired skills
and knowledge in real-life situations in their own communities; and
(D) that enhances what is taught in school by extending student learning
beyond the classroom and into the community and helps to foster the
development of a sense of caring for others (National and Community
Service Act of 1990).
To provide effective learning for socially responsible citizenship. therefore.
community service ought to have a curricular framework that enables students to grapple
with actual problems in their communities and in the larger society. If students deliberate
about the social and political issues bound up with these problems and [earn to work out
solutions for the "public" or common good. they experience the role of "public citizen."
As public citizens, students counter the prevailing individualistic view of "good
citizenship" - involvement in public life simply to funher private interests, especially
through the election of ideologically supportive "governing elites" (Newmann, 1989).
Educators seeking to inculcate social responsibility through community service programs.
should constantly be asking about the potential these experiences have to
move [students] from the dominant, privatistic view of civic life to public
minded democracy. Unless students are placed in settings and roles that
require them to deliberate about the nature of the public good ... they will
fail to reap the personal benefits of citizenship. and the civic culture will
languish. For this reason. [educators] should try whenever possible to
structure participatory roles within schools, community service, and social
advocacy projects so that students confront the kinds of issues faced by
public citizens {Newmann. 1989. p. 357}.
Educating students for effective civic participation through community service
occurs most naturally when their school is integrative, that is. in a vital relationship with
the larger society. Within an integrative school. classes. study groups, and informal
gatherings provide settings for students to interact reflectively about public issues.
Discussing their community service experiences with each other. examining their service
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in the broader context of social needs. and identifying larger. related public issues.
students experience the central components of service-learning. As they engage in a
"give and take" on issues bearing on the common good. students profit from other
perspectives and expand their thinking from that of student volunteer to that of a citizen
with the public interest at heart. Through the vitality of their units of democracy 
communities of service - students ultimately strengthen the viability of the democratic
system (Barber. 1984).
Required vs Voluntary Community Service: Theoretical and Policy Views
In a proposal for citizenship education. Barber (1990) recommends a combination
of required and voluntary service - a course in community service that students must
take. comprising involvement in a group experiential learning project that could be either
service or non-service in nature. [7 If service were strictly voluntary. Barber contends. the
students most in need of its benefits would be the least likely to get involved. adding.
"There are certain things a democracy simply must teach. employing its full authority to

do so: Citizenship is first among them" (p. 40).
Confronting the issue of citizens' emphasizing their rights without recognizing
concomitant duties. Janowitz (1980) examined potential opportunity structures for the
expression of citizen obligation. including civic education that "encompasses meaningful
and realistic participation in community and public affairs" (p. 13). While the revival of
civic consciousness through a system of national service was a matter of intense urgency
for Janowitz ( 1985). he considered a voluntary plan more democratic and feasible than a
mandatory one. 18 Buckley (1990) also recommended that national and/or community
service be voluntary, with incentives to engage young people. Claiming neutrality on the
issue. Moskos (1988) counseled that service programs will teach a "moral value" only if
participants have "civic motivation."
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Commissions and the requirement. The Committee on NationaJ Service (1979).
appointed by President Carter. weighed arguments on both sides of the required vs
voluntary issue. but failed to arrive at a consensus. Required service would guarantee
panicipation. the committee acknowledged. but how would it affect young people who
comply. but feel coerced? Except for military service when the national defense has
required it. mandatory service is not in the American tradition. Yet if service were left
voluntary, the commission questioned. how representative of American youth would the
service contingent be? To strengthen the social compact integral to democracy. argued
the Grant Commission almost 10 years later, every public school ought to regard
community service -- whether required or voluntary with an option for credit - as central
to its mission (W.T. Grant Commission, 1990).
Educators and the requirement. The District of Columbia has instituted a
Carnegie unit of community service as a requirement for IUgh school graduation (Lawton.

1991). thus calling for more service than the Atlanta schools' mandated 75 hours
(Harrison. (987). Teachers at Atlanta's high schools. however. have since 1988 "infused"
citizenship education into several disciplines. and the school system has designed and
implemented a "duties to the community" course (Crim. 1990). Students in the Detroit
public schools must perfonn 200 hours of service during high school. paid or voluntary.
The Detroit students have no in-class component to their service, and they do not need to
submit a report about the experience to a supervisor or mentor at school (Lewis. 1988).
For several years Maryland has required its bigh schools to provide a voluntary
community service program (Hornbeck. 1990). Recently, however. the state board of
education enacted a statute requiring high school students to complete 75 hours of
community service between 8th grade and the end of 12th grade (DeWitt. 1992). Groups
in opposition to the requirement - including parents. teachers and teachers' unions 
argue that requiring service visits hardship on poor or working-class students.
Furthennore. in their view. the requirement violates the First Amendment by imposing
13

values and the 13th Amendment by imposing servitude. CourtS. however. have
repeatedly defended the authority of schools and school districts to require community
service (DeWitt). In Virginia. objections have come from some educational leaders who
contend that schools are too burdened with other programs to be able sponsor well
organized and effective community service (Steele, 1990).
The debate over required vs mandatory community service is longstanding in
independent schools as well (Levison, 1986). Proponents of mandatory service say that
because community service is inherent to a democratic society. it is too important to leave
voluntary. By requiring participation - just as they require American history and
mathematics - schools enable all students to benefit from the experience. But if these
students are disinterested in service, advocates of the voluntary approach counter.
recipients may bear the brunt of disgruntled attitudes. Even more to the point. they
contend, required service is a contradiction in tenns: Service. to be genuine, must be
freely given. Having to perform community service while in high school may produce a
longtenn negative effect on unwilling students. Objecting to such a dismal prophecy of
longtenn negativism. other educators have found the experience of service to be powerful
in converting the attitudes of initially resistant students (Harvard Newsletter. 1989).

Education for Citizenship in Public and Private Schools
Historically. education for citizenship and service has been endorsed by schools in
both the public and private sectors (Barber. 1990). Although the control and organization
of education that distinguishes public and private schools has traditionally reflected
distinct political ideologies and religious values. Americans have agreed in theory on
such fundamental purposes ofeducation as promoting the ideals of liberty, equality. and
the public or common good (Buns. (989). Such principled values for which a democratic
society stands inform the educational policy that prepares new generations for citizenship
(Gutmann. 1987). While the curricular content ofeducation is critically important for the
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making of citizens. no less vital. as I have suggested. is bow schools - through their
organizational patterns, policies. and practices - socialize students for public life
(Dreeben. 1967; Parsons, 1959; Waller. (932). Public schools and, in the private sector.
Catholic schools are well known for their differences. Thus. they provide a useful
comparison for considering the place of citizenship and service in the less familiar
independent schools.

The public role of private schools. When compared to public schools. Catholic
and independent schools share the designation of private school. because the bulk of their
support comes from non-governmental sources. Private schools. especially independent
schools with selective clienteles and high tuition, rely largely on market forces to attract
and retain their clientele (Chubb & Moe, 1990). Another way of distinguishing public.
Catholic. and independent schools is by the main communities they represent. Public
schools. according (0 this criterion. stand as agents of society at large; Catholic schoofs.
as agents of the church, and independent schools as agents of families (Coleman &
Hoffer. (987).
As socializing institutions, public and private schools have served varying
functions (Bowles & Gintis. 1976; Collins. 1971). Largely displacing the control the
church and families exercised over education. states established public education to
prepare new generations for democratic citizenship (Katznelson & Weir. 1985).
Providing the children of immigrants and the lower classes with access to education.
public schools thus opened an avenue of social mobility. For a comparable
denominational clientele. the U.S. Catholic hierarchy founded a system of parochial
schools free of the Protestantizing influences of the public school. Both public and
Catholic schools maintained the socio-economic order required for a

mark~t society,

thus

serving the interests of the dominant classes. whose O\'ltll children were more likely to
attend independent schools. In tenns of their educational goals. moreover. public schools
have typically differed from private schools - both Catholic and independent - by
IS

placing "significantly greater emphasis on basic literacy. citizenship. good work habits.
and specific occupational skills, while private schools ... [have been] more oriented
toward academic excellence. personal growth and fulfillment, and human relations skills"
(Chubb & Moe, 1986. p.26).

In matters of education for citizenship. however, the "principle of equivalence"
theoretically governs private schools (Butts. 1989). While the federal judiciary has
upheld parents' rights to educate their children in private schools. it has also insisted that
education for citizenship be a primary objective of private as well as public schooling. 19
States have the right to make "reasonable regulations" governing the qualifications of
teachers and the curriculum for citizenship education in private schools and. as well. to
prohibit teaching harmful to the public good.
The goal is to arrive at fair and reasonable arrangements whereby both
private and public schools are expected to perform their obligation to
prepare successive generations to become informed, rational. and humane
citizens. enabled to participate effectively in the democratic political
community. State regulations to this end should be applied evenhandedly
to both public and private schools (Butts, 1989, p. 162).

Differing philosophies and traditions. Despite the common rubric of
"education for citizenship." which includes classes in American History and civics.
during most of the twentieth century. pUblic. Catholic. and independent schools have
differed dramatically in the philosophies that underlay their educational practice. To
illustrate how the schools have functioned as agents of the sponsoring authority -state,
church, or families. I ponray in very broad strokes some important influences on the
traditions of the schools. Residual effects of their traditions may linger in public.
Catholic and independent schools, thus influencing contemporary curriculum emphases
and educational practice.
Early inspiration for the direction of American education derived from
Jeffersonian notions ofcivic republicanism - that is. education that would prepare all
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citizens to participate in public life as equals in a democratic polity. While the duties of
citizenship motivated the Jeffersonian conception of participation. religious revivals in
the 19th century emphasized Protestant moralism as the impetus for public virtue (Butts.
1989). As the common school movement emerged to prepare an increasingly diverse
U.S. population for democratic citizenship. the "Protestant paideia" simultaneously took
hold in public schools (Cremin. 1977). Children learned social service as part of a
religious ethic rather than an obligation of citizenship.
In the era of nation-building. citizenship education -especially in public schools.
but in Catholic schools, as well - taught the children of the working class how to be
followers. 20 Emphasizing patriotism and loyalty, civic education of this type served to
promote a stable government, but it also reinforced an understanding of civic duty that
was largely followersbip (Turner, 1981). Influencing public education early in the
century, the Cardinal Principles o/Secondary Educalion (NEA, 1918) sought to develop
in students a communitarian orientation to their societal membership:
While seeking to evoke the distinctive excellencies of individuals and
groups of individuals, the secondary school must be equally zealous to
develop those common ideas. common ideals. and common modes of
thought. feeling, and action, whereby America., through a rich. unified.
common life. may render her truest service to a world seeking for
democracy among men and nations (p. 32).
Although the rhetoric of The Cardinal Principles had a democratic. integrative.
service-oriented ring to it. the organizational model of the comprehensive high school did
not. As public schools Americanized succeeding generations of immigrants, the
differentiated or tracked curriculum, designed for "social efficiency," prepared them and
other students for social roles, largely dictated by ascribed characteristics, particularly
race and social class (Bowles & Gintis, 1976; HoUingshead, 1949; Oakes. 1985). Public
schooling thus manifested the "central contradictory aspect of state-building in a market
society: that between democracy and capitalism" (Kattnelson & Weir, 1985. p. 83).
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For much of its history in U.S. society. Catholicism struck a defensive, inward
looking posture. developing its own schools and viewing warily the Protestant-dominated
mainstream of American culture (Bryk. Lee & Holland, 1993). Taking as its goal, "every
Catholic child in a Catholic schoo!." the church hierarchy forbade Catholic parents to
send their children to public schools (McCluskey. (964). While Catholic theology had
consistently held to the common good as a core value, Catholic teaching tended to
spiritualize social issues. 21 ACCOrding to the author of Christian Social Living, an
influential curricular approach in Catholic schools:
The Catholic school ... should prove incalculably more efficient than the
state school in promoting worthy citizenship. Nevertheless. the church has
never accepted education for citizenship as the goal of the educational
process and she can never accept it as the ultimate aim of the education
given to her children. The church recognizes in each child a future citizen
but she also recognizes in him a child of Heaven who must grow to
maturity and live out a brief span with his fellow man in the industrial.
social. and civic environments of his day and country (Shields. 1921. p.
37).
Independent private schools. viewing their mission as the cultivation of society's
leaders. provided an alternative to the public school system for children ofestablished
upper class families. who fonned a national elite (Baltzell. 1958: Domhoff. 1967; Mills.
1956). Their affluent and largely Protestant clientele look:ed to these schools to foster an
ethic of service in their children (Coles. 1977: Daniels. 1988; Ostrander. 1984). Because
of antagonistic views on the relationship of wealth and religion that prevailed in
Protestantism (Reichley. (985). however. independent schools varied in how they
interpreted the ethic of service.
The religiously affIJiated independent schools that emerged in the late nineteenth

century emphasized a Christian. largely Episcopalian. value system. inculcating social
justice teachings that critiqued economic individualism and caUed for societal reform by
adopting a social gospel (Bellah et aI.• 1991: Bershady. 1989; Cookson & PerseU. 1985a;
MacLachlan. 1970). While the social gospel attracted a relatively small segment of
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adherents. its religious and political agenda - "creating a commonwealth of labor" and
eliminating some of the specific evils of capitalism (e.g., sweatshops. slums. exploitation
of labor. monopolies) - "won converts among the brightest and most active minds in
American Protestantism" (Reichley, 1985, p.209).
A competing and. ultimately, less threatening rationale for social responsibility
flourished among other upper class Protestants - the concept of noblesse oblige. [n the
medieval Christian view. noblesse oblige referred to a God-given duty incumbent on
noble birth to provide for the common good (Tuchman. 1978). The concept translated to
"richesse oblige" in U.S. society and manifested itself as civic stewardship - the notion
that "successful citizens owe a dual obligation of time and money to the communities in
which they have prospered" (McCarthy. 1982, p. ix). Antithetical to the social gospel, in
its motivation. this second stream of religious and ethical teaching at the tum of the
century regarded the prosperity generated by capitalistic enterprise as a mark of God's
favor. According to the Episcopal bishop of Massachusetts, William Lawrence. in 1910:

In the long run, it is only to the man of morality that wealth comes. We
believe in the harmony of God's Universe. We know that it is only by
working along his laws natural and spiritual that we can work with
efficiency. Only by working along the lines of right thinking and right
living can the secrets and wealth of nature be revealed.... Godliness is in
league with riches.... Material prosperity is helping to make the national
character sweeter, more joyous, more unselfish. more Christlike. That is
my answer to the question of material prosperity to morality. (Quoted by
Bellah. 1992 [19751, p.75).
With their riches affmned as a sign of divine blessing. these monied Protestants
proceeded to share their wealth in philanthropies that helped build the nation. When
structural poverty as distinct from pauperism became a public concern in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century (Boorstin. 1974; Himmelfarb. 1991), philantropists
sought "to eradicate so

rar as possible the causes of poverty and ignorance. rather than to

relieve the sufferings of those who are poor and ignorant" (Boorstin, p. 216 [}.ll Rather
than simply giving alms, therefore. they founded colleges. universities. medica! schools
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and hospitals. established foundations that would support research. and set up public
libraries. Some members of the upper classes supported missions in foreign countries
(Boorstin) or took up careers in public service (Aldrich. 1988: Isaacson & Thomas.
(986).
While philanthropy and good works in the spirit of noblesse (or richesse) oblige
benefited the developing nation. critics alleged that social control and the dictates of self
interest actually motivated the elites (Boorstin. 1974: Counts. 1969: Mills. 1956).
"Leading families" in towns and cities. for example. "judge[d] and decide[d] the
important community issues. as well as many larger issues of state and nation in which
the 'community' is involved (Mills. 1956. p.6). By ameliorating the lot of the
disadvantaged. rather than promoting structural change. furthermore. most practitioners
of noblesse oblige accommodated the socio-ecoDonUc injustices inherent to the capitalist
system (Daniels. 1988; Ostrander. 1984).
Distinct traditions of community service, therefore. may have taken root in
independent schools. One tradition - grounded in the social gospel - engaged in a
serious critique of the status quo. The other - supporting a class hierarchy - accepted the
status quo and responded with noblesse oblige. Whether and to what extent these
traditions persist in independent schools is a theme I pursue in this dissertation.
Social Class and Community Service
Citizenship accords equal standing and an identical set ot rights and duties 
among them. service to the community - to people of diverse backgrounds and means.
While citizenship equalizes individuals. social class simultaneously stratifies them.
Because citizenship and social class are grounded in differing beliefs. ideologies. and
values. they are potentially conflictual principles (Marshall. (950). For students in
independent schools. for example, their upper class status has traditionally dictated a
socialization that inculcated civic responsibility as a combination of service and
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leadership.23 Instrumental to the socialization of these students. community service has
represented tension between the reciprocity of citizenship and the privilege of social class.
Writing at the turn of the twentieth century about her settlement work at Hull
House with immigrants in Chicago. Jane Addams (1892.1981 [1910]) reflected on
such a tension. Regretting that some regarded Hull House as a philanthropy. Addams
suggested that these commentators "use[d] the word unfairly and underestimate[d] the
duties of good citizenship" (1892. p. 56). In Addams' view, Hull House served as "an
effort to add the social function to democracy. It was opened on the theory that the
dependence of classes on each other is reciprocal" (p. 1). Resisting the perpetuation of
the status quo, Addams described the role of the Hull House volunteers. members of
the privileged class. as workers for social justice who would join with the poor in
systemic reform:
They are bound to see the needs of their neighborhood as a whole. to
furnish data for legislation. and use their influence to secure it. In short.
[Hull House workers] are pledged to devote themselves to the duties of
good citizenship and to the arousing of the social energies which too
largely lie dormant in every neighborhood given over to industrialism.
They are bound to regard the entire life of their city as organic. to make an
effort to unify it. and to protest against its over-differentiation (p.23).
The ideal of social responsibility that independent school students absorb and
aspire to could reflect social justice - the egalitarian principle that Addams describes. or
it could take the form of noblesse oblige - the principle of privilege. the debt of the upper
classes to the less fortunate. While social change is inherent to the egalitarian principle.
noblesse oblige preserves the status quo. including the power and domination of the upper
classes (Ostrander. 1984).
The limitation of this perspective [noblesse oblige1 is that it has no
systematic. corrective device for incorporating the responses of those
helped. The services provided may not be the desired ones; the tone or
style of service may be perceived as offensive or patronizing. Funher. the
notions that the haves should help the have nots is an indirect legitimation
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of inequality and an acceptance of a fundamentally unjust system (Daniels.
1988. p. 17).
Its practitioners regard noblesse oblige as civic stewardship. however - their way of
returning something to the community from which they have profited. While legitimating
the privilege of the upper classes. noblesse oblige often furthers a conservative p..:>liticaJ
agenda [0 keep more wealth in the private sector (Ostrander. (984). Providing service
through private institutions and acts of personal philanthropy lessens the need for tax
supported government intervention. 24 Noblesse oblige may also translate into services to
society that tend to benefit most directly the upper classes themselves. Two-thirds of
philanthropic giving, for example, typically goes to such elite non-profit institutions as
symphony orchestras. museums, Ivy-league universities. independent schools. and private
hospitals (Odendahl, (990). Among the younger generation of philantropists. however. a
network of social activists appears to be emerging. whose funding practices reflect a belief in
"change. not charity" (Teltsch. 1990. 1992).25 Because most of these new philanthropists
are female and very likely to have been educated in independent schools. gendered

differences in the socialization of upper- and upper-middle class youth may contribute to
such attitudinal disparity on social issues.

Gender and Community Service
In the view of feminist theorists. girls and women participate in community work as
an extension of the sexual division of labor. reflecting the traditional dichotomy - the public
sphere as proper to men. the private sphere to women (Pateman. 1989: see also Arendt.
1958; Wolfe. 1988). When arguments for women's rights. including suffrage. began to
increase the social visibility of women in the last half of the nineteenth century. for example.
the activity of women outside the home was essentially an extension of the hearth. engaged
in to further the work of the home. As Anne B. Hamman. a feminist of that era, put it:
Women's sphere is the home. Granted. gladly. But that no longer means
that woman's sphere lies within the four walls of her own house. There is
not a phase of home-making in our complex modem life that does not
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bring a woman into contact with the business of the outside world .... In a
word. her feminine duties bring her into direct contact with 'big business'
and politics.... This means not less motherhood. but broader motherhood
for women. Thousands of women who have no children are doing mother
work in the world for everybody's children. No mother heart will be afraid
of the ballot if with it she can bring about better conditions for the coming
generations (Woody. 1980. pp. t19-120).
Where gender relations are traditional. therefore. more young women than young men may
be engaged in community service. fulfilling a role socially defined as particularly appropriate
for women.
Gender intersects with social class, furthermore: That is. the effect of gender differs
according to the social class status of women (Odendahl. 1990; Sleeter & Grant. 1988).
While women of the upper classes have supported a system of traditional gender relations
within their families. they have considered that status less an issue of gender than a function
of social class (Daniels. 1988).26 Acknowledging a domestic hierarchy. these women have
regarded voluntarism as a "complementary sphere" to the work of their husbands in the
profit economy:27
... they have an understanding of their place as women in the system that
produces these resources. They are not rebels; they try to work within the
system. However. even within these limits the women show a diverse mix
of liberal (in support of social refonns and in political advocacy) and
conservative (in support of the status quo and fashionable causes)
attitudes" (Daniels. p. 28).
Outside their homes. as community volunteers. women of the upper classes have
exercised power over both men and women below them in social status.
Socializing young men and women for class and gender roles. independent
schools have tended to distinguish public service from community service (Cookson &
Persell. 1985a). The distinction is critical. Traditionally. public service has had a career
orientation to it and belonged to males; community service, on the other hand. was
avocationaI and. therefore, more appropriate for females. The earliest boarding schools
for boys, striving to inculcate a strong Christian ethic in their students. regarded their
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mission as forming society's leaders. who would "go out and refonn the world" (Baltzell.
1979. p. 278). Although women who had attended elite independent schools during the
Progressive Era. when Protestant evangelism was strong, sometimes involved themselves
in direct service to the poor, they turned to board work as social work became the
province of professionals (McCarthy, 1982). Girls' boarding schools~ accordingly.
promoted a culture of avocational community service. rooted in an "ideology of noblesse
oblige." to prepare girls for volunteer careers in social welfare agencies or on the boards
of charitable and cultural institutions (Cookson & Persell. 1985a; Daniels. 1988;
Domhoff. 1971; Ostrander. (984).
Single-sex and coeducational schools. Reflecting the social activism and
disproportionate presence of women in the new breed of philanthropists. young women in
elite independent schools may be more likely than their male counterparts to espouse
contemporary social issues and to want to involve themselves with the disadvantaged.
Because independent schools are organized as single-sex and coeducational institutions.
they provide a natural setting for examining gender-related questions such as differential
patterns of community participation by the sexes and the potential increase or attenuation
of these patterns corresponding to school gender grouping.
Recent research on why students in the independent school sector choose to enroll
in single-sex rather than coeducational schools suggests either a traditional motivation.
such as continuing a family history of single-sex education. or a more religious
orientation on the part of the students themselves (Lee & Marks. 1992). If single-sex
schools are comparatively more traditional. community service may be more common
there for both genders and, as well. consonant with the students' religious leanings. The
persistence of traditional values may also tend to preserve the noblesse oblige approach to
community service that has prevailed among the upper classes.
Single-sex schooling in the Catholic sector has demonstrated gender-differentialed
effects on students' social attitudes (Lee & 8ryk, 1986; Lee &. Marks. 1990). Girls who
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experienced single-sex schooling on the secondary level were less likely to view gender
in stereotypic ways (Lee & Bryk). Four years after high school graduation. furthermore.
these same young women proved more likely than their coed counterparts to be politically
active (Lee and Marks. 1990).28 These findings are consistent with earlier research that
evidenced a high proportion of single-sex school graduates among women holding public
office or other leadership positions (Tidball, 1976. 1980).29 Given the difference in
political orientation that exists for girls according to the gender grouping of their schools.
single-sex schools may actually be encouraging girls to become involved in public (as
well as community) service. In the single-sex school environment. girls may also be
more likely to hold leadership positions and to experience the "politics" of student
government Responding positively to that experience. these girls may be disposed to
political participation in the larger community and even aspire to political leadership.
Attention to gender in the discussion ofcommunity service by theorists and
policymakers is uncommon. Yet, in public high schools in the early 1980s, girls were
much more likely than boys to be involved in community service - 71 % to 29%
(Newmann & Rutter, 1985). Such an inequitable ratio of male-female involvement.
arguably, may be less likely to prevail in independent schools. given the tradition of
public and community service. The pattern of gender relations among adults in the upper
classes, however, may come into play in the independent school sector. with the young
women taking a disproportionate share of the responsibility for community service.

Summary
The National and Community Service Act seeks to promote a renewal of civic

responsibility in the United States by engaging high school students in community
service. Citizen rights have become separated from a corresponding set of obligations,
including the duty of the citizen to contribute to the general welfare. Because social
structures providing young Americans with the opportunity to exercise citizen obligation
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have been few. interest has developed in the potential of community service to bring
about social responsibility in high school students.
Schools are politically formative institutions. While all U.S. schools have
historically educated students for citizenship. how they have socialized students for their
public roles has varied according to school sector. Although education for democratic
citizenship presumably prepares students to serve the common good. schools have
approached that charge in disparate ways. Among independent schools with their upper
class clienteles. the ethic of noblesse oblige may continue to motivate community service
- an orientation rooted in privilege rather than in social justice or in citizen equality.

Focus of the Research

Purpose

r propose to examine the extent to which participation in schoof-sponsored
community service by high school students promotes social responsibility. Reflecting the
political and moral aspects of social responsibility. the two dimensions of citizenship that
( investigate are citizen efficacy and social conscience. Focusing on elite independent
secondary schools whose history of community service is bound up with issues of
citizenship. social class. and gender. [ recognize the potential for the traditional noblesse
oblige orientation to community service to persist. 30 While noblesse oblige is
compatible with citizen efficacy. its implicit acceptance of the existing socio-economic
order is inimical to the social justice values embodied in social conscience. Because the
institutional forms of independent schools - academic selectivity, single-sex gender
grouping, boarding. status as a finishing school. or religious affiliation -- have historical

links to community service. I attempt to identify whether these institutional forms exen a
continuing influence on students' service participation and on their attitudes toward social
responsibility .
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Plan for the Study
Continuing to situate independent schools in a broad context of American
education. in Chapter 2 I compare public. Catholic. and independent schools and the
students who attend them. I follow with a description of the analytic approaches - both
quantitative and qualitative - that I employ subsequently to investigate each research
question.
How the "promise" of community service. the theme of this chapter. ttanslates
into "practice" is the focus of Chapter 3. I describe what community service looks like in
independent schools - the programs, how they work. and how they vary. Pursuing the
issues of individualism. communitarism. and noblesse oblige as orientations to
community service, I identify the goals community service coordinators express for the
programs they oversee.
In Chapter 4. I investigate community service participation. Substantivefy. lfle
intent of Chapter 4 is to identify whether social stratification characterizes student
participation. and to examine the effect of organizational differences (e.g.• whether the
school is single-sex or coeducational. boarding or day. religious-affiliated or non
sectarian) on students' propensity toward involving themselves in community service.
Chapter 5 investigates the imponance schools attach to community service and
social responsibility. I examine whether schools integrate these social values into their
missions and curricula and commit resources to furthering them. thus contributing to a
school "press" for community service. [then evaluate the influence of the press for
service on student participation.
A comparison of the relative efficacy of community service panicipation by
students. required vs voluntary policy by schools, and integrative school organization in
developing social responsibility in students is the theme of Chapter 6. [approach the
evaluation from several sides: (a) differences in attitudes toward social responsibility
among participants and non-participants; (b) the effect of increased amounts of
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participation on student attitudes; (c) how school policy toward community service
required or voluntary - influences students' views on social responsibility; and (d) the
effect of integrative vs aggregative school organization on students' social attitudes; and
(e) the relative effects of required vs voluntary service compared with integrative school
organization.
Finally. in Chapter 7, I review the major findings on the link between community
service and social responsibility and I attempt to interpret them. Focusing on the key
policy implications of the fmdings. I make specific recommendations for community
service in U.s. private and public schools.
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Notes to Chapter [
I For an review of the proposals and debate pertaining to national and community
service, see Moskos (1988).
2 Brubaker (1989) contrasts the fonnal legal role of citizenship with its substantive
citizenship quality of civic participation. According to Brubaker's definition, therefore,
"good citizenship" is a consideration characteristic of substantive citizenship. Barber
( 1984) typifies good citizenship as the "civic conception" of citizenship.
3 Shklar (1991) identifies other understandings of citizenship - specifically. the basic
legal status of nationality as well as "ideal citizenship" in the Aristotelian sense of a life
devoted to direct pursuit of the public good.
4 Recognizing the same problem. earlier in the century William James (1910) advocated
a system of national service for young Americans to provide "the moral equivalent of
war."
5 Other refonn literature recognizing the issue of education for citizenship included
Adler, 1982; Goodlad. 1984; Lawrence. 1983; Sizer. 1985.
6 The Carnegie unit is a measure of "academic contact time".
7 In Book ill of The Politics Aristotle refers to these characteristics as the "defining
mark" of citizenship.
8 Aristotle considers the state "a kind of partnership. a partnership of citizens in the form
of a government" (The Politics. Book m, 4).

9 T. H. Green (1961 [1879]) in Lectures on the Principles of Political Obligation
distinguished between the political and moral aspects of citizenship. Political
responsibilities are the obligations corresponding to the rights a citizen enjoys. Moral
responsibilities are duties that a citizen voluntarily undertakes for the good of society. By
fulfilling the political and moral responsibilities of citizenship. the individual rises to full
human stature. Discussing Green's position on the moral dimension of citizenship,
Himmel farb (1991) desi:ribc=d it as "a special moral status '" making [ci tizensI a part (and
an equal part) of a larger moral enterprise. the common good" (p. 254).
10 Civil society and political society are related, but distincL In Locke's view, civil
society is a community that precedes government. To provide for" common authority."
the community establishes its government. a "unified commonwealth" (Selznick. 1992).
SeIznick comments on the reJationship of civil society and government: "A smiting
feature ofcivil society is the interdependence of private and public morality, private and
public institutions. Civil society is distinct from govemment and a brake on government;
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yet it is also sustained by law and even. in some respects. constituted by law. Private life
is taken to be the chief source of order and well-being; yet civil society is a reservoir of
reserved rights that are claims on public morality" (p. 509). Bellah et aL (1991) and
Wolfe (1989) also treat the distinction between the state and civil society.
11 In an ironic evolution. the notion of "interests" originated out of "concern for
improving the quality of statecraft" (Hirschman. 1977. p.33).
12 In the Judeo-Christian tradition. the covenant of God with the Hebrew people enjoined
on them responsiblities to their neighbors. whom they were to treat with respect and
decency and with whom they were to share their blessings.
13 The preamble to the constitution of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 1780
states: "The body politic is formed by a voluntary association of individuals: it is a social
compact. by which the whole people covenants with each citizen. and each citizen with
the whole people ... " (as quoted by Walzer. 1985. p.84).
14 Tocqueville cited two other imponant influences - the federal form of government
and the organization of the judiciary.
15 Aggregative institutions regard their members as self-interested individuals. acting
rationally and according [0 market principles to secure their gain. Integrative institutions.
attempting to pursue the common good. assume their members will attempt "to
subordinate personal needs and private desires to the sense of the public interest as
defined by the community, and to maintain confidence that similar commitments and
subordinations can be expected from others. Thus, [integrative institutions demand]
public-spirited citizens with a concern for openness and the public good" (March &
Olson, 1989. pp. 131£.).
16 Etzioni proposes what he terms an "[ and We" paradigm within which "both individual
and community have a basic moral standing; neither is secondary or derivative" ( 1990. p.
(37).

17 During the 1988-89 school year. Barber chaired the Committee on Education for Civic
Leadership at Rutgers University, whose charge it was to explore ideas for a mandatory
education and service program for university undergraduates.

[8 Discussions of national service typically comprise both forms of service - national
and community (see, for example. Committee on National Service. 1979; Moskos. (988).
19 In a case testing the legality ofan Oregon law that required all school-aged children
(with some few exceptions) to attend public schools. the Supreme Court in 1925 ruled on
behalf of parents' rights to enroU their children in private schools. In Pierce v Society of
Sisters the coons upheld the right of states to make reasonable reguJations governing the
curriculum (including instruction in English and good citizenship) and qualifications of
teachers in all schools. States. however. could not compel students to attend public
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schools. Parents had the right to send their children to private schools. provided the
schools met the criteria specified by the state (Butts. 1989; Rebell. 1989).
20 Oakes ( 1985) provides an account of how public schools incorporated the waves of
immigrants to the United States in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Predicated on social class. differential opportunities for learning and leadership tended to
separate the children of immigrant and working class parents. panicularly those from
southern and eastern Europe. from those of the more established northern European
groups. even in public schools. Bryle. Lee, and Holland (1993) describe the role of
Catholic parochial schools in the assimilation of the immigrant poor.
21 Not until Vatican Council IT in the early 1960s did the Catholic church adopt a more
socially-oriented temporal mission - perhaps nowhere better represented than to the
pastoral constitution. the Church in the Modern World (Abbottt, 1966).
22 This was the view of Russell Sage when he established the Russell Sage Foundation.
23 Frequently cited as illustrative of this marriage is the motto of Groton School - Cui
Servire Est Regnare - "to serve is to rule" (cl. Goodman. (988; Isaacson & Thomas.
1986; MacLachlan, 1970).
24 tntroducing the "Points of Light" initiative as a means to maintain America's
"economic. political and military strength and global competitiveness," for example.
President George Bush sought to reduce the role of government by enlisting individuals
and institutions to address such formidable social problems as homelessness.
unemployment. illiteracy. and drug abuse (President's Advisory Committee. 1989).
25 Eschewing the language of noblesse oblige. they find the tenn philanthropy
"pretentious or condescending. They prefer to speak of 'sharing' rather than 'giving: and
they often want to get involved with a group in addition to writing a check" (Teltsch.
1992. p. A9).
26 Janowitz (1981) attributed the strength of voluntary organizations to their "close
articulation with the household" (p.17). Nowhere does the articulation with the
household seem more fundamental than within the upper classes.
27 Feminist theory over the past two decades has argued and elaborated the relationship
of patriarchy, capitalism, and social class (Acker, 1980; Hartmann. 1979: Odendahl.
1990; Sleeter & Grant. 1988).
28 The analyses yielding these effects contained adjustments for students' personal and
family background, curriculum track. and school social composition (i.e., average sociai
class, percentage Black students, percentage Hispanic students.
29 An alternative explanation for this phenomenon is that single-sex schools may be
more selective and therefore more likely to attract academically talented and ambitious
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young women. In Chapter 6. I take up the issue of single-sex schooling for girls and an
oriemation [0 public life.
30 Katznelson and Weir (1985) point out that "the inescapable tensions between the
public and private realms. and battles at this boundary about the extensiveness of equal
citizenship and popular sovereignty. took place in and were moderated in pan by the
system of schooling for ali" (p. to).
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CHAPTER

n

SAMPLE AND METHODS
A primary purpose of this chapter is to introduce the research questions for
examining the link between community service and social responsibility that I proposed
in Chapter 1. While I introduce the investigation in the context of a theoretical model. I
also provide a technical orientation to the empirical analyses that I undertake. Since the
study focuses on high schools in the independent sector, a relatively uncharted terrain in
the landscape of U.S. education. I situate these schools by comparing them with more
familiar public and Catholic schools. I supply detailed infonnation on the sixty
independent single-sex and coeducational secondary schools that constitute the analytic
sample for this empirical study.
How Independent Schools Compare to PubUc and Catholic Schools
Enrolling just about 1% of U.S. high school students. independent schools
nonetheless constitute an influential segment of American education because of their
selective clientele and academic excellence (Lightfoot. 1983). Free ofhieran:hical (i.e .•
bureaucratic or ideological) control and typically governed by a board of trustees. most
independent schools belong to the National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS).
a "non-profit tax exempt. voluntary membership organization ...which serves more than
900 independent elementary and secondary schools in the United States and abroad"
(NAIS Directory. 1986-81. p.3). Of the 655 independent high schools in the United
States, about 33% offer students the possibility of boarding and approximately 21 % are
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single-sex (NAIS, 1987). To distinguish the organization and clientele of independent.
public. and Catholic secondary schools. [ compare them on relevant features - school and
student demographic characteristics and student academic orientation - based on
nationally representative data from the National Education longitudinal Study of 1988
(NELS:88) (U.S. Deparunent of EducatioD, 1990, 1992).1

On some standard and important characteristics (size, social composition. and
teacher-to-student ratio), independent schools differ dramatically from both public and
Catholic schools. Many independent schools (almost a third) provide a full pre-collegiate
program. from kindergarten through 12th grade (Table 2.1). Another third admit students
Table 2.1
Public. Catholic. and Independent Secondary Schools Compared on Characteristics of Organization ilnd
Clientele

Characteristics

School features
School Size
% Include Grades K-12
% Include Grades 7·8
Grade 10 Enrollment
Student-Teacher Ratio
Average Tuition
% Black
% Hispanic
% Group by Ability

Public

Catholic

Indep.

1317
2.8
5.9
358
16:1

636

~57

0.0
4.0
160

31.5
33.0
82
9:1
S8.882
5.3

85.1

16.1
S3.130
11.4
7.7
95.7

51.7
6.2
21.2
75.1
16.4
29.7

31.2
19.1
13.3
77.4
5.8
47.9

68.9
79.9
50.5

91.1
94.4
54.8
54.6

19.3

11.0

Siudent BacklUound
% family Income < $30.000
% family (ncome> $87.500
% Single Parent Household
% Mothers Who Work Outside Home
% Mothers With No HS Diplomil
% Mothers Who Are College Graduates
% Mothers Expect Child to
Graduale from College
% Students with College Plans. Grade 8
Reading Achievement. Grade 10
Mathematics Achievement. Grade 10

50.6
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1--'
92.3

11.5
68.8
9.5
62.6

0.4
71.6
96.5
99.5
59.3
59.4

at the middle school or junior high school levels. Some independent schools enroll over
1000 students. but generally they are small. While the average independent school size of
457 includes the entire student population (including any pre~high school students). the
high school enrollment itself is typically under 350 students. A more accurate indicator
of high school size. therefore. is the average 10th grade enrollment of 82 students - about
one-fourth the size of the comparable cohort in public high school.
The low teacher -i~student ratio in independent schools (I :9) is well below the
average for public and Catholic schools. High tuitions of close to $9.000 annually
(almost three times greater than those of Catholic high schools) are the norm at
independent schools. Compared to the average public or Catholic school. independent
schools are culturally homogenous. About 5% of the students in these schools are Black
and just over 1% are Hispanic. considerably under-representing U.S. racial and ethnic
diversity. Most schools in all three sectors use ability grouping. Although independent
schools are almost exclusively coUege preparatory. they group students by ability in
classes identified as "honors" or advanced placement (AP).
Student background. Reflected in the high tuitions independent schools charge.
sharp socio-economic contrasts separate their clientele from those ofCatholic and.
especially, public high schools. While large proportions of the 1990 NELS students in
public and Catholic schools came from families with an annual household income below
$30.000. almost 70 percent of their independent school counterparts lived in households
with an annual income over $87.000. 2 More so than students in public and Catho!'c
schools. students in independent schools tend to come from tw~parent households.
Close to three-fourths of the mothers of independent school students earned a college
degree. and almost all of them expect their children to do so. Academically more focused
than their peers in public and Catholic schools. most of the 1990 independent school
cohort reported that when they were in 8th grade they had plans for coUege. Their levels
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of achievement in reading and especially mathematics substantially surpassed those of
their counterparts in public and Catholic high schools.
The 1990 NELS data pennit useful comparisons between the sectors at about the
same time as the data that provide the basis for this dissertation research were collected.
1988-1989. After describing this latter data source in some detail. I draw upon it to
present a portrait of the 60 independent schools selected for this study. focusing on
comparisons within the independent school sector.

Data Source
The data for this research come from the National Study of Gender Grouping in
Independent Secondary Schools, a broad-based investigation of single-sex and
coeducational schooling in American non-Catholic private high schools. The secondary
school membership of the National Association of Independent Schools comprises the
population from which the school sample for this study was drawn. Professor Valerie
Lee of the University of Michigan was the principal investigator of this study. undertaken
"To examine the schooling experience of young men and women in single-sex and
coeducational institutions with the aim of evaluating the relative effectiveness of gender
grouping on students' academic and social development. peer and social relationships.
educational attitudes and aspirations" (Descriptive Brochure, 1988).3 Data were
coUected in a stratified random sample of sixty schools -- 20 coeducational. 20 boys'. and
20 girls'.4
The data base includes information from survey questionnaires. school records.
interviews. classroom observations. field notes. and documents supplied by the schools.
The entire sample of students (3.183 members of the Class of 1989). all the secondary
level mathematics and English teachers in each school (a total of619 teachers), 60
community service coordinators. the 60 school heads completed extensive
questionnaires. S Response rates were very high - 93% for students. 94% for teachers.
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and 100% for both the community service coordinators and school heads. A subsample
of 21 schools (seven each of girls', boys', and coeducational schools) received 2-3 day
visits during which either another field researcher or I collected observational and
interview data (Lee & Marks, (992).
Although supplementary to the primary purpose of the larger study, my
investigation into community service capitalized on the resources of the study. As a
researcher on the project from its earliest days. {was able to contribute items for the
surveys of students. teachers, and school heads and to design a questionnaire for
community service coordinators. Responding to surveys, students reported on their
service participation; school heads and teachers judged their schools' effectiveness in
providing challenging service opportunities for students; teachers and coordinators of
service activity rated their own, their colleagues', and the school community's interest and
involvement in community service. Community service coordinators (usually teachers or
other staff members) also provided detailed survey information on their roles. program
organization, the relationship of community service to the curriculum. and whether the
school requires service for graduation. Ifcoordinators reported community service as a
graduation requirement at their school, they also supplied additional information on
community service policy and on the expectations for students' involvement in
community service activity.
On the 21 field visits, the other researcher or I interviewed the school community
service coordinator (as well as students, teachers, and the school head), using an
interview protocol that I developed for that purpose. About an hour in duration, the taped
interviews provide in-depth information on the organization of the community service
programs. The interview protocol for community service coordinators covered five broad
areas: (a) program description, including the program's structure, goals. projects. and
working relationships with other schools; (b) school climate for community service,
including the extent and quality of social and academic support; (c) student in1lOlvement,
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including the proportions of students involved at all grade levels (9-12) and mechanisms
for bringing about student participation; (d) coordinator role, including its "job
description" and its official or unofficial status; (e) motivation. specifically. why the
coordinator, students. and others at the school become involved in community service.
Because their work: brings them into frequent contact with school heads. teachers. and
students, as well as with external agencies and colleagues at other schools. the
perspectives on community service that the coordinators shared in their interviews were
particularly rich and insightful.

Characteristics of Single-Sex and Coeducational Schools and Their Students
Previous research involving this national sample of independent schools has
focused on questions related to school gender grouping, including the choice of a single
sex or coeducational high school (Lee & Marks, 1992); the relative effectiveness of
schools of each type (Marks & Lee. 1990); forms of sexism in the classrooms of these
schools (Lee, Marks & Byrd. 1992); and differential perceptions of influence among
teachers in independent schools (Lee, Loeb & Marks, 1992). Information from these
earlier studies provides considerable detail on independent schools and their students.
The schools. Generally small, the independent secondary schools in this sample
enroll fewer than 250 students (Table 2.2). While girls' high schools are the smallest.
averaging 171 students. they are most likely to incorporate K-8 lower schools. Thus. a
young woman attending a girls' school may experience all her precollegiate schooling in
the same academic setting. The majority of the boys' schools in the sample are boarding
schools, most of them located in rural areas. Tuitions are high. over $13.000 for boarding
schools and $7,000 for day schools. A fifth of the schools are religious-affiliated.
A. School Selectivity. While the "elite" designation often applied to independent
schools conjures up notions of an affluent clientele. it applies as well to the academic
selectivity that governs the admissions process. Recognizing a selective "prep" school as
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Table 2.2
Single-Sex and Coeducational Independent Schools Compared

Variable

Descriptive Characteristics
High School Size
% Gr. 9-12 only
% Gr. K-12
% Boarding School a
% Rural Location a
% Religious Affiliated
% Finishing School
Tuition Boarding
Tuition Day
A verage Selectivity c
Average Social Class c
% Female Enrollment b
% Minority Enrollment
Staff Characteristics
9& Female Heads
% Female Teachers a
% Teachers. Advanced Degree b

Girls' Schools

Coeducational Schools

Boys' Schools

(n=20)

(n=20)

(n=20)

171
15.0
65.0
20.0
\5.0
15.0
35.0
S13.162
$6.686
.020
.02
100.0
8.0

241
25.0
45.0
25.0
20.0
20.0
30.0
$13.740
$7,216
.075
·.21
44.0
5.0

244
30.0
15.0
55.0
50.0
20.0
45.0
$13.776
$7.773
·.068
-.29
0.0
6.0

60.0

10.0
46.0
68.0

0.0
23.0
53.0

76.0
61.0

a Difference between boys' and girls' schools statistically significant at P S .05.
b Difference between single·sex and coeducational schools statistically significant at P S .05.
C Measure standardized (M=O. SO:1.01,

a proven route to a highly prestigious college, ambitious students compete for admission
to some independent secondary schools. Students and their parents also exercise
considerable self-selection in the admissions process, based on the academic reputation of
the school and their ability to pay the tuition. All independent secondary schools require
applicants to take standardized entrance examinations and to submit academic records
and recommendations from their elementary and/or middle schools. Less selective
schools have larger numbers of students in remediation to "get them up to speed"
academically and they accept more transfer students. A constructed measure comprising
these characteristics taps the notion of school selectivity (Lee & Marks. 1992). Later in
this chapter and in Appendix C, I provide a detailed description of the selectivity
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measure. For the schools in this sample, while selectivity varies very little across Ihe
three school groups, considerable variability exists within them (especially among boys'
schools).
B. "Finishing" Schools. Non·academic characteristics. such as a beautiful
campus, an outstanding amIetic program, a reputation for being "social" - make some
independent schools especially attractive to potential students. While some of these
schools may also be academically selective, they tend to attract students who place a high
premium on the importance for their futures of marriage, children, and leisure time and
who hold stereotypic views on gender roles. Known as "finishing schools:' such schools
have traditionally (and stereotypically) been associated with appealing 10 non
academically oriented young women. In this sample, however, boys' schools proved
somewhat more likely to be "finishing schools," although some girls' and coeducational
schools also fit the description.
Given the relatively even distribution of gender in the

population~

il is notable that

coeducational independent schools enroll 11 % more boys than girls. At least two
possible explanations for this phenomenon exist. Independent schools have proven
attractive to a new, first-generation private school clientele, who may be more likely to
select coeducation for their sons and single-sex education for their daughters (Lee &
Marks, (992). Or. boys' schools that have become coeducational in recent years may
have failed to equalize their enrollments by gender - either because the schools choose to
retain a male majority or because the environment retains a traditional male flavor that
girls find uncongeniaL No significant differences exist among the schools on their
average social class or on the percentage of their students who are minority.
School statTs. In their gender composition. the teaching slaffs of single-sex and
coeducational schools reflect their enrollments. While the majority of girls' schools
(60%) have female administrators or "heads," just two coeducational schools ( 12%) and
none of the boys' school do. The majority of the teachers hold advanced degrees, ranging
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from 68% in coeducational schools to 53% in boys' schools. with girls' schoolteachers in
the middle at 61 %. Not surprisingly. female teachers are in the majority at girls' schools 
- 76% and in the minority at boys' schools - 23%. For coeducational schools the

proportion of female faculty is 46%.

The students. To distinguish the subpopulations in the sample. I compare the
students according to their gender and high school type. i.e.• the single-sex or
coeducational gender grouping of the high school they attend (Table 2.3). As the level of
average family income suggests, most of these students come from very affluent families.
Minority students (Blacks. Hispanics, and Native Americans) are poorly represented
(under 10%) in any of the school groups.
Table 2.3
Comparison of Personal and Family Characteristics for Girls and Boys in Single-Sex and Coeducational
Schools

Single-Sex

Girls
Coeducational

Single-Sex

Boys
Coeducalional

e!:llQDill Characterisi£i

Family Income (In SI.OOOs)
% Minority Group Member
Age a.b.c
Religious Self-Perception a.b
%Calholic b
% Jewish ab.c

143
.01
11.3
.10

135
.06

17.2
-.12

131
.08

130
.06

17.6

17.5
-.18
.18
.18

.22

.21

.01

.15

.08
.21
.10

54.0
15.0
8.0
58.0
27.0

59.0
16.0
10.0
59.0
25.0

59.0
14.0
14.0
53.0
22.0

66.0
19.0
14.0
57.0
25.0

40.0
23.0
5.0

31.0
36.0
3.0
535

30.0
38.0
6.0
55.4

26.0
40.0

Enmib: Q1i1m:l!:r:iSli~
% Parents: All Public Schoni b_c

Parents: Pol. Conservat. ;'.~ l:)
Parents: Pol. Liberal c
% Professional Mother
% Single-Parent Household
Eon Cbaracterisli's
% All Private Elem. School ac
% All Public Elern_ School a.c
% All Catholic Elem. School b
Pre-High School Achievement b.c
%
%

53.8

2.0

57.9

a Difference between girls in sjngle~sex and coeducational schools stalistically significant at P ~ .05.
b Difference between boys in single-sex and coeducational schools statistically significant at P S; .05.
c Difference between students in single-sex and coeducational schools statistically significanl at PS .OS.
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Although students who consider themselves religious are more likely to enroll in
single-sex schools. Jewish students (12% of the sample) prefer coeducational schools.
Catholic students (20% of the sample) constitute just over one-fourth of the boys' school
enrollment. Since most of their parents were educated entirely in public schools. the
majority of the sampled students represent a "new aristocracy" of fJl'st~generation private
school families (Lee & Marks, 1992). While political t;onservatism is most common
among the families of boys in coeducational schools. boys' parents. generally, are more

liberal than girls' parents. Over half the students in all the groups report their mothers as
currently working in professional positions.
Generally favored with abundant physical, financial, and human resources.
attended by an academically-oriented clientele. are well-supported by the parents of their
students. independent schools represent positive educational environments. Compared

(0

public and Catholic schools, most independent schools are enclaves of privilege.
Community service is

well~stablished

in the independent school sector: Whether it

performs a bridging function enabling affluent young citizens to learn and practice social
responsibility is the central focus of this investigation.
Theoretical Model
The theoretical model guiding this study reflects a traditional aim of education for
democratic citizenship: Mediating the influence of personal background, schools
socialize students into their roles as citizens. The model hypothesizes social
responsibility, defined as citizen efficacy and social conscience. as the product of
personal background and school influences - particularly school organization and
participation in school-sponsored community service. These constructs. with arrows
(b.c.h.g,})indicating a direct relationship with social responsibility. are displayed from left
[0

right in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1
Community Service and Social Responsibility: A Theoretical Model for Students in Independent Schools
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The importance of personal background on both participation in community
service and social responsibility (a. b) receives theoretical treatment in Chapter 4. [n
addition [0 examining the influence of students' personal demographics. I also consider
the relationship of their cognitive~psycbological traits. religious background. and political
orientation to community service participation and attitudes toward social responsibility.
While personal background may also influence a student's choice of higb school. I do not
investigate that relationship here (See Lee and Marks. (992). A major research question
for this study is the extent to which student participation in school~sponsored community
service positively affects social responsibility (e).
Independent schools have organizational features that distinguish them from
public schools and sometimes from other private schools - e.g., gender grouping (single
sex or coeducational), religious affiliation, provision for boarding students. selectivity.
finishing school status. Grounded in a class-based institutional history. the institutional
character of independent schools. I hypothesize. has decisive implications for community
service sponsorship (d). for students' participation in community service (e). and for
students' learning of social responsibility (h).
Central to the model are the integrative (vs aggregative) organization of the school
and the school's sponsorship of community service. The model displays the organization
of the school and community service as linked (I). suggesting that the extent to which a
school is integrative in its organization determines the character of its community service
sponsorship and. ultimately, the effectiveness of community service in promoting social
responsibility among students. School sponsorship of community service. particularly the
press for service. contributes to integrative organization. I bave several bypotheses
concerning school sponsorship of community service. First, I posit the school press for
community service as the most important detenninant of student participation (f).
Second.. [ posit differential effects for the required vs voluntary policy depending on the
structure of the requirement (i.e .• wbether the school structures the requirement as
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service-learning or simply stipulates student perfonnance of hours of service) (g). Finally.
I hypothesize that school organization (integrative vs aggregative) will exert a
fundamental influence both on the efficacy of their service policy (i) and on the attitudes
of students toward social responsibility

V).

Research Questions
In Chapter 1. I stated me theoretical rationale and the specific objectives for this
dissertation. Within mat context. four major research questions provide the focus for
each of the chapters that follow.

· Research Question 1: To what extent does community service "in practice" at
independent schools reflect individualistic. communitarian. or noblesse oblige
orientations ?
I introduce the investigation. by examining the orientation and goals ofschool
community service programs. The purpose is to ascertain their potential to affect
independent school students' attitudes toward social responsibility (Chapter 3).

· Research Question 2: Who participates in community service and in which types
o/schools?
Here I attempt [0 discern socially stratifying patterns of community service
participation: (a) for students -- by gender. ability, or political identification, for example.
and (b) for schools - by such features as gender grouping, religious affiliation. selectivity
(Chapter 4 ).

· Research Question 3: How influential is the school press for community service
in differentially affecting student participation?
Certain schools exemplify nonnative environments that press for community
service. I explore this environment, its attributes, and its influence on student
participation (Chapter 5).

· Research Question 4: To what extent do student service participation. required
vs 'Voluntary community service. and the integrative organization ofScllools affect
students' anitudes toward social responsibility?
Culminating this study, I approach community service on the part of students and
policy and integrative organization on the part of schools as "programs" to evaluate for
their efficacy in promoting positive attitudes toward social responsibility among
participants (Chapter 6).

Sample
The analytic sample for this study includes 3,183 members of the independent
secondary schools Class of 1989 enrolled in 60 single-sex and coeducational schools - 20
of each gender group (Table 2.4). The senior classes vary in size from a low of six
Table 2.4
Definition of Analytic Sample of Independent Secondary Schools

Number of Students or Schools

Type ofSchool

Student Sample
Coeducatiollal
Girls
Boys
Single-Sex
Girls
Boys

857
1.155

Total

3.183

522
649

School Sample
Boys Only
Coeducational
Girls Only

20
20
20

Total

60

From "'Who Goes Where? Choice of Single-Sex and Coeducational Secondary Schools" by V.E. Lee and
H.M. Marks. 1992. Socjolozy of Education. 2.t p.233.
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students (a girls' school) to a high of 141 (a coeducational school). On average. the senior
class contains 53 students. but those in three schools (one of each gender group)
contained fewer than ten students. Six schools have over 100 seniors in their high
schools (three boys' schools. three coeducational schools). Although one girls' school had
96 seniors. girls' schools were generally the smallest (Lee & Marks. 1992).

Comparability of the Visited Subsample
Since interviews with the coordinators at the 21 visited schools provide much of
the qualitative data, subsample schools contribute disproportionately to the portrait of
community service. Moreover. the level ofcommunity service participation at the visited
schools (35%) is significantly higher than at the non-visited schools (23%) -- (Appendix
A). Interviews with the community service coordinators at the visited schools, therefore.
may reflect more favorable environments for community service than are likely to occur
at the non-visited schools.
To investigate the comparability of the sub-samples. I evaluated visited and non
visited schools and their students on other characteristics. On many school features in the
analytic model. the two groups are comparable (Appendix A). Selectivity is higher
among the schools in the visited subsample. however. especially for the single-sex
schools. and visited schools are less likely to be finishing schools. Although students in
the visiled schools generally resemble their counterparts in the non-visited sample
(Appendix B). religious characteristics differentiate the groups. with students in the
visited schools less likely to think of themselves as religious and more likely to be
Jewish. Cognitive status (I.e.• achievement level at high school entry) is higher for
students in the visited sample and is also a factor in the selectivity of their schools.
How consequential are these differences? Within the visited subsample. the
academic focus is somewhat stronger than for the overall sample. Since I wish to
generalize to the population of NAIS schools (of which the large sample is representative)
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subsample differences are important. For example, community service coordinators in
the subsample might characterize student participants as highly interested in learning the
social issues background for meir service activity. Conceivably, such student interest
could be a function of either me ability of the students or me selectivity of the schools
they attend. Therefore, onJy wim caution may r extend that attitude to me population
under study.

Measures
Consuucts for investigating socially responsible citizenship in students include:
(a) outcome measures of the political and moral aspects of citizenship - citizen efficacy
and social conscience; (b) measures of students' participation in school-sponsored
community service; (c) student reflectivity about social and political issues, a variable
that functions as a statistical control for unmeasured influences on social responsibility;
and (d) personal background measures used as additional controls. including

demographic characteristics (gender. socioeconomic status. minority status. age),
cognitive·psychological traits (achievement. self-concept. locus of control). religious
orientation (religious self-perception. Camolic.lewish). and political affiliation
(conservative. liberal, students share parents' sociai views, students share parents' political
views). Chapter 4 provides a meoretical rationale for the inclusion of me background
measures.
Imponant consuucts measured among schools include three sets of variables:
explanatory measures, instimtional demographics. and community service program
features. The explanatory measures that r investigate as "school effects" on students'
social responsibility include: (a) school commitment (or institutional press) for
community

service~

(b) policy toward community service (required or voluntary); and (c)

an index of integrative organization. Representing other potentially salient school
influences on social responsibility, institutional demographics serve as control variables.
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They include gender grouping, selectivity. finishing school status. boarding schoo!. and
religious affiliation. Community service program features. the third set of variables.
includes characteristics that typify aspects of program structure with implications for the
service activity of students. Descriptions of all measures employed in this study appear in
Appendix C.

Student Measures
Dependent variables. Two dependent measures - citizen efficacy and social
conscience - tap the political and moral dimensions of socially responsible citizenship.
Citizen efficacy reflects a positive disposition toward conventional good citizenship as
exercised politically. Social conscience represents a positive mora! commitment. a
concern to correct societal inequities. Psychometric properties of these measures are
presented in Appendix G.
A. Citizen efficacy. A composite measure. citizen efficacy, contains seven
components. Four of the items elicited yes/no responses from the surveyed students: (a)
Plan to vote or have voted in a public election: (b) Plan to give money to a political
campaign or have already done so; (c) Plan to write or have written 10 public officials; (d)
Plan to work in a political campaign or have worked in one. The remaining three
components sought students' opinions on the following statements: (e) Citizen action
groups can affect government policies; (0 [have no power to change the way the world is
(reversed); (g) [ feel a good citizen tries to change government policies he or she
disagrees with. Response options were: (I) Disagree, (2) Mostly disagree, (3) Neither.
(4) Mostly agree. and (5) Agree. The reliability of the citizen efficacy measure
(Cronbach's alpha) is .68.6
B. Social conscience. A second weighted factor. social conscience, includes the
following items: (a) Maybe minorities do get unfair treatment, but that's not my business
(reversed); (b) [ would like my (future) children to have close friends of other races; (c)
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I'd support policies to make life better for the poor. even if they cost me a lot of money:
(d) In the U.S. we put too much emphasis on profits and not enough on human well
being; (e) A stranger in trouble and needing help is not my problem (reversed); (f) [often
buy things I don't need (reversed). Response options to these items included: (I)
Disagree. (2) Mostly disagree. (3) Neither. (4) Mostly agree. and (5) Agree. The
reliability of the social conscience measure (Cronbach's alpha) is .71.
Program variables. Measures of students' community service participation are
constructed from two student survey items with ordinal response scales: (a) How much
time in an average month do you spend doing community work or giving help to people
with special needs outside your family? Response options included ( I) None; (2) I to 2
hours; (3) 3 to 4 hours; (4) 5 to 10 hours; (5) 1 I hours or more; and (b) What proportion
of these activities are sponsored by your school? Response options included (1) None;

(2) Less than 25%; (3) About 25%; (4) About 50%; (5) About 75%; (6) Allor (00%.
A. Amount of participation. To construct this measure. I recoded the temporal
ranges of the first ordinal scale into average numbers of hours and the approximations of
the second ordinal scale into actual proportions. I then calculated the proportion of
school-sponsored student service. by multiplying the average time a student served by the
school-sponsored proportion. The measure of the amount of school-sponsored
participation ranges from the modal "none at all" to a high of 11 hours monthly.
B. Participation vs non·participation. To measure whether a student
participated or not. I converted amount of participation (a minimum of one hour per
month) into a dummy variable. coded (I=Participant), (O=Non-Panicipant).

Student control variables. The student control variables are of two types: (a) a
focused control closely related to social responsibility - namely. personal reflectivity
about social and political issues - that functions as a proxy for a premeasure of social
responsibility; and (b) a broader set ofcontrols for personal background. cognitive
psychological traits. religious orientation. and political affiliation - characteristics of
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students that might predispose them to become involved in community service or to
profess socially responsible attitudes apart from either the experience of community
service or any organizational influences of their schools.
A. Reflectivity about social and political issues. Tapping the extent to which
unspecified influences may account for students' positive social attitudes. a student survey
item posed the following question: Some people think a lot about the social problems of
the nation and the world and about how they might be solved. Others spend little time
thinking about these issues. How much do you think about these things? The options for
responding were: (I) Never. (2) Seldom. (3) Sometimes. (4) Quite often. (5) A great deal.
B. Personal background characteristics. Four sets of variables account for the
characteristics of students' personal background - demographic. cognitive-psychological.
religious. and political. The demographic variables include: (a) gender. coded
(l=female) (O=rnale); (b) age. a categorical variable with five levels. ranging from 15
years to 20 or more years; (c) minority. coded (l=Black. Hispanic. or American Indian)
(O=White or other ethnicity); (d) social class. a standardized measure constructed from

the sum of standardized values for family income. mother's and father's educations.
mother's and father's occupations. and the total of selected household attributes or
possessions. standardized.
The cognitive-psychological traits are three - ability, self-concept. and locus of
control. Ability (or achievement) is measured as the student's mean score on the verbal
and quantitative Scholastic Aptitude Tests. Self-concept is a composite variable
(standardized) formed from the following items - (a) [ take a positive attitude toward
myself: (b) I am a person of worth. on an equal plane with others; (c) [ am able to do
things as well as most people; (d) On the whole [ am satisfied with myself; (e) At times I
think I am no good at all (reversed); and (f) I feel I do not have much to be proud of

(reversed). Possible responses to the self-concept items included ( I) Disagree. (2) Mostly
disagree. (3) Neither. (4) Mostly agree. (5) Agree. Eliciting the same set of possible
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responses. the items forming the locus of control (standardized) measure include: (a)
Good luck is more important than hard work for success (reversed); (b) Every time I try
to get ahead, something or somebody stops me (reversed; (c) Planning only makes a
person unhappy, since plans hardly ever work out anyway (reversed); (d) People who
accept their condition in life are happier than those who try to change things (reversed);
(e) What happens to me is my own doing; (0 When I make plans, I am almost certain I
can make them work.
The religious orientation measures reflect student perception of themselves as

religious and whether they identify as Catholic or Jewish. The measure of religious self
perception is the response to the following survey item: Do you think of yourself as a
religious person? The response options included: (1) Yes, very: (2) Yes. somewhat; (3)
No. not at all -- reversed and standardized. Jewish and Catholic are each indicator

=

variables. coded (I Yes), (O=No). Political affiliation includes two indicator variables
for Liberal and Conservative (l=Yes), (O=No), and two composite variables measuring
the extent that students shared the political andlor social views of their parents. Students
responded to survey items asking them how closely their values resembled their parents
on (a) political matters - politics. war and peace issues. religion, conservation. and race;
and (b) social issues - men's roles, what to do with hislher life, what's important in life.
and how to spend money. Response optins for these political and social items included:
(I) Very similar. (2) Mostly similar. (3) Mostly different. (4) Very different -- reversed
and standardized.
School Measures
Explanatory variables. Three measures explain the influence of schools in

mediating the community service experience of students: (a) the school press for
community service. (b) the policies schools enact for community service, and (c) the
organizational properties of schools, i.e., the integrativelaggregative dimensions.
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A. School press for community service. Schools that promote community
service by offering service opportunities. setting expectations for substantial student
participation. and facilitating student involvement have a strong press for community
service. Where a school press for community service exists, service is a widely shared
value among the school community. The measure of school press is a composite variable
derived from four sources: (a) teacher surveys - teachers' perceptions of the school
environment for community service (aggregated to the school level); (b) school head
surveys - the head's report on whether the school sponsors community service as an
organized acti"ity; (c) school documentation - specifically. "official" references to
community service in promotional materials supplied by the school; and (d) student
surveys - the amount of service involvement reported by students at each school
(aggregated to the school level).
Providing three components to the press-for-service measure, teachers assessed the
level of interest and involvement in community service (a) among the school community
generally, and (b) among their faculty colleagues on the following response scale: (I)
Not interested. (2) Interested. but not involved, (3) Moderately involved, (4) Very active.
Teachers also reported (c) how well they think the school is functioning in providing
challenging service opportunities for students. Response options were: (I) Our work in
this area is outstanding, (2) quite good. (3) satisfactory. (4) fair. (5) poor. (6) unimportant
to our school'S mission or constituency (reversed).
Reports from the school heads and data located in school documents contributed
two components: (a) The school head responded to a survey item asking whether the
-;chool cunently sponsored an organized community service program (I=Yes) (O=N0):
and (b) documents such as handbooks and promotional brochures provided references to
community service. which I used to construct a measure of the importance of community
service to the mission of the schooL I assigned each school a scale value on this measure
after evaluating the documentation according to the following criteria: Whether the
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reference was (I) "in passing" or was at least a few sentences long; (2) described typical
service activities; (3) provided a rationale for community service; (4) conveyed the
expectation that the prospective applicant would be involved in service. if he or she
enrolls; (5) receives extended treatment in the catalog or in a special publication. and
references appeared elsewhere in the school promotional materials. The final component
of the press-for community service measure comes from student reports of their
community service participation (i.e., the measure described earlier) aggregated to the
school level. that is, the proportion of senior class involved in community service
activity}
B. Community service requirement policy and structure. The community
service policy is based on the response of the community service coordinator to a survey
item asking whether community service is a graduation requirement at the school
(I=Yes), (O=No). [[community service is a requiremenr, how much does the structure of
the requirement provide students with an opponunity to experience service-learning?
Coordinators were asked. (a) Are at least 120 hours of service required during the four
years of high school? (b) Is the requirement annual? (c) Does debriefing foHow the
service experience? (d) Does the school provide a required or elective class in connection
with the service program? and (e) Is the service in the community (i.e .. external to the
school). Three of the above components are dummy-coded (I=Yes) (O=No). "Whether
debriefing follows" is coded (I=Yes). (.5=Sometimes), (O=No); and "whether the school
provides a required or elective class" is coded (I=Required), (.5=Elective). (O=No class).
Where a high structure requirement is in effect. student service meets all or almost
all of the structural components (a-e) listed above (Le.• scores at least a sum of 4). Where
the requirement structure is moderate. the sum ranges from 2-3.5; where low. from 0-1.5.
C. Integrative organization index. When school organization is integrative.
conditions exist with the potential of positively influencing social responsibility. The
school environment is communitarian - caring rather than impersonal. cooperative rather
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than competitive, and oriented toward the public interest or common good. Students in
such schools learn to think critically about social and political issues. Opportunities are
available to students to become involved with meeting the needs and solving the
problems of their towns and cities through study and experiences. Adults at the school
practice collaborative behavior among themselves as educators and they model for the
students public spirit and involved citizenship. Integrative schools exhibit a strong press
for community service.
The index tapping the extent of school integration includes six constructs
aggregated to the school level. then standardized and summed: (a) a preference among
students for cooperative solutions to problems. (b) a recognition by students that their
classes have helped them think through and form social and political convictions. (c) the
perception by teachers that they experience a sense of community and caring at the
school, (d) the judgment by teachers that the school is effective in making the
environment equitable for all students. (e) collaboration among the faculty,
administration. and staff in dealing with school issues and problems, as well as academic
matters. and (f) the school press for community service (described above).
The item measuring a cooperative orientation asked students to indicate their level
of disagreement or agreement (on a five-point scale) with the statement. [prefer a
cooperative approach to problem-solving rather than a competitive one. School
influenced convictions on social and political matters. the other student-derived item. is a
factor constructed from three components (on a five-point disagree-agree scale): (a)
Teachers at this school challenge me to back up my beliefs and opinions on social and
political issues with facts and reasoning; (b) Classroom activities and discussions have
helped me sort out my views on social and political issues; (c) I feel strongly about my
social and political beliefs.
Perceptions of the school as a caring and afftliative community constitute a
composite measure constructed from reports of the teachers to the following survey
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items: (a) The extent to which a "sense of community" exists at the school (as evidenced
frequently in the concern, support. appreciation. and regard existing among staff.
students. and constituent families) - on a seven-point.low-to-high scale; (b) How well
the school is functioning in creating a caring and supportive environment - on a six-point
scale from 'irrelevant' to 'outstanding'; (c) How well the school is functioning in
incorporating parents and families into the life of the school (same six-point scale as the
previous item); (d) People respect and care about each other at this school (on a seven
point ranging from 'not at all true of my school' to 'very true of my school:' (e) Staff
members support and encourage one another (a five-point scale, from 'strongly disagree'
to 'strongly agree'); and (t) Teachers interact frequently with students outside class.
advising and monitoring them (the same five-point scale as in the previous item).
A composite variable indicating the school's performance in the area of equity
includes three components - all measured on a six-point scale. from 'irrelevant' to
'outstanding': (a) How well the school is functioning in reducing class and ethnic
stereotyping; (b) How well the school is functioning in promoting positive relationships
among students from different cultural and economic backgrounds: and (c) How well the
school is doing in reducing gender stereotyping. The measure of faculty collaboration
combines twO items: (a) Approximately how often are departmental meetings held to
discuss instructional matters. to resolve problems, or to plan? - with six response options
ranging from 'never' to 'more than once a week;' and (b) Approximately how often do
school staff (administrators. teachers, advisors) meet to discuss academic matters. to
resolve problems. or to plan? - with sbt response options. ranging from 'several times a
year'to'daily:
D. Community service program features. Most of the community service
program characteristics come from reports (generally 'yes' or 'no' responses to a series of
survey items) by the service coordinators. Whether the school has an "official"
community service coordinator is an indicator variable. (l=Yes). (O=No). Several
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variables come from items about whether the school sponsored course-related community
service: a required course, an elective course, or community service activity as a
component of other courses. each coded (l=Yes). (O=No). Academic credit for
community <;ervice is also an indicator variable. coded (l=Yes), (O=No). School
sponsored community service clubs, special grade-level service projects. homeroom
service projects, occasional school-wide service projects, and frequent school-wide
service projects, coded (I=Yes), (O=No).
Recognition for students who perform community service is a composite measure
consttucted from a series of items asking heads how the school publicly recognizes
students for community service. Heads responded 'Yes' (1) or 'No' (0) to each of the
following: haH displays, newspaper articles, assembly commendations, PA
announcements. honor society, scholarships, annual rewards, or other recognition. The
measure represents the total number of ways the school recognizes students for their
community service. standardized.
School control variables. Some features of schools could have an effect on
students' attitudes toward social responsibility, apart from the community service press or
the requirement policy. Specifically. institutional demographics of independent schools.
such as school gender grouping, religious affLliation. or provision for boarding students.
may have implications for social responsibility among students. as the description of
education and socialization for citizenship in Chapter 1 suggested. Two other
institutional features, already introduced in the discussion of the "character" of
independent schools, are selectivity and status as a finishing school. Because highly
selective schools enroll academically talented young men and women, the schools may
feel able to challenge their students to invest themselves in working for solutions to
contemporary social problems. Because finishing schools attract a clientele oriented to
more traditional values, they may be especially like to encourage community service in
the spirit of noblesse oblige.
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A. Institutional demographics. The two gender grouping variables - boys"
school or girls' school (vs coeducational school) are coded (I=Yes). (O=No). Similarly.
boarding and religious affiliated are indicator variables. (l=¥es). (O=No).

B. School selectivity. Two major components of this variable are: (a) the average
of students' entrance test scores at the beginning of high school; and (b) the proportion of
9th grade applicants accepted (reversed). The final measure. constructed with factor
weights for the relative importance of components. also includes (c) the proportion of
transfers accepted after beginning of high school (reversed); (d) the proporuon of total
high school enrollment comprised of transfers after LOth grade (reversed); (e) the school
head's evaluation of the importance of academic criteria (test scores. academic record) in
admission decisions; and (f) whether over 10% of entering high school students required
remedial math. English. or reading (mean. reversed).

C. 'Finishing schools'. The measure contains information aggregated to the
school level. from a series of items tapping students' reasons for choosing their schools 
social reputation; location (near home. region); facilities (for athletics. pretty campus);
whether friends attend. Aggregates of composite variables tapping students' judgments
about activities they find important to their futures (leisure time. marriage, children) are
also included in this measure. A final component tapped school averages for sex-role
stereotyping (higher-:finishing). The finishing school measure, which combined these
aggregates. is dummy-coded. with schools scoring high on the composite (22 of the 60)
coded "I:' as finishing schools. the others coded "0,"
Methods

Statistical Techniques
Several multivariate statistical techniques provide the means to investigate the
research questions [have posed. AIl (except factor analysis) are members of a family
called "the generailinear model." As such. these techniques represent a "score" on the
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dependent (or outcome) variable as an additive combination of the independent (or
component variables). Summarizing conceptually each of these multivariate techniques
in the description that follows. I attempt to explain their particular usefulness.
Factor analysis. Identifying shared underlying relationships in the data through

the factor analytic process, I have represented several substantive constructs. including
the dependent measures of social responsibility. as weighted combinations of component
variables (Kim & Mueller, 1988.1989).8 To generate each of the factors in this study, I
first selected theoretically relevant and correlated variables and then employed the SPSS
computer software program for principal components factor analysis using varimax
rotation. The analysis starts with a covariance matrix. extracts initial factors, and rotates
them to a tenninal solution that is orthogonal. i.e .• independent and uncorrelated (SPSS.
1991).
Multiple regression. A causal analysis technique. multiple regression employs

the general linear model to demonstrate a functional relationship between a dependent
variable. such as SATM scores~ and a linear combination of predictors. such as gender.
social class (SES). and the number of math courses taken while in high school.
The equation for this regression analysis is as follows:
Y

=

bO

e

+

SATM =Intercept + Effect of
Y =
Gender

+

Effect of +
Math Courses

Effect of
SES

+ Random
Error

Based on the method of ordinary least squares (OLS). multiple regression
provides estimates of parameters (b's). for example the average change in the dependent
variable (SATM score) that is related to gender (e.g.• being female), while separating out
the influence of mathematics coursework and SES.9 The estimate of change in SATM
associated with gender is the regression coefficient for gender (i.e.• the number of points
of the SATM Scale (2()()"800) that girls' scores are above or below boys'). Similarly. the
slope for mathematics courses represents the average change in the SATM score
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attributable to a semester of high school mathematics. with the influence of gender and
SES held constant. To reject the null hypothesis -- that the parameter estimate has no
relationship with the dependent variable. the regression coefficient must be statistically
significant. typically at the .05 probability level or below. 10
While the metric of the regression coefficient (or b) corresponds to the unit
measure of the independent variable (in this case, a test score point), regression results
may be computed as standardized regression coefficients (or betas). Expressed in
standard score form, the beta coefficient measures the change in the dependent variable
(in standard deviation units) that would result from a standard deviation change in the
independent variable. To measure the regression model's explanatory power. the R2
statistic indicates the proportion of variance in SATM accounted for by all the model
variables - gender, coursework. and SES.

Logistic regression. In multivariate analyses. when the outcome under
investigation is dichotomous. that is, a "Yes. No" or "Either, Or" measure, logistic
regression is the appropriate statistical technique. Rather than expressing the score on the
dependent variable as a linear combination of the predictors, the logistic regression score
is expressed as a probability. the log-odds of an outcome occurring, given the
contribution of one or more independent variables. The log-odds score on the dependent
variable, logistic regression assumes. has a linear relation to the independent variables
(Aldrich & Nelson. 1984).
An investigation of whether enrolling in an SAT review course increases the

likelihood of students' being accepted at their flrSt-choice college provides an instructive
example. In this instance a logistic regression model would have "being accepted (vs
rejected) at the college of fIrSt choice" as an outcome. and - in addition to taking the SAT
review - might include as independent variables students' high school GPA and whether
they attended a private or public schooL Because the outcome is dichotomous or binary.
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(l=college acceptance), (O=college rejection), the question seeks to determine the vaJue
of "P." the probability that "I," college acceptance, will occur.
The definition of this probability is:

P (event occurring) = P (Y = 1)
The definition of the probability that "1, n college acceptance. will not occur is:

=1 - P (event) =p (Y =0)

P (event not occurring)

To illustrate the example. the model investigating the probability of college
acceptance occurring is as follows:
Prob (event)

=e Z 1(1 +e

Z)

Prob (Acceptance)
f\

with z

=bO

+

Base +

b 1X 1 +

SAT

+

or.

=11 (l + e Z)

b2~

+

b 3X3

Gender +

GPA

Review
and e

=base of natural logarithms 2.718 (SPSS. 1991).
Logistic regression uses maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) methods to

compute its estimates. that is, an iterative algorithm that maximizes the probability of the
actual outcome occurring by successively approximating estimates of the parameters in
question. Conceptually. "OLS is concerned with picking parameter estimates that yield
the smallest sum of squared errors in the fit between the model and the data. while MLE
is concerned with picking parameter estimates that imply the highest probability or
likelihood of baving obtained the observed sample Y" (Aldrich & Nelson. 1984. pp. 50
51). The logistic regression coefficient is a log-odds ratio. or the estimated probability
that one or the other outcome will occur. Unlike OLS. the logistic regression coefficient
represents the log-odds of the event occurring. that is. the ratio of P to I-P. or the log
odds ratio of the probability of an event occurring to the probability of an event not
occurring.
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Logistic regression offers two useful statistics to assess the goodness of fit of the
model - the percent correctly classified statistic and the -2 Log Likelihood (-2LL). The
percent correctly classified in these analyses is the ratio of acceptance predicted by the
logistic regression to the proportion actually classified as accepted. The -2LL statistic
tests the null hypothesis that the observed likelihood does not differ from "1", the
likelihood of a perfect model. If the -2LL statistic is not significant, the researcher
accepts the null hypothesis that the model does not differ significantly from one with a
perfect fit.

Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM). The majority of the analyses in this study
use nested data. Le., students within schools. To estimate group effects on individuals'
behaviors or attitudes when data are so structured requires a multilevel statistical
technique, such as Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) - (Sryk: & Raudenbush, 1991).
HLM is designed to eliminate the bias thar afflicts school effects research when the
methodological approach combines units of analysis inappropriately. 1I

In the model employed earlier to illustrate multiple regression, the object was to
explain the variation in SATM scores solely as a function of student characteristics.
Since the analysis focused on students in only one school, there was no variation in
school characteristics. In a larger-scale and more realistic analysis involving students
from several high schools, an educational researcher might hypothesize that features of
schools. such as the average social class of the students they enroll. may account for
variation in SATM scores between the schools. Because schools serving a highly
educated and affluent population are likely to have abundant educational resources. the
academic environment may be especially favorable to students' SATM performance. In
schools where the average social class is high. furthermore. parents may be especially
ambitious for their daughters' academic success. Girls in such schools may match or even
surpass boys' performance in mathematics. thus departing from a documented pattern of
inferior scores for females on standardized examinations (Oakes. 1990).
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To test these hypotheses which focus on multilevel questions - the influence of
the average social class of high schools on average student achievement and on the
relationship between gender and mathematics achievement in each school -- the
researcher employs HLM. One useful feature of m...M for multilevel analyses is the
ability to partition the variance in the dependent variable into its within-school and
between-school components. Put another way, the variance in an outcome such as SATM
scores is partially attributable to the characteristics of students (e.g.• their ability. the time
they spend on homework. or their gender) and partially attributable to characteristics of
the school where their mathematics learning occurs (e.g .• its average social class. its
selectivity. its teacher-student ratio).
The first step in this hypothetical lll..M analysis is to determine whether the
variability in the SATM scores that exists between schools is actually sufficient to be
explained by school factors. 12 Without a sufficient proportion of variability in the
dependent variable existing between schools. a search for "school effects" would be
fruitless. The search for sufficient between-group variability is achieved through the
estimation of the intra-class correlation. While providing an estimate of the average
SATM score (Le.• the grand mean) for the entire sample. the unconditional model used to
compute the intra-class conelation also tests whether there are school-by-school
differences in SATM score. Given statistically significant between-school differences on
SATM. the researcher employs HLM to compute separate within-school ·'regressions."
Each regression models the SATM outcome within the school as a function of student
characteristics - gender, ability (as measured by grade point average [GPA]). and random
error.
At the student level (Levell), the model is:

y =
SATMij

=School +~lj (Female) +

PZj (GPA) +

A verage
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Random
Effects (Level I)

where "in

=an individual student in a particular school nj".

The Level I model generates estimates of the relationship of gender (131j) and
grade point average <!J2j) to SATM as potential outcomes in each sampled school. The
Level 1 model also estimates the average relationship that gender and GPA have with
SATM within each schools. A negative and statistically significant slope for gender, for
example. would indicate that girls. on average, were achieving at lower rates than boys.
The Level 1 model also tests whether the relationShip of gender to SATM varies between
schools (e.g.• whether girls' and boys' achievement differs across schools). If this "gender
gap" in SATM does vary randomly across schools <131j), in a subsequent anaJysis it could
be modeled as a function of school factors.

In a basic fU...M between-school (Level 2) model, adjusted between-school
variability in SATM <l3op may be seen as a function of the hypothesized school
characteristic, average social class. That is, differences in average social class are
systematically related to schools' average level of student achievement on the S ATM.
At the school level (Level 2). the model is:

I30j

=

+ UOj

Average SATM = Grand + 'VOl Average + Random
in Schoolj
Mean
SES
Effects (Level 2)
To test the second hypothesis. that girls will do better than boys on the SATM in
schools ranking higher in average social class, tht! researcher uses the relationship
between gender and SATM as an outcome in a combined model. A positive and
statistically significant relationShip of average social class to the gender slope indicates
that schools in this category are boosting girls' success in mathematics. The negative
relationship between gender and SATM found in the Level 1 model is thus reduced or
even eliminated by the average level of social class of the high schooL
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To assess the effectiveness of each model in explaining variation - on school
average SATM scores and on the relationship of gender to SATM in each school -- as a
function of the average social class of the high school. the researcher computes the ratio
of between-group variability (Tau) once the average social class of schools is taken into
account. compared with the initial estimates of between-group variability.13 For average
SATM scores. the initial estimate is from the unconditional model. while for the
relationship between gender and SATM scores the Level 1 model provides the base.
Qualitative Data Analysis

The qualitative research undertaken here complements a more extensive
quantitative investigation. When the object of inquiry is to evaluate a program. as it is
here, integrating approaches is particularly useful. While a quantitative approach
functions best for addressing such questions as "Does it work?" or ''Which works best?" .
a qualitative approach helps the researcher understand why something works or fails to
work. or what "working" or "failing to work" might mean in practice. In this study. for
example. the key interpretive concept of noblesse oblige emerged from the qualitative
data- In the course of the interviews. some community service coordinators used the tenn
critically to describe the motivation for community service as a school program or among
students; others used the language of noblesse oblige to describe a cherished tradition that
they or the school were striving to perpetuate.
For the qualitative analysis -largely of interviews with the community service
coordinators at tlle 21 visited schools - [ foUow a rule of thumb. "Divergence before
convergence" (Patton, 1990). In other words. the process of sifting through the
qualitative data to "get a feel" for them is a fIrst stage in what Fielding and Fielding
(1986) have characterized as a sequential process, "working up from the data-" To reduce
the data to manageable dimensions, I entered transcriptions of the interviews with the
community service coordinators and summary data from the school documentation and
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the field notes into The Ethnograph (Seidel. 1985). a computer-based program that
simplifies the sorting and retrieval of coded information. Developing categories and
incorporating them into the database. I identified and coded themes. concepts. and
patterns - thus preparing them for retrieval. To produce "an organized assembly of
information" (Miles & Huberman, 1984). I then displayed the data on two-dimensional
matrices according to analytic categories of interest. In the analyses. I identified
frequencies of occurrence and their distribution among analytic categories.
Analytic Approaches
Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) framework. Central to this research is
testing a causal link between community service and social responsibility. The analytic
approach appropriate for this purpose is analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) - (Anderson.
Auquiier. Hauck. Oakes. Vandaele & Weisberg. 1980). The ANCOVA framework
provides a method for setting up a quasi-experiment to evaluate the program - here. the
relative effectiveness of community service panicipation vs non-participation on student
attitudes toward social responsibility. In a cross-sectional study. such as this one. where
!here is no measure of students' attitudes toward social responsibility prior to their
participating in a community service program (i.e., no pretest measure), evaluating the
efficacy of the "treatment" poses a problem: Do students develop positive attitudes
toward socially responsible citizenship because they participate in community service
activity, or do students with such attitudes gravitate toward community service as a
natural expression of their beliefs?
Determining which students might have a proclivity to community service and
also to holding more socially responsible attitudes prior to the community service
experience provides the researcher with appropriate statistical controls to incorporate in
subsequent analyses. Establishing quasi-experimental conditions is an essential premise
for establishing the statistical validity of a program evaluation (Cook & Campbell. (979).
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Furthermore, approaching the evaluation as a quasi-experiment also attempts to justify
positing a causa! direction. If characteristics disposing individuals both to participate in
service and to hold positive attitudes toward social responsibility are introduced as
statistical adjustments, thereby controlling for background differences in the groups (e.g .•
participants vs non-participants). it is reasonable to argue that the program itself accounts
for group differences on the outcome. In Chapter IV I identify important background
differences to employ as controls. In Chapter VI, pursuing causal issues in detail. I
propose a proxy for a pre-measure of social responsibility.

Summary
The purpose of this study is a comprehensive investigation of community service
in secondary schools, both as a student activity and a school program. I have focused on

schools in the private sector, specifically on high school seniors in a national sample of
60 independent schools because students there are more likely to participate in
community service and to have a service requirement for graduation than are students in
other school sectors (I.e., public or Catholic). Since the intent of the study. ultimately, is
an evaluation of the effects of community service - participation for students,
commitment and policy for schools - having sufficient involvement among students and
considerable variation among schools in how they enact their sponsorship of community
service is of paramount importance.
Although independent secondary schools educate a very small fraction of the
nation's high school students, their educational imponance is substantial. With freedom
from bureaucratic control and ample human and physical resources to support the
educational enterprise, independent schools provide optimal conditions for examining
and evaluating as community service.
To construct the measures and to develop the contextual understanding that a
comprehensive study and evaluation require. appropriate data are indispensable. Survey
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data from over 3,000 students, 600 teachers. 60 school heads, and 60 community service
coordinators provide the quantitative base for the study. In addition. aU 60 schools
provided records (i.e .• test scores) and documentation (i.e., catalogs, handbooks. and other
promotional materials). Interviews with the coinmunity service coordinators at a subset
of 21 visited schools provide rich detail on the practice of community service in
independent schools.
To integrate as much information as possible. the analytic strategy for this study
uses multiple data sources and methods. For qualitati ve analyses. the approach is
interpretive, involving emphasis on the contexts and conditions of schools and their
community service programs. and the distributions and frequencies of observed themes
and characteristics. The quantitative analytic approach typically begins with a display of
hi variate relationships to construct a comparative framework between or among groups
(e.g.• single-sex and coeducational schools. service participants vs non-participants).
Multivariate quantitative analyses incorporate the important statistical adjustments in
order to estimate particular effects. Since my major research questions are multilevel.
their investigation requires a hierarchical approach.
To place independent schools in the context of U.S. secondary schools generalJy.1
began this chapter with a comparison of public, Catholic. other private and independent
schools. For the remainder of the dissertation. I focus on independent schools exclusively
as the subject of descriptive and causal analyses. To what extent the lessons learned in
this investigation are applicable to public and private schools is a theme to which I wi!!
return in the final chapter.
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Notes to Chapter 0
1 In 1988 the National Education Longitudinal Study collected "policy-relevant data on
educational processes and outcomes" an 8th grade cohort of U.S. students in public and
private schools (U.S. Department of Education. 1992. p.5) The flfSt of four planned
biennial follow-ups came in 1990. when these students were sophomores in high school.
2 These statistics are based on family income from all sources in 1987. DUring that year,
the average income for families of independent school students was $124,000. compared
with $37.000 for families of public school students and $58,000 for families of Catholic
school students.
3 The Joseph and Esther A. KIingenstein Fund of New York provided support for the
National Study of Gender Grouping in Independent Secondary Schools.

4 In a two-stage probability sampling, 60 schools (20 of each gender grouping) were
selected from a stratified roster of girls', boys'. and coeducational schools (Table 2.4).
School gender grouping is related to the probability of selection - highest for boys'
schools (.27). lower for girls' schools (.19). and very low for coeducational schools (.04)
(Lee & Marks. 1992).
5 Mathematics and English teachers. assumed to be a random sample of teachers within
each school. were selected to be surveyed because they teach required subjects and,
therefore. are likely to get to know more of the students in a school than other teachers.
6 The reliability indicator. Cronbach's Alpha. provides a measure of internal consistency.
7 In constructing the measure of the school press for community service, I conducted a
principal components factor analysis using varimax. rotation. a statistical teChnique that I
explain in the Methods section of Chapter 2. I incorporated into the factor analysis the
component measures ofschool press for service described above. These loaded together
in a single factor (Appendix F). The most important measure is the level of the school'S
interest and involvement in community service. as perceived by the teachers. ProViding
challenging service opportunities for students emerged as the second strongest
component, followed closely by the importance schools attached to community service in
their promotional materials. (The weight of this loading suggests good reliability for the
measure that from the school documentation.) Peer and faculty involvement increase the
press for service. Finally, so obvious it may easily be overlooked. schools with a press
for service sponsor an organized service program. As a measure of the strengm of the
factor tapping school press for community service. the eigenvalue is substantial (4.27).
Taken together. the components bave a solid internal consistency or reliability (alpha.
0.84).
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8 The SPSS program provides loadings for each component indicating how much
"weight" the component measure contributes to the factor.

9 Ordinary least squares (OLS) regression minimizes the sums of the squared distances
between the observed and predicted values of the dependent variable (Schroeder. Sjoquist
& Stephan, (986).
10 The two-tailed t-test, Le., a non-directional hypothesis for determining statistical
significance at the .05 level is to divide the regression coefficient by its standard error. If
the l-statistic is 1.96 or more, the parameter is statistically significant at the P S .05 level;
if 2.58. P S .01. 3.29. P S .00 1.
LIthe use of a single-level analytic technique. such as OLS regression. to investigate the
mullilevel questions inherent in research across school settings results in such problems
as (a) aggregation bias (Le.• the differential effect of a variable at the individual and group
levels); (b) misestimated standard errors (Le., the effect of non-independent responses
within a unit), or (c) heterogeneity of regression slopes (the effect of varying relationships
across units between individual characteristics and outcomes) (Bryk & Raudenbush,
1991: Lee & Bryk, (989).
12 The proportion of total variability on the dependent variable that exists between
schools is called the "intraclass correlation." The intraclass correlation is computed as a
ratio involving Tau (the measure of between-group variance on the outcome) and Sigma
Squared (the measure of total within-group variance pooled across groups) according to
the following formula:
Intraclass Correlation = Tau I (Tau + Sigma Squared)
·13 The algorithm for computing the proportion of variance explained is:
"R2"

= Tauu - Taue I Tauu

where "u" represents the unconditional model and "e" represents the explained model.
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CHAPTER

m

COMMUNITY SERVICE IN PRACTICE:

A DESCRIPTIVE OVERVIEW
The promise of community service for developing social responsibility in students
is a perennial ideal in the rhetoric of social visionaries. policymakers, and educational
reformers. [nvolving high school students in service activity, as one proponent puts it.
will help them "see that they are not only autonomous individuals. but also members of a
larger community to which they are accountable" (Boyer. 1983. p. 209). When embodied
in the individualistic culture of the U.S. high school. however. community service risks
falling short of its promise. If schools are "infrastructures for competition" rather than
"resources for the common good" (Bellah, Madsen. Sullivan. Swidler & Tipton. 1991).
their moral context may prove inimical to the spirit of service. To strike a balance
between individual autonomy and the claim that the larger community has on its members
to work for the common good is the test of community service in practice.
Community service can either stoke individualism or enkindle values of social
responsibility.

[n

independent schools, community service may also risk fanning the

embers of noblesse oblige that may be smoldering in their traditions or in the attitudes
toward social responsibility that have historically motivated their clientele. Because
noblesse oblige is inherently self-serving. if it flares up, it is likely to consume the
promise of community service to bring about social responsibility based on the egalitarian
values implicit in citizenship rather than on the hierarchy of social class. How schools
develop their community service programs establishes them as institutions. The values
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they enshrine as motivational. will be profoundly formative. affecting how the students
who participate view the responsibilities of social membership:
(W)hile we in concert with others create institutions. they also create us:
They educate and fonn us - especially through the socially enacted
metaphors they give us. metaphors that provide normative interpretations
of situations and actions. The metaphors may be appropriate or
inappropriate. but they are inescapable (Bellah, Madsen. Sullivan, SwidIer,
and Tifton. 1991; p. (2).
Schools. for example. frequently embed community service in the rhetoric of the
market, as something that will reward students - with enhanced self-esteem. the
acquisition of social skills. the ability to adjust to new situations. In appealing to the self
interest of students. such schools invoke a market principle. selling community service by
placing individual satisfaction foremost and group interests secondary (Wolfe. 1989). In
so doing. schools encourage individualistic attitudes and do little to promote a
communirarian orientation among students. Within a culture dominared by market
values, drawing uncritically on the rationale and language of the market is commonplace.
Even the Committee for the Study of National Service (1976) recommended appealing to
students on the basis of "enlightened self interest." A publication of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching lists several such instrumental values of
community service ... college admission. career experience, a "feeling of satisfaction"
(Harrison. (987).
Others argue vehemently against the emptiness of market values for any effort to
renew social responsibility. Because of the fundamental incapacity of such values to
inspire young men and women to contribute to the "collective well-being," Janowitz
(1983) called for a revival of civic consciousness. But because democracy as theory and
concept has "thinned," the language of citizenship itself may be unable to exert effective
moral force (Barber. 1984. 1990: ShkJar, 1991). Community and community
"membership" offer promise conceptually as alternative metaphors. provided that they
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bear meaning. If experienced by students. community and the responsibilities of
membership are potentially effective motivators. When Catholic or Quaker schools
sponsor community service. for example. the rationale for student participation grows out
of social justice and community values that are strongly rooted in the religious traditions
(Bryk. Lee, & Holland. 1993). To the extent that a commitment to social justice and
community permeates the institutional lives of Catholic and Quaker schools, these values
take on salience for students.
For schools not rooted in an articulated values tradition - like many public and
independent schools. the rationale for community service is less clearcut In the absence
of value moorings. community service is an idea afloat. drifting and liable to subversion 
- something the rich do to help the poor. or the poor do to earn college tuition. as Barber
(1990) suggests. Since noblesse oblige lingers in independent schools as a traditional
class value, school heads. teachers. andlor community service coordinators may call upon
it to inspire student participation. As a social and religious ethic that independent schools
inculcated in generations of students who were destined to become society's leaders.
noblesse oblige may simultaneously represent a hallowed ideal and an uncritically
invoked relic. In either case. measured against contemporary social needs. noblesse
oblige is a class-legitimating response that falls short of social responsibility.
The noblesse oblige orientation to community service is likely to have hallmarks
in practice - some qualities that are present. others that are absent. Because noblesse
oblige presupposes the existing social order as legitimate. if not divinely ordained.
rigorous social analysis - such as grappling with poverty in the systemic context of
economic policy - will presumably be absent. If students perform community service on
behalf of the poor. for example. they would be unlikely to reflect on the need for social
change. Within the noblesse oblige mindset. assisting the poor - even if the service is
palliative - is virtue enough. What is likely to be present is a message of "noblesse," a
reminder to the students of their privilege: Being endowed with intellect and affluence
13

ought to impel them to works of charity. usually characterized as a "return" to the
community. Personal satisfaction rewards those who serve.

Community Service and Social Responsibility
Given its frequently individualistic rather than public orientation. how reasonable
is it to expect that community service will develop social responsibility in students
(Rutter & Newmann. 1989)1 To accomplish such a purpose. the service students perform
ought to address a vital social need (Barber, 1990; Nathan &. Kielsmeir, 1991; Rutter &.
Newman). As Moskos (1988) put it. the service must have "civic content." In responding
to vital social needs. service activity fills a gap that neither government agencies nor the
market structure addresses. Soup kitchens and shelters for the homeless are examples. so
are tutoring and some health care services.
When and where possible, service also ought to be reciprocal (Kendall, 1991),
breaking down the distinctions between the "haves" who give and the "have-nots" who
receive. Reciprocity recognizes the interdependence implicit in shared humanity.
Recipients of service have something to share with the students who ~rve. That
"something" may occasionally be tangible - a shut-in doing some clerical work for the
school, for example; or the elderly participating in an oral history project. More often. it
is likely to be intangible -- lessons that the recipients have to teach those who have come
to help them. Students discover these "lessons:' or the meaning in their service. when
they keep journals or when they reflect with each other and with their adult advisors on
the meaning of their experiences of community service. As a dialogical activity 
"reflective. practical. inquiry-oriented" (Berman. 1990). service thus becomes tutelage in
the meaning of community and social responsibility.
One serious critique leveled at community service programs is that they simply
promote "exposure" to social needs. rather than genuine "engagement" in confronting
them and working toward their solution (Levison. 1986). For service to affect students in
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any depth. they need to be immersed in the experience. Engagement results from the
investment of one's whole self - physically (actually performing the service). emotionally
(caring about the people and activity involved), and intellectually (thinking about the
service in a social analytic context). For social participation to deliver on its promise to
develop social responsibility. as Newmann ( 1989) contends. it ought to be accompanied
by "solid in-depth study and rigorous reflection" on "the nature of the public good and
how to achieve it" (p. 357).
Social responsibility will remain an abstraction and community service just
another school program. unless students engage in service as learning. Especially
beneficial for students is working on their service projects in groups - "small communal
learning units" or "service teams" (Barber. 1990). Being part of such a group or even a
class, where they consider community service in a holistic context - experience,
reflection. relevance to public issues - is a means of service-learning. Face-ta-face group
participation enables students to experience "citizen membership" (Newmann, 1986).
Ideally. by engaging in constructive endeavors and by reflecting together on their service
acti vity and its effects. students will learn the benefits of social cooperation.
Summary. If community service programs are to be more than contexts for the

exercise of individualism or of noblesse oblige. they must promote positive social or
communitarian values. For students. experiencing the dynamics of community
membership seems particularly crucial. Lessons in community membership begin with a
supponive learning group at school and extend to mutuality with the recipients of service
as persons with whom they share a bond - either as other citizens or as members of the
human community. To teach social responsibility. furthermore, community service must
have civic content. When community service is part of a class, the "in-depth study and
rigorous reflection" that Newmann (1989) urges are most likely to occur.
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Approaches to Community Service
According to Conrad and Hedin (1989), schools typically organize community
service through co-curricular school clubs or special school-wide events. Some schools
require service participation for graduation. Other schools provide courses in community
service. As a "stand alone" class or a "lab" component to a class. whether elective or
required, community service may earn students academic credit. More rare in practice.
but sometimes held up as an ideal in Catholic or Quaker schools. community service
"infuses" the entire curriculum.
A useful way of organizing the types of community service programs currently
available in U.S. high schools is to place them on a continuum according to the extent of
their integration into the curriculum of the school (Conrad & Hedin. 1989). Figure 3.1
displays this scheme. Least integrated are special events and club-related or co-curricular
activities~

most integrated is a school-wide emphasis on community service that

penneates the entire curriculum. The least integrated programs. I suggest. will do little to
inculcate values of social responsibility, while course-related programs and a school
commitment to service promise to be most efficacious.
Figure 3.1 Continuum Display of Community Service Activity According to Curricular Integration
Special Events
Service Credit
and Co-Curricular or Requirement
Activities

2

Lab for Existing
Courses

3

Community
Service Class

4

Less a pan of regular

School-Wide
or K-12 Focus

5
More a pan of regular
school curriculum

school curriculum

Conrad. D. &: Hedin. D. (1989). High School Community Service: A Review of Research
and Programs. P. 10. Madison. WI: National Center on Effective Secondary Schools.

Club programs. Newmann and Rutter (1986) found that 51 % of high schools
offering service programs were doing so with voluntary clubs - rather than elective
classes or a graduation requirement. Club members usually decide upon which service
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activities to sponsor and then plan the implementation. Whether students engage in the
service activities on their own time or during a club period varies among schools.
Typically involving about 40 students at a school. who average one hour of service
weekly. clubs tend to attract participants who are already service-oriented. thus they do
not reach the broad student population who might profit most from community service.
Club programs. furthennore. draw in disproportionate numbers. students who are in the
college preparatory ttack. Newmann & Rutter (1986) estimate that 57% of students in
service clubs are in the academic track; 12%, vocational; 27%. generaL
Graduation requirement or optional activity. Reporting fmdings based on a
national study using High School and Beyond data from a random sample of regular
public. alternative public. Catholic and other private schools. Newmann and Rutter
(1986) also documented suburban schools as the most frequent sponsors of community
service. Programs at these schools are likely to translate into an academic credit and
fulfill a graduation requirement. Very large high schools. those with populations ranging
from 1500 to 3000. according to Newmann and Rutter. offer the greatest range of
community service options - programs. clubs. elective classes. and academic credit.
Schools with a largely minority population (over 50%) are three times more likely than
white majority schools to provide a community service elective and to award academic
credit for participation. Elective programs in community service generally involve
students from all curricular tracks. but where service is a graduation requirement. most of
the students are in the coUege preparatory track.

Participation rates and levels ofinvolvemenl. While 27% of U.S. high schools
had community service programs in 1984. according to the Newmann and Rutter (1986)
analysis, just 6.6% of the students participated. with curricular-related programs
involving 2.3% of the students. In a fairly similar estimate ofstudent participation.
Harrison ( 1987) suggested an average service activity level of under 10% of the student
body across U.S. high schools. In terms of the time students commit to community
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service. Harrison indicated that students in 40% of programs put in Jess than 50 hours
over 4 years of high school. Newmann and Rutter (1986) found that students in elective
programs gave about 4 hours per week of their time; those with service required for
graduation gave about l hour per week.

Summary. Schools adopt a range of formats to put community service into
effect. The form community service takes - club, course (elective. required. or "lab"), or
graduation requirement affects both the participation rates and experiences of students.
Typically. a club program provides a small group of students with service experiences.
while a requirement involves every student. Courses vary in the number of students they
affect Whatever form service takes. its civic content. its integration into an experience of
community. and its being structured as a learning experience seem crucial components if
students are to learn social responsibility.

Objective
In this chapter. I examine community service in practice in independent schools
largely from the perspective of program goals and organization. How these schools
develop their community service programs will influence students' attitudes. encouraging
individualistic. noblesse oblige. or communitarian orientations toward social
responsibility .
To examine community service in practice. I focus on the following questions:

1. Program organization and student activities: How are the community service
programs organized? What types of community service do students perform? To
what extent do program organization and service activity vary according to school
demography?

2. Goals: To what extent do coordinators communicate clear goais for the
community service program? When coordinators express goals. to what extent
and with what frequency is the emphasis individualistic. noblesse oblige. or
communitarian? Is there a relationship between school demography and goal
orientation'!
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Method
To investigate Question 1. I consider program organization in relation to two
constructs: (a) student participation - the proportion of students involved and the amount
of time they spend on community service each month; and (b) program structure 
whether community service is required for graduation, linked to the curriculum via
courses and/or academic credit, carried out at the club, grade. or school levels, and
coordinated by a person-in-charge. (Appendix C contains details on the construction of
the measures used in the quantitative analyses.)
To test whether single-sex and coeducational schools differ on student
participation and program structure, I employ one-way analysis of variance (ANOV A) for
the continuous measures, cross-tabulation for the dichotomous measures. Using
ANOVA. I also test two orthogonal contrasts: (a) between coeducational and single-sex
schools. and (b) between boys' and girls' schools.
Next. I describe what students do for community service and examine whether the
activies vary in relation to program organization and school demography. I display the
types of activities and program organizational structure by school and school gender

grouping in a matrix.
To address Question 2 - the "goals" for community service. I analyze interview
data - specifically. the responses the 21 coordinators at the visited schools provided to
questions about the programs they direct. I [examine statements that reflect either the
philosophies they perceive as underlying community service at their schools or the goals
they are personally trying to achieve through the programs. Summarizing descriptions of
the program goals, I array the summaries by school and school gender grouping in a
matrix to examine the frequency and distribution of the types of goals. (Appendix D
contains the measures used in the qualitative analysis.) To illustrate the individualistic.
communitarian. and noblesse oblige orientations to community service. I capture their
spirit by incorporating relevant remarks from the coordinators.
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Results
Organization for Community Service
Student participation. Swdent participation is highest in girls' schools. where.
on average. over a third (35%) of the students took part in community service in the year
prior to the survey (fable 3.1). About a quarter of the boys' and coeducational school
students reponed participation. The most striking aspect of the analysis, however. is its
flip side -- how few students acwally reported involvement in community service during
parts of their junior and senior years or during the summer between the two academic
years. 2
Table 3.1
Community Service Programs in Independent Secondary Schools: Characteristics According to School
Gender Grouping

Variables

Boys' Schools
(N=20)

Girls' Schools
(N=20)

Coed Schools
(N=20)

SIlI"Dl eillli!iillatillD
% Students Participating a.b
Hours of Service Monthly a
for Participants

I!r.Qwm SIDI!iIl.!m
% Service Coordinator
% Service Requirement
% Yearly Required b
% External Required a
% Always Debrief
% Course-Related Service b
% Required Course
% Elective Course b
% Part of Courses b
% Academic-Credit for Service b
% Club-Related Service
% Grade-Level Projects a.b
% Frequent School-Wide Projects

242
3.6

35.1
2.9

24.9
33

80.0
35.0
60.0
50.0
23.5
5.0
0.0
0.0
5.0
0.0
25.0
30.0
30.0

80.0
30.0
50.0
83.3
50.0
20.0
10.0
5.0
10.0
10.0
50.0
60.0
40.0

10.0
35.0
100.0
20.0
44.4
45.0
10.0
25.0
35.0
25.0
30.0
10.0
30.0

Non-SignificlnL • P S .05. -- P S .01 •••• P S .001
a Contrast between girls' and boys' schools is significanL P S .OS.
b Contrast between single-sex and coeducational schools is significanL P S .05.

1".5
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Sig.
Level

-...
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

••
ns

•

-_.ns

ns

While the rate of participation is lowest in boys' schools. the boys who are
involved spend more time on their activities than students in girls' or coeducational
schools. Girls' school students participate most. but they devote less time to what they
do, spending 30 minutes less each month on community service compared with
coeducational school students. 45 minutes less than students in boys' schools. The higher
rate of participation at single-sex schools contrasts significantly with that at coeducational
schools.
Program structure. Most of the schools in this study (80% of the single-sex
schools, 70% of the coeducational schools) have an officially designated coordinator to
direct, oversee. or coordinate service activity. Schools are more likely to differ on other
program features -- whether they require community service. sponsor community service
as a club activity. or integrate community service into the curriculum.
A. The requirement. About a l&'lird of the schools require community service for
graduation. Where service is a requirement, specifics of practice may vary. Among such
coeducational schools. for example. all of them require some service yearly. Service
within the external community is most likely to be essential for satisfying the requirement
in girls' schools (a significant contrast with boys' schools) and least likely in
coeducational schools. Debriefing the service experience is least common in boys'
schools. although the difference between school types on this characteristic is not
significant.
B. Community service courses. Coeducational schools differ significantly from
single-sex schools in integrating community service with the curriculum and in awarding
academic credit for participation. Almost half (45%) of them sponsor either a required
course in community service. an elective course (or courses), or a community service
"lab" experience as part of a course. Coeducational schools and girls' schools are equally
likely to require a course in community service. 10% of them do. compared with none of
the boys' schools.
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C. School-wide, grade-level, and club service projects. While most schools
conduct major food or clothing drives seasonally. especially around holidays. just 30-40%
of them report having school-wide projects frequently. Grade-level projects occur in
most of the girls' schools - 60% of them. significantly differentiating them from boys'
schools, where the average is 30%. Coeducational schools are less likely to sponsor
frequent grade-level projects. Half of the girls' schools also have club-related community
service. compared with 25-30% of the boys' and coeducational schools, but the difference
is not significant.
Single-sex and coeducational schools -- ditTerences in programs. Why girls'
school participants spend less time on community service may be attributable to their
emphasis on grade-level activity. Because they work on service projects as a class, they
may actually average less time individually. At coeducational schools, because
community service is more often related to the curriculum and to gaining academic credit.
students may put in more time to meet course criteria.
Although boys' schools are the least likely to sponsor community service as part
of the curriculum. they stand out for having participants who invest the most time in
service. Participation patterns at the visited boys' schools offer some clues for
interpreting this finding. At one boys' boarding school. for example. because boys
substituted community service for athletics - part of the schedule four days a week
they perfonned community service each afternoon. At another boys' boarding school,
activities such as basketball with disadvantaged elementary school boys, were ongoing
and weekly. At the day schools, many of the tutoring and visitation projects that the boys
undertook involved them at least bi-weekly. The regularity and frequency of boys'
panicipation may account for their logging more time.
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The Scope of Student Activity

Although the range of activities the school staffs and students call "community
service" is vast, the modal venues for activity are institutions in the towns and cities
surrounding the school. Some schools. however, even some that require community
service for graduation. hardly differentiate between service within the school community
and more "public" service in the local community. Whetherstudents give their time,
talent, and energy counts more than the site in which they serve. Service within the srnaU
society of the school. sponsors of such programs contend. is practice in good citizenship
(see Waller. 1932). Tutoring children in the lower grades. giving prospective students
and their families tours of the campus, helping with mailings for the development office
are some examples of in-school service. Other schools. especially boarding schools.
regard in-school service as a "given." a fair share of the common work - but expect
students to help with projects in and for their town or nearest major city.
Schools frequently select nearby institutions as sites for ongoing service.
Proximity both minimizes the need for transportation and allows students to work at the
site during a free period in the school day. To set up projects for the students. service
coordinators at the schools collaborate with activities or volunteer services directors at
hospitals, schools for the handicapped, Ronald McDonald Houses (established at many
major hospitals for children awaiting admission or undergoing extended treatment), and
social service agencies. Taking a regular tum at preparing and serving a meal at a local
soup kitchen. packing bags of food for the poor as part of a local hunger program. helping
immigrant children learn English. instructing in dance or piano at schools where most of
the students otherwise would have little opportunity for such lessons - these activities
suggest the range of student involvement in their local communities.
World-wide issue-oriented organizations. such as Amnesty International or
Greenpeace. have chapters at many of the schools and hold considerable appeal for some
students. For these students, the "community" in their community service is global.
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Letter-writing to public officials or to the directors of corporations. keeping schoolmates
apprised of the agendas of Amnesty and Greenpeace. organizing or panicipating in
boycotts constitute their service. Discussions of the issues and planning the activities
they will undertake typically occupy these students at the regular meetings of their service
organizations. Getting involved when a disaster strikes anywhere in the world is not
uncommon at some schools. When a hurricane struck Jamaica during the year of
fieldwork for this study, for example, students at several of the schools responded
immediately with collections of food and clothing for distribution by the Red Cross.
Usually a service club or student government committee spearheads more spontaneous
projects such as emergency relief for natural disasters.
Fund-raising and special events. School community service programs often
sponsor fund-raising events to benefit service institutions in the local community. In one
girls' boarding school. by soliciting sponsors for a school walkathon. the students raise
money to benefit the local rescue squad. Learning class patterns of charitable giving,
students there affiliate with a national organization - Youth in Philanthropy. which
matches funds in excess of$1.000 that the students raise for charity. At a boys' boarding
school. every fall the students circle the school track with pennies. netting a sizable
donation for a shelter for abused children. Sponsoring various sales. dances. or theatrical
productions to benefit a charity are more typical fund-raising projects.
Although the students who simply contribute money to these efforts support a
good cause. they do. in effect. "buyout" of community service. Giving money to charity
may prove a much more convenient "service" than giving of their time. Even though
fund-raising and special events represent a relatively limited involvement for most
participants. the students organizing the projects invest a considerable amount of time.
To what extent do the community service programs involving these students
respond to "vital social needs"? How much civic content do they have? Do they
necessarily reflect individualistic, communitarian. or noblesse oblige goals? Reviewing

the range of community service activities for the subsample of visited schools, [came to
several conclusions. What seems crucial. although other school factors are certainly
related as I show in subsequent chapters. is the direction set by the coordinator.
At some schools. because of an apparent absence of leadership for community
service, very little service programming exists. Typically, these are schools without a
community service coordinator or with a coordinator who has the job by default. If a
school thinks community service is a "good thing to have," for example, but does not
allocate resources either to hire a coordinator or to relieve a teacher or other staff person
of some duties so that he or she can develop a program. the role of coordinator falls to a
dean of students. a director of experiential education, a director of campus work duty, or
an already busy teacher. When its leadership is by default. community service activity is
generally impoverished. Programs either do not get off the ground, or they are haphazard.
unimaginative, and lifeless.
Where there are "official" coordinators. particularly when the school supports this
person by making the coordination of community service central to his or her job
description. multi..<Jimensional community service programs are likely to result. Many of
the activities may respond !o a "vital social need" or at least have "civic content." School
location seems to affect the content of the programs. Boarding schools in rural areas. for
example, if they have service programs. may sponsor an activity that they can manage -
such as "riding for the handicapped." While the activity does not respond to a vital social
need, the program does have civic content in that physically impaired youngsters from the
vicinity receive a special opportunity. Students who are well-practiced equestrians share
their horses and expertise to introduce disabled youngsters to a challenging experience.
Students at suburban or. especially. city schools are the most likely to grapple with
service that is bound up with issues ofsocial justice - work in the inner-cities with the
poor, the lonely. the hungry, the homeless.
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Single..sex and Coeducational Schools -- Differences in Practice
Community service programs seem to function rather differently from school to
school. particularly according to school gender grouping. At the visited girls' schools.
community service tends to work through established structures - service boards. club
sponsorship. student government Such organizational forms parallel the structures of
women's voluntary organizations. At the boys' schools. activity seems less related to
structure than to adult or. occasionally. student leadership. At the coeducational schools.
no clear pattern for structuring community service emerges. In fact. while several of the
visited coeducational schools had a community service program on the drawing board.
they did not actually have one in place. Although a faculty or staff member might hold
nominal responsibility for community service. institutional definition of the role and
support for its function is less common there than in the visited single-sex schools.
Among the visited schools, boys' schools were the most likely to have "official"
coordinators, men (or. in one case. a woman) who hold responsibility for community
service at the schooL Interestingly. three of the six male coordinators were ordained
clergy, as was one male coordinator at a girls' schooL Questions of program effectiveness
aside. the boys' schools. as the coordinators described the programs, generally had a full
range of activities open to students. The priority given to community service at boys'
schools seemed to reflect a strong effort on the part of these schools to interest and
involve the young men. At many of the single-sex schools, the coordinators - both
women and men - were highly committed and, occasionaHy. even dynamic leaders, who
mounted and/or directed vibrant programs of community service.
At the seven visited coeducational schools, community service seemed less
salient. Several of them lacked an official coordinator. or. even if the coordinator was
official. community service was down several rungs on that person's ladder of
responsibilities. Since programs addressing vital social needs were more likely to occur
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where the leadership had substantial administrative support. they occurred most often in
single-sex schools.
Why these differences according to school gender grouping exist may be
attributable to several factors. perhaps even factors related to the visited school sample
itself. Overall. for example. the single-sex schools in the visited sample are somewhat
more selective than the coeducational schools (Lee. Maries & Byrd. 1992). [f community
service programming is more characteristic of selective schools - a topic I investigate in
Chapter 4. then selectivity rather than gender grouping might be responsible for the
apparent differences. Five of the 14 visited single-sex schools (three boys', two girls') are
religiously affuiated. compared with just one of the seven coeducational schools. In that
case, a phenomenon that spuriously appears to be related to gender grouping (I test this in
Chapter 4). may actually be a function of religious affiliation.
Summary. Based on information from the schools in the visited sample. the
single-sex schools evidenced stronger support for community service, inasmuch as they
were more likely to have an official coordinator and to have well-developed. multi
dimensional programs. Accordingly, they were more likely to have students involved in
activities with civic content and responding to vital social needs. Quality of content,
however. is just one facet of effective community service programming. The incentives
and rationales held out to motivate student involvement are also important. Do schools
encourage students to take on community service for individualistic reasons or to help out
in the spirit of noblesse oblige? Or do schools challenge students to make a serious and
sustained commitment to a community-oriented learning experience rooted in social
responsibility? Noteworthy in this regard as well. single-sex schools (especially boys'
schools) proved less likely than coeducational schools to integrate community service
into the curriculum.
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Goals of Community Service
Most of the coordinators articulated goals for the community service programs.
although their expressions ranged from lofty metapurposes to strategic objectives
(Appendix E). At single-sex schools. coordinators almost always identified several
program goals. but coordinators at three of the coeducational schools expressed no goals.
At two of these schools. the programs were virtually moribund: at the third. where the
program was well-established. community service may have been coasting on the strength
of being an institution at the schooL
Because the coordinators responded in an open-ended way to the question about
goals. they tended to state multiple goals. While some coordinators focused exclusively
on either managerial goals or value-related goals. others expressed both types of goals.
Although comrnunitarian and individualistic goals sometimes overlapped for the
coordinators. those who stated noblesse oblige goals tended to restrict themselves (0 that
value domain. Most of the coordinators expressed some goals that reflected concerns
with program management (including increasing participation. especially at boys'
schools). but they also sought goals that relate to the individualistic. communitarian. and
noblesse oblige orientations (Table 3.2).
Table 3.1
Number of Community Service Coordinators Expressing Types of Goals According to School Gender
Grouping (Visited Sample)

Goal Type

fndi vidualistic
Communitarian
Noblesse Oblige
Managerial

Boys'
Schools
(N=7)

Girls'
Schools
(N=7)

Coeducalional
Schools
(N=7)

2

I

I

4

2
2
5

2

2
4
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Noblesse oblige. Several of the coordinators in boys' schools either began
community service or involved themselves in existing programs at their schools because
they wanted to confront what they considered "insular;' "elite." or "parochial" attitudes
among their students. Implied in their statements was a rejection of the "noblesse oblige"
mentality, to the extent that it prevailed. Instead. they wanted to cultivate among students
a sense of membership in the human family.
Two other boys' school coordinators, however. each from one of the most
prestigious boys' schools in the nation - spoke of community service in the rather
haughty tones of noblesse oblige. "The whole idea of giving back., .. offered one. "[ just
think it's important for them to see that there are -, to see what else is there. and to see
how blessed and priVileged they are." On the opposite coast. his counterpart enlarged on
the concept: "The idea is that it's training for service; that the larger community deserves
the attention of those who are the brightest and the best. Those who get the best
advantages oUght to feel an obligation to put something back into society. [think that. in

a nutshell. is what really drives our programs." A third boys' school coordinator spoke of
the service experience as making the boys "gentlemen;' evoking the upper class ideal of
service as a mark of proper social behavior.
At one coeducational school. by contrast, a coordinator expressed a consciousness
of noblesse oblige as a mentality community service ought to counter:
Those of us who have been involved in conununity service feel that kids
need to learn to serve. But if it's just serving to say they've served. what
results is noblesse oblige. They're not really involved. They do it so they
can put it on their record or say that "I go to a school that does this." It's
not how you get people to care about other people.
But at another coeducational school. noblesse oblige seemed very alive. A teacher
who sponsored an annual skiathon for which each student had to raise at least $1()()() to
participate commented:
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It's nice to expose students to people whose lives aren't going so welL to
let them know what the rest of the world is doing ... and also to give them
a good feeling about helping out people who are less fortunate.
The newly-hired coordinator at a highly selective girls' school in the East.
beginning to put into practice the recommendations of a community service (ask force
sponsored by the board of trustees. expressed her understanding of community service in
the language of noblesse oblige.
Kids here are comfortable. mainly upper.rniddJe class. Many do talk about
their being so well off - how to justify it when others are not. Community
service is a way to give back. to some extent. out of the fortune that you
have.
At a leading girls' school on the West Coast a coordinator expressed some concern
about the noblesse oblige motivation - if not in the school service program itself. in the
attitudes of the students who participate.
I grew up not far from here and I knew of _ School when I was in high
schooL It always struck me then and to a degree it does now. that this is
an upper class school where charitable work is sort of a debutante activity.
They get involved for various things. Volunteer work is something they
sort of dabble in. There's no real commitment.
Making a better world, personal satisfaction. In other girls' schools. however.
a somewhat different phenomenon occurred. Two of the coordinators made rather
eloquent statements capturing a spirit of social justice. One described his efforts as
seeking:
to move the hearts and minds of young women in a privileged situation to
see the obligations and connectedness for them with people who have
much less; (0 raise questions with them about whether the society we have
is really the best society - and maybe instead of charity we should try
social change.
Another began with a corrununitarian expression of purpose. but then suddenly
shifted to an individualistic tone:
Primarily what we strive to foster is a sense of other-centeredness - a
sense that we are all part of a broader community and that we have a duty
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to give of ourselves, our taJent. our time - in order, not just to help others,
but also to feel good about ourselves in the process.
At one of the coeducational schools, the coordinator combined community
benefits and "personal satisfaction" as hoped-for outcomes:
To help make them aware of community problems and issues... to get
them involved in helping people in some way. Out of that we hope will
come a greater awareness of the needs of other people and the satisfaction
of doing something to help meet those needs.
These coordinators' remarks provide typical examples of the intertwining of
motives and goals that frequently exist.
A coordinator at a girls' boarding school emphasized the return to the individual:
"I think my ultimate goal is that everyone feel the satisfaction that comes from giving to

someone else." But her counterpart at a girls' day school underscored the duty to serve:
You just do it. It's right. It's right to be involved for other people; I do it
myself because I feel an obligation to do it. No big deal. I always go once
a month to feed a meal to the homeless. But. you know. that's been part of
my life.
Summary. Among the coordinators, the goals for community service reflected
the types of motivation suggested in the literature - individualistic, communitarian,
noblesse oblige. Although boys' school coordinators often included communitarian goals
as important to their programs, individualistic goals were also present. In single-sex
schools. coordinators were somewhat more likely to describe the rationale for community
service in the language of noblesse oblige.
Discussion
At the outset of this chapter. in considering the value issues at stake as schools put
community service into practice. I suggested that community service without an anchor in
foundational beliefs - human, religious. or civic values - would have a hard time living
up to its promise for promoting social responsibility in students. A related problem
concerns the dignity and identity of service recipients. How do student!> .!ngaged in
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community service see the recipients? Are they "the needy," "fellow citizens,"
"opportunities:' or other humans for whom we "care" (Gilligan, 1982; Newmann, 1989;
Wolfe. 1989).
At several of the schools. coordinators spoke of short-term projects that students
undertake to assist the elderly or to work with the handicapped that develop into ongoing
relationships. suggesting that a certain reciprocity or mutuality comes about. When
schools and coordinators foster communitarian relationships. individualistic or noblesse
oblige motivations on the part of students are less likely to occur. Sometimes a
responsible adult, such as a program coordinator or a faculty advisor. needs to guide
students toward achieving reciprocal relationships. Although some coordinators spoke of
seelcing out ways to build reciprocity into their programs. overall it did not seem of great
concern.
What seemed to be lacking in many of the schoof programs is clarity about the
goals for community service. beyond program management. In other schools. even where
participation was high. there was little evidence of time being spent on discussing the
experience in the context of social issues. Part of the problem seemed to rest with the
unfocused direction of most of the programs - to get students involved in helping, to
enable students to realize the "satisfaction" of doing something for others. but not to come
to tenns with fundamental issues of citizen or human obligation.
Drawing on the language of noblesse oblige. several coordinators --especially at
boys' and girls' schools - describe community service in traditional class terms. If they
use this language in promoting community service at their schools and in talking with
students. they perpetuate noblesse oblige. Noblesse oblige seemed to occur often (but not
exclusively) at schools connected to the Episcopal Church. Two of the boys' school
coordinators who characterized the community service program in terms of noblesse
oblige are members of the Episcopal clergy. At a girls' school. one afflliated with the
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Episcopal Church, a framed silk cloth in the school colors - old gold. embroidered in
purple with the words "noblesse oblige" - hangs in the school foyer.
Noblesse oblige is an antique notion. harkening back: to the spirituality of
Protestant Evangelism that inspired the founding of elite boarding and day schools in the
lale 19th and early 20th century (Maclachlan, 1970). Since that time, the world has
changed - including conceptions of virtue. Where acts of charity might once have
seemed sufficient to care for members of local communities who were in need.
entrenched poverty and disadvantage on a massive scale noy' present a summons to social
change. When the situation calls for justice, charity is an incomplete response. While
students. schools or community service cannot solve the problems that political and
economic systems have spawned, they can at least recognize them. Furthermore. they can
demonstrate - or learn - compassion and solidarity with those who suffer. Approaching
community service as charity. however. will accomplish neither.
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Notes to Chapter m
1 In the absence of an "official" community service coordinator. the person in charge of
community service activity at the school completed the coordinator surveyor took part in
the interview.
2 Data gathering at the schools extended from late September of 1988 to April of 1989.
The questionnaire item tapping student participation queried students on participation
over the preceding year.
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CHAPTER IV
WHO PARTICIPATES IN COMMUNITY SERVICE

Who participates in community service? Ideally and theoretically, the answer
would be just about everyone. As citizens, all high school students owe some return to
their communities; and all students, generally, have the time and ability to respond to
some social need. From a citizenship perspective, one should expect to find no particular
pattern of participation in community service among high school sWdents. Imagine, for
example, that in the wake of interest foUowing the passage of the National and
Community Service Act. a television station in a major city decided to prepare a feature
on youth service involvement. If its television crew visited one of the local high schools
to tape an interview with a randomly chosen 10 or 12 of the seniors involved in
community service, given the theory of citizen obligation, the group of students would
lack a defmed social and academic proftle. Under the assumption of independence, the
student community service group would reflect the social composition of the schooL
Where students participate. that is. in which types of schools. also ought to be
consistent. Since all schools share in a major public purpose of education - to prepare
students for democratic citizenship - logically, they would seem equally likely to sponsor
community service programs as a means to this end. But we have seen that schools vary
in the emphasis they place on community service. Schools also promote community

service as an outgrowth of their religious mission. as a vehicle for character development,
as experiential learning. or as action on behalf of social justice. Occasionally. as a
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positive alternative to detention or demerits, some schools assign community service as a
penalty for breaking school rules.
Why students participate may be a function of both personal motivation and of
school influences. By the time they have reached their senior year in high school. as the
students in this sample have. they may have already acquired an opinion about
community service as a result of earlier experiences - for example, family, church.
elementary school, scouting, youth group activity. Since many adolescents have
developed the capacity for empathy and the ability to reason about social needs,
community service participation might simply make good sense to them. Self-interest
would motivate students who regard community service as a useful way to enhance their
coUege admissions applications. Other students might participate because they enjoy
working on projects with their friends. Some might get involved because community
service is an expectation at their schools.
Untangling these questions - Who participates? Where? and Why? - is rather
complex. While investigating the participation issue is the central activity of this chapter.
as a sub-theme it persists throughout the entire study. School policy toward community
service - that is. whether community service is a required or voluntary activity, and how
strongly the school presses for community service - including the extent to which the
school actively espouses social values and promotes their importance among students are
themes in subsequent chapters. While of interest for their effect on social responsibility,
these school features also influence student involvement in community service. If
schools vary in their commitment to social values. logically they would differentially
affect student attitudes toward social responsibility and student propensity for
participation in community service.
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Theoretical Perspectives on Participation
Placing participation in community service into a theoretical context is not
straightforward. As a social institution, for example. community service relates to
sociological inquiry (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swidler, & Tipton. 1991; Wolfe (989).1
When community service entails issues with political implications -- homelessness.
hunger. pollution - it is also of interest to political science; and, when the activity
involves youth, to its subdiscipline. political socialization. 2 Within education. political
participation - referring to electoral and non-electoral activity intended to influence·
government - is generally a focus of social studies (Ferguson, 1991). Some social
studies educators. however, bave expanded the definition of political participation to
include other forms of social involvement (e.g., social action and community service).
important to the functioning of a democratic society (Newmann, 1989; Rutter &
Newmann. (989). As a sociological issue, social participation involving schools (and
their organization). as well as students (and their social origins) would typically belong to
sociology of education - the primary context for this study. Because participation in
community service overlaps scholarly fields and lacks a developed literature of its own. a
review of the theory and research relevant to "Who participates?" draws from several
diSCiplines.

Students
From a SOCiological perspective, socialization theory suggests that as young
children and adolescents interact with their environment, they acquire social roles and
behavior by imitation and identification (Busch &. Simmons. 1981). Example, family
structure. and communication patterns within the home are of primary importance in the
socialization process. and they are also likely to influence adolescents' social attitudes
(Chaffee. Mcleod & Wadman. 1973; Mussen & Eisenberg-Berg. 1977). Others suggest
that with changes in traditional family structure. the influence of families over
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socialization may be waning (Rushton. 1980). In terms of civic orientations (political
knowledge. interests. and activity). bigh school students in a study by Beck and Jennings
(1982) tended to reflect their parents' values. When both parents agreed politically. the
impact on children was strongest (Jennings & Niemi. 1974). Because they influence their
children's attitudes toward participation in public life. families may also affect children's
involvement in school-based community service.
Peer culture and political reasoning. Peer culture exerts a powerful influence
on young people during the high school years (Coleman. 1961; Sigel and Hoskins, 1981).
According to political socialization theory. however. in political matters peers' views
serve only to reinforce, but not to replace, parental influences (Langton. 1969). Social
learning theorists, on the other hand. suggest that despite early political socialization.
adolescents will tend to imitate the attitudes and behaviors of their peers (Dawson &
Prewitt, 1969). While participation in community service may be a function of peer
influence for some students, others may involve themselves simply because they think it
is the right thing to do. Because young persons develop the capacity for political
reasoning by late adolescence. they are able to understand social phenomena in terms of
issues. policies. and rights (Adelson. 1972; Mackey. 1991). Equipped to think logically
and abstractly. they can move beyond youthful political views or "affective evaluations"
(Sigel & Hoskins. 1977, 198 L). Reflecting this capacity. academic ability may prompt
students to make such judgments (Renshon. 1977). and as well. incline them to
participate (Lindsay, 1984).
Gender. Reviews of the literature on altruistic or hel ping behavior among young
people note few gender differences, but the differences that do occur favor females
(Mussen & Eisenberg-Berg. 1977; Rushton. 1980). According to socialization theorists.
upbringing and environmental influences have babituated girls to nunuring and helping
roles (lnkeles. 1968; Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974). Given greater female involvement in
most extracurricular activities (e.g., Lindsay. 1984; Peng. Fetters & Kolstad. 1981).
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young women may also more readily participate in conununity service. Where gender
relations are traditional. furthennore. more young women than young men may be
engaged in community service. thus fulfilling a role socially defined as particularly
appropriate for women. Some empirical studies have documented girls' participation in
community service at higher rates than boys (Cassen. 1980; Newmann & Rutter, 1983.
1985).
Social class. Position in the social struCture (socio-economic status or SES) may
also affect student participation. Several studies have found SES to have a positive
influence on student involvement in extracurricular activities (Lindsay, 1984). Two
political socialization studies examining whether participation in high school
extracurricular activities contributes to student political orientation have documented the
positive effect of SES on high school activity participation (Beck & Jennings, 1982;
Miller, 1985). More advantaged students may have fewer home responsibilities and less
need to work. after school. perhaps giving them time for these activities. But to conclude
that such students, simply on the basis of available time. would be more inclined than
others to participate in community service seems unwarranted.
Socio-economic status has other potentially influential indirect effects. To take on
a social activity (such as community service). socialization theorists have suggested,
young people need a sense of personal competence or efficacy. deriving from a healthy
self-concept. a sense of control over their lives, and a belief that their efforts will actually
make a difference (Sigel & Hoskins. 1981; lnkeles. 1968; Smith. 1968). Social class
positively influences the development of these characteristics (Inkeles). As a value· laden
activity. moreover, community service may engage students whose level of moral
reasoning has begun to extend beyond themselves to encompass relations with a wider
social sphere. While such maturation comes as students grow in age. soci<reconomic
status is also influential. 5ES tends to accelerate children's' moral development and their
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acquisition of social values by providing them with experiences and opportunities for
role-taking at an earlier age (Clausen, !968; Maccoby, 1968).

Race, etbnicity, and ability. In an empirical study using a national sample of
204 schools. Newmann and Rutter (1985) found minorities disproportionately represented
in community service programs overall, despite the fact that over half the programs had
no Hispanics and over a third bad no blacks. Another investigation focused on students
in eight public schools who were taking community service for academic credit
(Newmann & Rutter. 1983). Compared to their classmates. the participants in these
programs were more likely to be female. of lower social class. and with lower grade point
averages and educational aspirations. Although this finding appears to contradict the
earlier suggestion that higher ability students are more likely to participate in community
service, these lower-achieving students may have chosen a community service "class"
because they considered it a less academically demanding alternative.
Major studies on the development of altruism in the young have not considered
the implications of racial or ethnic background (Mussen & Eisenberg-Berg, 1977;
Rushton. 1980). Minority status could be relevant to participation, however, since
experiences of social marginality may increase the inclination of individuals to be
empathetic. (Freire. 1981. 1985; Gutierrez, 1973). If they have had to contend personally
with exclusion. prejudice. or deprivation. for exampJe, minority students may have
developed compassion. Oppression also has the potential to embitter those who have
experienced it. however, making them unresponsive to social needs (Freire. 1981; PurpeJ,
1989).
Religiosity. Religious groups (whether liberal or conservative) have gained
notice in recent years for motivating their members into action on social and political
issues (Zald & McCarthy. 1987). As catalytic in stimulating public responsiveness to
social problems. organized religion has been sporadically active. Over a century ago,
both in England and the United States, religious groups responded in earnest to conditions
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of urban poverty, particularly to the exploitation of the poor by burgeoning capitalist
industry (Himmelfarb. 1991). In addition to founding settlement houses. missions. and
other institutions to assist the poor. the sick. and the orphaned. religious groups called
upon their members. especially the prosperous. to perfect their lives through works of
charity and social welfare. Given the social ethic at the hean of the ludaeo-Christian
tradition and the lessons in responsibility potentially learned from religious group
membership. funhermore. religious commitment may also dispose young people to social
involvement (palmer. 1983). If they have prepared for religious rituals such as bat
mitzVah. bar-mitzvah, or confmnation. young people have had to perform community
service and promise to make service a part of their lives. Involvement in school
community service programs would provide a logical outlet for such young women and
men.
Schools

Organizational characteristics - including differences between public and private
school sectors - may bring about varying levels of student participation in activities.
including community service. Comparing public and private high schools and their
students. based on data from the nationally representative High School and Beyond study,
Coleman. Hoffer and Kilgore ( 1982) found sector differences in student extracurricular
participation. As sophomores. Catholic and public school students participated at about
the same levels. with other private school students the most active. By senior year.
although Catholic and public school students increased their participation. other private
school sWdents further extended their advantage. School size and its effect on students'
sense of inclusion probably accounts for much of the disparity in participation rates.
Despite having more activities available for students. larger schools have proportionately
lower levels of student involvement (Lindsay, 1984; Holland & Andre. 1987; Schoggen
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& Schoggen. 1988). In the private sector, schools tend

[0

be small by public school

standards - especially true of independent schools. the focus of this study.
Organizationally, schools in the private sector vary substantially. Because private
schools may be religious or non-sectarian, single-sex or coeducational. day or boarding.
would there be reason to expect levels of student involvement to differ according to these
organizational variations? Arguably, yes. Religious schools, might emphasize service
because of their doctrinal commitments; boarding schools might do so because their
students spend large amounts of time together and the schools have considerable control
over student activity. p6ssibly allowing for a fuller service program. As the earliest
established private secondary schools, single-sex schools may be continuing a traditional
mission of community service.
Are fmishing schools more likely to perpetuate a noblesse oblige mentality?

Finishing schools, as described in Chapter 2. are attractive to their clients for non
academic reasons. and they represent a special type of independent schooL Pan of the
..social polish" that many of them have put on generations of students may include 
especially for girls - exposure to community service. Other independent schools
(including some finishing schools) are highly selective academically. Because some of
them continue in the progressive tradition that emerged from the educational philosophy
of John Dewey. they may espouse an experiential educational approach. Community
service. as a program [0 bring students into close contact with pressing social problems,
could figure importantly in the curricula of such schools.

Summary. While community service participation ought to be an activity
common to students as citizens. some students may be more likely to participate than
others. Positive family and peer influences could dispose students to become involved in
socially-oriented projects. Gender. self-concept. social class. age. ability, religious
background. and minority status - according to theoretical arguments. may all affect
students' propensity to participate. Because the independent schools attended by the
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students in this study differ in fundamental ways. these organizational differences may
affect students' social outlooks and behavior. If community service were normative at a
school because of its gender grouping, tradition, religious affIliation, or selectivity,
students in such an environment would quite naturally become involved in service
activity. Aspects of both personal background and school experience, therefore, may
motivate students' service participation.
Objective
The intent of the analyses in this chapter is two-fold. both substantive and
statistical. First. I explore the substantive side of the issue. Of particular importance here
- even within this select sample - is to determine whether social stratification
characterizes community service participation. If service to the community is a function
of good citizenship~ do students of all social backgrounds contribute their fair share? If
community service participation teaches social responsibility. are all students equally
likely to receive the lessons? To discern which student characteristics suggest a
propensity for community service involvement. therefore, I investigate "Who
Participates?" Since school-sponsored community service is the focus of this study,l
then consider the role of schools. Are students in some types of independent schools
especially likely to be active? Finally. I examine the personal reasons that seem to
motivate students to involve themselves in community service?
Second, statistical decisions hinge on the "Who Participates?" question. A major
purpose of this dissertation is an evaluation of the effects ofcommunity service
participation. specifically its effectiveness in developing social responsibility in students.
Typically, such an evaluation requires a pretest-posttest design. But because the data for
this study are cross-sectional.. no pre-measure of social responsibility exists. Since survey

data provide the basis for rhis analysis, fwthennore. I cannot tackle the investigation as an
experiment, that is, by randomly assigning students to treatment and control groups.
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Taking a quasi-experimental approacb as an alternative. therefore. I use statistical
techniques in an attempt to approximate experimental conditions. If certain background
factors have the potential to affect social responsibility apart from the community service
"treatment." for example. [ attempt to adjust statistically for their influence. In the review
of theory and empirical research introducing this chapter. [ have identified some of the
potentially confounding characteristics of students and schools (see Figure 4.1). The
"Who Participates?" analysis tests which of these characteristics significantly differentiate
participants from non-participants. The background factors so identified are statistically
controlled in subsequent analyses. to separate their contribution to students' social
responsibility from the effect of community service.
Following the logic laid out in Figure 4.1. theoretically and empirically relevant
student level characteristics comprise four groups: (a) personal demographics - gender.
socio-economic status. minority status. and age; (b} cognitive-psychologicallraits
averaged scores on the SAT quantitative and verbal tests, self-esteem. locus of control;
(c) religious background - self-perception as religious. identification with the Catholic or
Jewish belief systems; (d) social and political orientation - being conservative or liberal.
having social values like one's parents', having political values like one's parents.
Organizational differences among schools are also relevant, in that certain schools might
be more likely to sponsor community service. thus influencing swdent participation. The
independent schools in this study. for example. differ according to gender-grouping 
whether they are single-sex (67% of them are) or coeducational. Some are religious
affiliated (18%), some are boarding (33%). About 37 percent of them have a "finishing"
school quality, non-academic features appealing to a traditional social elite. Finally. the
schools range broadly on a continuum of selectivity - from some marginal institutions to
highly competitive schools with national reputations for academic excellence.
(n this chapter. therefore. the inquiry focuses on three main questions:
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1. Students: Who participates? To what extent do student background and

personal characteristics affect the likelihood of their participating in
community service?
2. Schools: What is the effect of the organizational character of their schools

- gender grouping. selectivity. religious affiliation. boarding vs day. or
finishing-school mission. on student participation?
3. Values: What values or interests motivate students to get involved in

community service?
Figure 4.1 Community Service Participation: Students and Their Schools
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Method
Dependent Measure
Although information on the construction of all variables is provided in the
Appendix C. one measure warrants more extended discussion - the dependent variable.
participation in community service.
Just over one-fourth (27%) of the students reported participating in any
community service. For those students who participated. their involvement ranged from a
minimum of 1 hour per month to a maximum of 11 or more hours monthly. While such a

lOS

small proportion of involved students is troubling from a substantive point of view. it also
creates a statistical problem. Analyses incorporating ordinary least squares regression
(OLS) assume normally distributed measures. Under this assumption. the distribution of
community service ought to resemble a bell curve. not. as in this instance. an elongated
police whistle. To get around such a difficulty. one solution is to convert the poorly
distributed continuous measure into a "dummy" variable. that is. a dichotomous (Yes/No)
measure. Thus. any amount of participation would collapse to a 'Yes' (coded '1') vs no
participation (coded '0').3
Construction of the participation dummy variable entailed three steps: (a)
recoding each item into a meaningful metric (e.g.• from an ordinally scaled value into an
average number hours); (b) calculating the proportion of school-sponsored student
service. by multiplying the average number of hours a student served by the proportion of
hours that were school-sponsored; and (c) recoding the measure to indicate participation
or not. (I=Yes). (O=No). Statistically. in this dichotomous form. community service
participation then becomes an appropriate measure for analysis using logistic regression.
This solution represents a loss of information. however. in that students who give an hour
a month to community service are equated with others who volunteer as much as 10 or 15
hours of their time. While looking into the antecedents of differing levels of involvement
has the potential to be informative. the analysis here focuses quite narrowly on any
amount of participation vs no participation at all.

Methodological Approach
First. I describe the students in the participant and non-participant groups.
according to their personal and school characteristics. How different are the two groups?

In a multivariate logistic regression analysis. I then test whether these characteristics
predict involvement in community service (Question I). Because Question 2 involves
nested data. i.e.• the effect of schools on the students who attend them. it is. by nature. a
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multilevel analytic problem calling for the use of a multilevel statistical technique -
Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM). This presents another dilemma: HLM works on
the assumptions of OLS regression - including that of a normally distributed outcome
variable. Strictly speaking. therefore. HLM is not appropriate for use when the outcome
variable is dichotomous (e.g., participation or not). even though the question is
multilevel.
Incorporating school-level variables (e.g.• whether the school is single-sex or
coeducational, whether it is religious-affiliated) into a student-level logistic regression
analysis is equally problematic. While such an analysis assumes independence among the
students in the sample on the outcome. the assumption is not met: Students attend school
in groups and carry the effects of same-school membership. Because of the clustering of
students into schools, a student-level analysis would provide improper estimates of the
standard errors. typically attenuating school-level effects.
To circumvent the dilemma Question 2 poses. I expand the capability of logistiC
regression to simulate an HLM analysis (A.S. Bryk. personal communication. February
17, 1992). In general terms, separating student- and school-level effects in this second
analysis, I "center" the student-level variables around their school means. thus factoring
out the unique effect of particular schools. Each student's score on the measures of
personal and religious background. developed traits. and political orientation then
becomes a deviation from the mean score of the sampled students in his or her school.
An exception exists for gender. however, since two-thirds of the school sample are
single-sex. Because no variation on student gender exists in single-sex schools. i.e.• the
students are all boys or all girls, to center gender around its school mean would be a moot
exercise.
An example might be useful to illustrate the value of centering. Suppose that a

girls' school in Washington. DC. was pan of a fairly small sample in an analysis
investigating effects on some measure of political interesL Being part of life in the
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nation's capital, living with parents who may be government officials, politicians. or
professionals closely connected to politics, girls at this school would probably have much
higher than average levels of political awareness. Centering the student variables around
the school mean would factor out the unique (and potentially biasing) effect of this
school's location on the outcome. Each girl's score, accordingly. would measure her
difference on any of the student-level variables as a departure from the school's average.
Investigating Question 3, the reasons students participate. I return to the
qualitative analysis of data from interviews with the community service coordinator at the
sub-sample of the 21 visited schools. whose programs I described in Chapter 2. While
the questionnaire items surveying students about their community service activity did not
attempt to tap student motivation, the interviews with the community service coordinators
at the sub-sample of visited schools did.

Results
Participants vs Non-Participants
The independent school seniors of the Class of 1989 who repon being involved in
community service are more likely to be female (fable 4. I). Compared to their
classmates, participants are somewhat more successful academically. ranking about 13
points higher on their average SAT quantitative and verbal scores. Psychologically.
community service participants appear to have healthier self-concepts and more
internalized centers of control than their non-participating counterpan5. Neither religious
nor political orientation differentiates the two groups.
Of the students involved in community service. slightly under a third attend boys'
schools and slightly more than a third attend girls' schools - proportions that do not quite
reflect their school enroUment patterns. since 36% of the boys and 27% of the girls in the
sample attend single-sex schools (Table 4.2). Boys' and coeducational school students
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Table 4.1
Personal Characteristics of Students According to Community Service Participation

Variable

% in Category

No Panicipation

Panicipation

Sig.

(N=2311)

(N=872)

Level

72.6

21_4

39.6
7.1
17.4
-.05

53_1

•••

6_ I
.13

ns
ns
ns

540.0

553_0

••

-.04

.11

*••

-.03

.07

•••

1.77

1.80
21.8
11.9

ns
ns
ns

322
32.8
-.07

ns

~CiQDlIll&mgllDl2bi~
~

%

Female
Minority

Age

Socio--Economic Status
CQI!Oiliv,·fS,XkbaI2I!i!<11 Imi~
Achievement (Average of
of SATM and SATV)
Self-Concept
Locus ofControl

17_4

B,lil!iQU5 liikkuouod
Religious Self-perception
% Catholic

22.8

~

11.5

Iewish

&!I ili!;S1 Q[iS:D!ili!:!o
~

Conservative

% Liberal

Share Parents' Political Beliefs
Share Parents' Social Beliefs

33.7
35.3
.01
.01

-.05

ns
ns
ns

ns Non-Significant: •• P ~ .0 I: ••• P S .001

constitute three-quarters of the non-participant category, therefore, girls' school students
under one-quarter. Attendance at a boarding or a religious-afftliated school, a "finishing"
or an academically selective school does not differentiate the participant and non
participant groups.
Because the groups do not differ significantly on certain personal cmd school
characteristics. omitting these measures from subsequent analyses has some justification.
The theoretical importance of the characteristics. however. argues for including them in a
fully-adjusted analysis. where they may ultimately prove significant_
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Table 4.2

School Characteristics and Student Community Service participation

Variable

% in Boys' Schools
% in Girls' Schools
% in Coed Schools

% in Religious
% in Boarding Schools
% in Finishing Schools

School Selectivity

No Panicipation

Participation

(N=2311)

(N=872)

37.9

32.0
34.5
33.5

24.1

38.0

Sig.
Level

y} = 35.06(2df)

•••

17.4

17.9

33.5
45.8

31.5
48.5

ns
ns
ns

.24

.27

ns

ns Non-Significant: ••• P s: .001

Who Participates?
The effect of student background. The multivariate logistic regression analyses
investigate the probability that a student background characteristic. net of the other model
factors. is related to community service participation_ Table 4.3 displays the results of
this analysis.

Not surprisingly. being female sharply increases the probability of community
service involvement. No other personal demographic characteristic exerts a significant
influence. Students who are academically more successful are more likely to participate.
While no aspect of religious background contributes significantly to participation. two
political characteristics do - being liberal or being conservative. Their effects. however.
are negative.

The Percent Correctly Classified statistic indicates that the overall model
accurately predicted 57.4% of the students who are actually involved in community
service.4 Another statistic - the -2 Log Likelihood - tests and rejects the nullllypothesis
that the model for this analysis does not differ from a "perfect" model. Both statistics

ItO

indicate the limitations of the model in accounting for participation. and they suggest that
factors other than the student characteristics employed in this analysis - school features.
for example - may be influencing participation.
Table 4.3

Who Participates in Community Service? Hierarchical Probability Model of Students' Characteristics
Predicting Participation

Variable

Personal Demographics
.55....•

Female

-.05

Minority
Age

-.02
-.02

Socig..Economic Status
Comitjve-f'sycho!oiical Trai§
Achievement (Average

.10 •

of SATM and SATV)
Self-Concept
Locus of Conuol

.05
.06

Re!iKious Backmund

ReligiodS Self-Perception
Catholic:
Jewish

.06
·.03
-.01

Political OrientatioD
Conservative

-.12 •

Liberal

-.10·

Share Parents' Political Beliefs
Share Parents' Social Beliefs
% Correctly Classified
-2 Log likelihood

•

P~.05:

-.04

.02
57.4

Xl = 3666.7(3168d0 •••

.. PS.OI: ••• PS.OOJ

Summary. While two developed traits - self-concept and locus of control
separated participants from non-participants in a comparison of the unadjusted mean
differences. these proved unimponant in the fully multivariate logistic regression model.
Being liberal or conservative. on the other band. emerged as significant. but negatively
distinguishing cbaracteristics in the adjusted model. Why these political orientations
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might affect participation is an issue that I will consider in subsequent discussion.
Achievement and, especially, female gender persisted in their importance in the
predictive model.
Girls or their schools? Whether the effect of gender in predicting community
service participation is simply one of being female or rather a result of attending a girls'
school is not entirely clear. To resolve this question. I examine whether school gender
grouping affects the likelihood of student participation. I depart from the previous
analysis in two ways: (a) to evaluate whether single-sex schools have an effect on
participation apart from the gender of the students who attend them. I introduce single
sex school type (a dummy variable. coded I=Yes, O=No) into the analysis; and (b) to
maintain consistency with studies that have documented differential effects of single-sex
schooling for girls and boys (Lee and Bryk, 1986; Lee and Marks, 1990), I conduct the
analyses separately by gender.
Gender itself, rather than single-sex schooling, emerges as decisive in girls'
propensity to participate (Table 4.4). For boys. on the other hand. attending a single-sex
school significantly increases the likelihood that they will involve themselves in
community service. In addition, the separate-by-gender analyses reveal differing patterns
of statistically significant effects for boys and girls. Ability heightens the likelihood of
community service involvement for girls, for example, but nOl for boys.S Having a
religious self-perception disposes boys (but not girls) to community service activity.
Extremes of politicaJ orientation in either direction - identifying as a conservative and,
especially. identifying as a liberal - reduce the likelihood of participation for girls only.
The model for males. furthennore, correctly classifies 3% more of the cases than the
femaJe model (57.1 % vs 54.1 %), but both improve only slightly on chance. Therefore.
neither model is adequate, in effect. as the significant I} statistic indicates.
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Table 4.4
Panicipation in Community Service: The Influence of School Gender Grouping

Girls
(N=1379)

Variable

School Gender Groupini
Single-Sex School

.19

Personal DemoWiphics
Minority
Age
Socia-Economic Status

-.12
.00
-.02

Boys
(N= I804)

24*

.01
-.OS
-.01

Developed Traits
Achievement (Average of
SATM and SATV)
Self-Concept
Locus of Control

-.03
-.04

.12
.09

Religious Background
Personal Religiousness
Catholic
Jewish

-.01
-.02
-.03

.14 *
-.04
.01

.12

Political Orientation
Conservative
Liberal
Share Parents' PoliticaJ Beliefs
Share Parents' Social Beliefs
% Correctly Classified

-2 Log Likelihood

-.15

*

-.21**

-.03
-.03
54.1

x.z = 1740.1( I364dO··*

.08

-.08
.00
-.OS
.08
57.1

Xl = 1904.2(1789df) *

- P S .06; * P S .05; ** P S .01; *** P S .00 I

While the patterns of statistically significant effects vary for boys and girls. lhe
magnitude of the difference is generally not large. ranging from .05 for single-sex school
attendance to .21 for being liberal. Whether the gender difference on these effects is
statistically significant. however. is not immediately evident. Achieving statistical
significance would imply an effect-by-gender interaction. suggesting that a characteristic
differs markedly in the way it affects the probability of boys' and girls' participation.

1(3

Applying the appropriate algorithm. I tested whether a significant difference exists
between the genders on these characteristics.6 Just one of the effects significantly
differentiates boys and girls - the effect of being a political liberal (T=-2.1O. Ps: .05).
Being a poIitica1liberaI has a negative influence on girls' participation. but it has no
influence on boys'. Attending a single-sex school significantly improves the chances that
a boy will participate in community service. Single-sex schools also positively influence
girls' participation. although the effect is not statistically significant
School Influences on Student Partidpation
Question 2 explores the influence of school organizational features on students'
community service partiCipation.
sample~

rn addition to gender grouping. for the schools in this

whether they are selective.

religious-affiliat~

boarding or finishing may prove

important. While these school features distinguish private from public schools. they
panicularly differentiate among independent schools themselves. AJI elite independent
schools socialize children of the upper classes into their societal roles of leadership. but
how they do so may vary according to the schools' organizational features. Selective
schcnls might follow the progressive education tradition of experientialleaming and be
especially likely to integrate community service into the curriculum. Religious schools
may seek to promote a practice in harmony with their doctrinal views. while finishing
schools may consider service participation a socially desirable habit to inculcate in
students. Boarding schools may regard fostering community service as a proper function
of their in loco parentis role.
To test the effects of these school characteristics on service participation. [ employ
logistic regression in a model adjusted for student background characteristics as in the
previous two analyses. Furthermore. to examine relatively the influence of the
organizational characteristics of schools, I execute the analysis hierarchically, introducing
school gender grouping in the first step. whether the school is religious affiliated andlor
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boarding in the second step, and whether the school is a finishing or selective school in
the fmal step. FoUowing the logic of the previous analyses, I center the student-level
variables around their school means.
Single-sex schooling. as the last analysis documented, significantly affects boys'
participation (Table 4.5). While the effects for girls are of rather substantial magnitude,
religious affiliation and boarding do not constitute a significant second step for girls. The
school's religious affiliation does register a significant positive effect for boys. With the
introduction of finishing school and selectivity in the final step, the single-sex school
effect persists for boys. Attending a finishing school in the model for girls makes
community service participation more likely.
Table 45
Where Do Students Panicipale? A Linear Probability Model Predicting Community Service Panicipation
According 10 School Type

Modell a
Girls
Boys

Variable

Single-Sex School
Religious Affiliated
School
Boarding School
Finishing School
School Selectivity

% Correctly Classified
-2 Log Likelihood
% Correctly Classified
-2 Log Likelihood

.19

Model 2
Girls
Boys

.20

14'"

-.25
.13

.25 •

.30 •
-.09

Modell
Girls

.19
-.26

.22
.38··
·.11

(Girls)
(Girls)
(Boys)
(Boys)

Boys

.15 •
.28

.03
·.01

.22

575%

x'" = i724.8(I36OdO •••
575%
X'" = 1897.6(178SdO·

a Models are adjusted for girls' and boys' background characteristics as shown in Table 4, Models l and 4.
• PS.OS: .... P:S.OI: ••• PSOOI

Except for the rather parallel effect of single-sex schools. the other school
characteristics appear to differ markedly for girls and boys - in magnitude and even
direction. A test for between-gender differences in these school effects revealed
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statistically significant interactions on the effect of finishing schools IT=2.23. P so .05)
and religious-affiliated schools (T=-2.37, P so .05) on girls' and boys' community service
participation. Why these school characteristics should have differential gender effects is
somewhat puzzling. In the discussion that follows, I attempt to account for them.
What do these findings mean? Separate analyses served three particularly

useful purposes: (a) to clarify the gender vs school-type issue for girls, (b) to define
patterns ofeffects on participation for girls and boys, and (c) to uncover several
interactions by gender.
(a) Student gender, not school gender grouping, accounts for the positive female
effect on participation. Gender is the single demographic characteristic that stratifies
participation. Why girls are more likely to participate may be a function of prior
socialization into nurturing or helping roles. or the related effect of the separate spheres
tradition that accorded public activity to males, private or humanitarian activity to
females. How much influence does being female have? In terms of its logistic regression
coefficient (Table 4.3), female gender is interpretable as increasing the !og-odds that a
student will participate in community service. Expressed as an effect size, the influence
of female gender on participation is about one-founh of a standard deviation (.27).7 In
educational research. generally, an effect of that size constitutes a moderate impact.8
(b) In addition, the separate analyses uncovered some differing patterns for the
genders - for girls. the positive effects of ability (or achievement), the negative effects of
liberal or conservative political orientation. and the positive effect of attending a finishing
school; for boys. the positive effects of religious self-perception and attending a single
sex school.
What might account for these differing effects? Insights from the field visits are
helpful here. Because service is frequently a prerequisite for school awards. academically
eligible girls may want to enhance their chances for receiving honors by participating in
community service. Liberal and conservative girls. while following their gender's
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propensity for involvement. may prefer to invest their energies in politically oriented
activities - Amnesty International. Right to Life. Pro Choice - not typically regarded as
"community service" (Boyte. 1991).9 For girls who are liberal. such a decision may be
especially likely and. as well. account for why they differ in this respect from their male
counterpans. Why attending a finishing scbool affects girls' involvement may reflect
noblesse oblige - a traditional finishing school mission of promoting community service
to introduce girls to charitable activity as integral to their adult social roles.
While personal religious motivation (the effect of upbringing or church
membership) affects boys' involvement in community service. attending a religious
affIliated school may also contribute. Environmental features of a religious-affiliated
school - such as required courses in ethics or theology and attendance at chapel - may
lead these young men to think of themselves as being religious and. as well. make them
attentive to religious values. including community service. Single-sex schools may also
affect boys' community service panicipation because of the absence of girls. who. as the
findings suggest. are especially likely to take on community service activity. Community
service. furthermore. may be an activity that boys' schools espouse as a formative
experience for their students. During the field visits. for example, personnel at boys'
schools frequently spoke of their schools' efforts to "feminize" the male environment
through community service, theater. and arts programs.
(c) What explains the significant between-gender interactions for the effect of
school religious affiliation and "fmishing" school character? Since being religious
influences boys' participation in community service. the effect of a religious-affiliated
school is probably consonant with their personal dispositions. that is, the message "takes."
Because personal religiousness is unimportant as a motivation for girls' partiCipation, the
message of a religious-affLliated school may not "take" with them; that is, the girls may
not respond to a theological rationale for service. [f socialization orients girls to helping
roles. the religious rationale may be irrelevanL Furthermore, the negative effect of
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religious affiliation may also be tapping some aspect of the patriarchal character common
to organized religion that girls with feminist views choose to resist. Although boys are as
likely as girls to attend a finishing school. such schools may promote traditional (thus.
differential) social values for the genders. Accordingly. they would be more likely to
promote community service as an activity most appropriate for girls.

"Who Participates?" -- The Coordinators' View?
Comments from the coordinators of community service interviewed at the visited
schools provide additional insights into student panicipation. When asked. "What type of
student tends to get involved?". school community service coordinators most frequently
responded, "No special type." This was especially true in boys' schools. If coordinators
did recognize a "common denominator" distinguishing participants. they usually
mentioned a cluster of traits in combination. as did this coordinator at a Quaker School:
"Most are the brighter. better adjusted. more wei1~balanced kids, who just get a joy out of
doing it." Family stability and support - whether through example or encouragement 
in the view of some coordinators. also influence student participation. Students who are
struggling -- whether with academics. athletics. personal or familial problems - appear
less inclined to take on service activity. Coping with difficulties. these students may lack
such resources as motivation. time. or even psychic energy. to get involved in community
service_ Because they are caught up in personal problems. the struggling students are less
likely to look outward.
What motivates student participation? Compared to their counterparts at
coeducational schools. coordinators at both boys' and girls' schools seemed more
expansive in their discussion ofcommunity service. further suggesting that service

activity may be more centraJ at single-sex schools.) 0 Single-sex school community
service coordinators were also more likely to attach pcsitive reasons to student
involvement - such as students' enjoying the activity. liking to help people. being willing
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and responsive. acting on their religious beliefs. wanting to do the right thing. While
positive factors provide the dominant motivation. occasionally coordinators (in boys' and
coeducational schools) ascribed other reasons to students' service activity. In some
boarding schools. for example. where students ordinarily must participate in an afternoon
athletic program, a few might choose to get involved in community service as an
alternative to athletics. In some day schools, for a small minority of students. community
service might provide a way "to get out of school" or "to leave campus for a while."
The question of gender. In two of the seven coeducational visited schools.
coordinators thought that the girls might be "a little more involved" than the boys, a
difference they attributed either to girls' preference for activities (such as hospital work)
that required more commitment or to girls' being "naturally more outgoing." While
coordinators in girls' schools typically ascribed positive motivations to the girls'
involvement, occasionally they would descnbe the girls' motivation as being of a
"bountiful mother sort" or "something to dabble in - a kind of'debutante activity'." Boys
seemed more likely to participate when their peers were active or to "help out" when the
coordinator appeals for volunteers.
The finding that girls participate in community service at greater rates than boys is
consistent with socialization theory - that society's institutions, including the family,
typically inculcate caring and nurture into female role development (Maccoby, 1968;
Wilson. (993). Despite surface changes in the social and professional activity of women
and in nonos relating to female behavior. the traditional helping role seems to continue 
according to feminist theory. reflecting the persistence of embedded social patterns linked
to the sexual division of labor. I I
Commenting on the conventional expectation that in mixed-gender settings
community service is the work of girls and women. a coordinator at a boys' school. shared
a concem about the change in community service involvement mat might result if the
school were to "go coed":
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Very likely boys might wind up doing less community service ... simply
because it's seen as one of the kinds of things girls do - you work in a
nursing home. that type of thing. At a school like (ours) where there are
no girls. a more sensitive-oriented activity, like working with a
handicapped child, draws the boys.... And what's interesting. there's one of
these handicapped outings that we have coming up in the spring. Kiwanis
now has full-fledged women members that they didn't use to have. One of
the women members happens to work at
• which is a girls'
school. She has told me now on 5 occasions that she is having an entire
class of girls at this next handicapped outing. And I think ... what is that
going to do to the outing? Are the guys going to be more interested in the
girls? Are they going to be stepping back and letting the girls take over?
This coordinators apprehensions attest to the power of stereotypic patterns and their
potential to govern the behavior of the genders in mixed-group settings.
Single-sex schools and boys' involvement in community service. Some
consistent patterns emerged in the interviews with coordinators at boys' schools. There.
at least initially. a boy may join a service activity because a friend invites him to or the
coordinator prods him into it. The chaplain at a boy's boarding school gave this account:
Overall. I'd say they're reasonably willing to be engaged. but it's not their
instinct. and it's nO[ an awareness they possess without help. Someone has
to do the legwork of saying, here's the opportunity, here's the time where
the need is taking place; here's the numbers of you that we need; and here
are the kinds of talents involved and do you have them? Now what do you
think? Are you wiDing to do this? But if I were to stop my own efforts.
and the other chaplain were to stop his. [would strongly question whether
of its own volition. stuff would surface. [think the adults really make a
difference .... You need the impetus of someone who's out there helping the
kids help themselves.
In five of the seven visited boys' schools (not in two highJy selective ones).
coordinators brought up self-interest as influencing student participation in community
service. Specifically. by building up a record of altruistic activity. the coordinators
reported. some of these young men hope to enhance their college applications and
improve their chances of getting into the "right" school. Because independent schools'
high tuition causes them to be market-driven, their survival depends on achieving a very
good record for college placements. In fact. an imponant reason why parents (and
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students) choose single-sex schooling is hecause it will facilitate acceptance into a good
college (Lee & Marks, (992). One boys' school coordinator remarked. "There's a strong
statement in the school - not from me, that it looks good on your college application."
From another, "Some of the guys go through and they really don't have anything to put on
their applications - nothing that really stands out, and so the coUege guidance office
encourages them to get involved in community service.

If

Such motivation has a theoretical explanation. Under rational choice theory. self
interest is at the core of any activity, including altruism (Wolfe, 1989). For some schools.
especially aggregatively organized schools, promoting community service might be a
means of making their students more attractive to college admissions committees - thus
boosting the school's image as effective in this strategic area. Community service.
accordingJy, wouJd "make sense" to students only if it redounded to them as a benefit, for
example. as a course credit or a useful credential in applying for college or a job. Some
community service coordinators argue against the totality of a rational choice explanation
for student participation. Despite getting involved in community service initially for
instrumental reasons, boys may find the activity rewarding and stick with it. At a boy's
school where community service is voluntary and the level of student involvement is
exceptionally high (69% of the seniors report participation), the coordinator disputed the
lt

"adrnissions-enhancement rationale:
There are a Jot, [ think, who start out that way [i.e.• motivated by self
interest], and what I think is really neat, is that they don't end up that way.
Because if they did - their applications go out in November - you would
fmd everybody starting to drop out of their (community service projects) in
November. But the seniors are usually the group that is most commiued to
community service. have more things going. and they'll continue right up
until graduation and sometimes after. I bad a senior who was visiting with
an elderly person, did it all through the summer before he went to college,
and the first weekend he was at college - Harvard - he called me to make
sure his replacements realized bow important it was that this woman had
people come to visit, because there was no way she was going to be able to
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keep up her house without the help of the kids. So there's a very high
percentage that do it. ultimately. for altruistic reasons.
Conclusion

Summary. The profile of the "typical" community service participant that
emerges in these analyses is of a rather academically successful young woman who is a
political moderate. She probably attends a single-sex. or coeducational finishing school
with a tradition of community service. Being involved in community service fits in with
her overall belief system. The typical boy who participates thinks of himself as being a
little more religious than his male classmates. More likely than not. he attends a single
sex high school (possibly a school that is religious-affiliated). where community service
is a tradition. Wbile he may have needed some prodding to get involved in community

service initially. this young man enjoys the activity and hopes that being involved will
boost his college admissions chances.
Context for interpretation. To interpret the "Who Participates?" analyses in
relation to the theory and results of previous research that introduced this section. it is
important to recall the identity of the student sample. independent school seniors in the
Class of 1989. Most of them are white (about 93%) and. for the most part. upper-middle
or upper class with family incomes averaging over $130.000 per year. As Robert Coles
(1977) described these students. they are "privileged ones." Contrasting with the U.S.
high school popuJation generally. they are a relatively homogenous group. with a profile
resembling that of students in the most affluent suburban high schools.

[n

terms of much

of socialization theory. these adolescents are paradigmatic. having grown up experiencing
all the supports accruing to high status in the social structure. As a group. they constitute
a decidedly different population from the students sampled in previous research on this
topic - where the literature suggested stratification in community service participation by
race. gender. and class. While social background (ex.cept for gender) did not differentiate
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participants from non-participants in independent schools. in a more heterogeneous
population. would social class or being a minority prove an imponant influence?
Previous research suggests that it would.
Independent schools share scant social and even academic commonality with
public schools or even with Catholic and other denominational schools in the private
sector. While some public schools might offer community service programs to engage
academically disinterested students, for example, independent schQ()ls would be unlikely
to have that motivation. given both their heavily academic curricula and a student
clientele oriented to college. Other public schools may sponsor community service
because of state or local school district policy, an influence that would also be lacking to
independent schools. In Catholic schools, where community service is quite common, the
schools are responding to a specific doctrinal mandate, the teachings of Vatican II (Bryk,
Lee & Holland, 1993). Of the independent schools in this sample. however, less than a

fifth are religious-affIliated, and none is Catholic.
Why, then, do independent schools promote community service? And what effect
does school service orientation have on students? Does community service support
education for character development that is integral to the mission of many independent
schools? Is community service important because colleges regard the activity favorably
in the admissions process? Do some schools promote service because it enhances their
image as caring institutions within the larger community? Does a school commitment to
social justice whether as an aspect of its mission (Quaker Schools, for example) or as a
value important to school leadership (board members, administrators, faculty) make
community service a priority? Are some independent schools responding to the
established norms held by their upper- and upper-middle class clienteles regarding
community service, i.e., as a respected tradition oriented to maintaining the social order

rather than to changing it? Do other independent schools sponsor community service
because they are communitarian institutions, consciously inculcating in students
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awareness of their responsibilities to their communities? Since these values undoubtedly
affect the character of community service programs at the schools. they will also
influence the likelihood that students will participate, as well as the quality of the service
experience, if they do.
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Notes to Chapter IV
1 In The Good Society, Bellah et al. defme institutions as "normative patterns embedded
in and enfor:ed by laws and mores (infonnal customs and practices)" (p. lOt).
2 Political socialization studies preadult influences sbaping adult political behavior.
3 Another solution is to use me Tobit modeL For dependent variables mat are normally
distributed at one end and flat at the other, Tobit provides a multivariate analytic
technique that bridges the logit/probit and regression models (Eatwell. Milgate &
Newman. 1987).
4 T'.:i compute the cases correctly classified. I constructed a dicbotomous measure
indicating the predicted probabilities from logistic regression. greater than the mean for
participation coded 'I'. less than the mean coded '0'. Crosstabulation of this measure of
predicted probability with the dicbotomous measure of actual participation results in a
main diagonal display of the number of cases correctly classified. i.e.• as participant and
non-participant. Summing these correctly classified cases and calculating them as a
proportion of all the cases produces the Percent Correctly Classified statistic.
5 Achievement is marginally significant (p S 0.06) in the separate analysis. While the
magnitude of the effect is slightly larger in this analysis, it is no longer significant at the

0.05 level. probably due to the loss of some statistical power. given the smaller sample.
6 The difference between the logistic regression coefficients for boys and girls is tested as
follows:
t diff =(b m - bC> I [(s.e.b m)2 + (s.e.bt)2] 112
wben m =male. f =female. b =regression coefficient. s.e. =standard error.
7 To convey the magnitude of the female difference in participation. I have expressed it
as a standardized effect size (ES). that is. in the metric of a standard deviation unit. To
calculate the effect size. I performed an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to obtain
a coefficient for the effect of female gender. I divided the unstandardized regression
coefficient for the female dummy variable by the standard deviation oC me dependent
variable for the pooled sample.
8 A effect size is small if it is less than .1; moderate, if between 0.2 and 0.5; large. if over
0.5. Educationally significant effect sizes are typically 0.2 or greater (Cohen. 1977;
Rosenthal and Rosnow, 1984).
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9 Evidence from the interviews with community service coordinators at the visited
schools suppons this hypothesis.
10 Interestingly. statement about student motivation seemed most common in the
interviews with coordinators at boys schools. Of the 39 coded references. 24 of them
(62%) came from boys' school coordinators; 9 (23%) from girls' school coordinators. and
6 (15%) from coed school coordinators. Because boys are less likely to participate in
community service. boys' school service coordinators may be more apt to grapple with
issues of student motivation.
11 Recent critiques portray the perpetuation of the traditional helping role as a
manifestation of a "backJash" induced by reactionary (i.e.• anti-feminist) social and
political opinion-shapers (Faludi. 1991).
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CHAPI'ER V
SCHOOL PRESS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE
At The Lincoln School, a boys' school in a suburb of a large Eastern city, 69% of
the senior class participate in a voluntary. student-run community service program. Not
only is the participation rate high for this school - higher even than in schools where
service is a requirement for graduation - but many of the students engage in multiple
long-term projects. Some are continuing activities they began earlier in high school.
Accounting for the success of the program that he has overseen for 21 years. the
community service coordinator at Lincoln explained:
It's been institutionalized. There's something in the environment. It's an
expectation. A new student will come by to ask about doing something in
community service. He'U say. "I look around and everybody I know is
doing something in community service. I guess I'm supposed to be doing
something too." So there's really pressure to do that.... It varies year to
year a little bit. a slight variation, depending on enthusiasm. student body.
and the senior class - they're usually the most committed group.
The phenomenon the coordinator at Lincoln described is the normative
environment - or the school press - for community service. To investigate the school
press for community service. that is. how much the expectation for service involvement is
"in the air students breathe" at their schools. is the object of this chapter. Assuming. flI"St.
that Ican identify elements that constitute a school press for service. and. second, that I
can quantify these elements, I set forth the hypothesis that the school press for community
service is the primary determinant of student participation.
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To introduce the theme of the school press for community service. I present
profIles of the service programs at six schools - two boys' (Lincoln and Henley), two
girls' (Weatherbee and Addison Woods). and two coeducational (Blaine and Eastown
Friends). Most of the profiled schools bave community service programs where the rate
of participation is high. Whether community service is mandatory or optional is evenly
divided among the six schools. one of each gender grouping requiring community service
and one leaving it voluntary. As a subset of the entire sample. they exemplify
characteristics possessed by many of the independent schools in this study - religious
affiliation (Henley and Eastown Friends). selectivity (Henley and Blaine). boarding
(Addison Woods), reputation as afmishing school (Weatherbee and Addison Woods).
While three are Eastern schools (Lincoln. Addison Woods. and Eastown Friends). the
others evidence the national character of the sample - Midwestern (Blaine).
Southwestern (Weatherbee). and West Coast {Henley}.
Because of some particularly differentiating feature in how each of these six
schools enacts its community service program. I have chosen it to profile. To illustrate
other issues related to community service. I also present examples from a seventh.
Marinell Preparatory School. a boys' boarding school in the South.

Theoretical Background
Community Service and Institutional Ownership
Community service may be central to the mission of a school or an "add-on"
program (Shumer. 1990). either optional or required. When schools lake the "add-on"
approach to community service. they fail to reinterpret their educational values in social
tenos (Pralcasb & Waks. 1985). When community service is integral to the mission. on
the other hand. it will have a rationale - civic. humanistic. religious. or patriotic - that
expresses the institution's educational purpose (Gorman. 1992). In schools where
community service is integral. administrators and teachers view leaming and service to
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others as inseparable. Not only do they assent to the goals of the service program. they
accommodate them and find ways to funher them.
At Lincoln. for example. prospective students and their parents learn how
important the community service program is to the school's mission when they receive a
packet of infonnational materials - catalog. handbook. and a brochure entitled
"Community Service: Reaching out to help others... a special dimension of Lincoln."
Opening the brochure. the potential applicant is likely to be struck by the photos and
testimonies of almost a dozen young men - students at Lincoln. identified as scholars.
athletes. artists -

~xpressing

what their involvement in community service has meant to

them. As the brochure states. "The spirit of helping others runs deeply through Lincoln.
and her students take great pride in the voluntary nature of the program.

It

"Entering Lincoln." one of the pictured students attests, "I was most impressed by
community service. Student announcements forservice projects seemed to dominate
school meetings. and students volunteered willingly to help with everything." Reflecting
the institutional commitment to service. according to the school service coordinator. the
faculty at Lincoln also support the program. Teachers adjust their class schedules when
necessary and allow students to come late or leave early. for example. as service
commitments may sometimes warrant. The attitude at Lincoln exemplifies institutional
ownership of service. a characteristic said to distinguish the best community service
programs (Gonnan. 1992; Nathan & Kielsmeir. 199)).
The role of teachers. The support of teachers and other professional staff is a
major catalyst for the success ofcommunity service. If teachers themselves regularly
prepare or serve a meal at a soup kitchen. they become highly credible promoters of
community service in their students' eyes (Coles. 1989). School catalogs occasionally
refer to the involvement of faculty with students in community service. as at one religious
affiliated (Quaker) school. where like me students. faculty must fulfill a community
service requirement during the academic year. At some other schools. faculty are
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expected either to advise student service groups or to take the leadership in generating
andlor sponsoring service projects for students.
When teachers work with their students on socially useful projects as part of a
course. they open themselves and their students to practical socialleaming (Coles. 1989).
Advocating that teachers use local opportunities to show students how to take purposeful
social action. Wigginton (1985) contends that for students to become conununity-oriented
citizens. teachers must exemplify a moral stance on behalf of service. Others have
proposed that teachers incorporate a service component into their classes when possible.
enabling students to fulfill their community service requirement in the context of their
regular studies (IGie. 1990; see also Wigginton. 1985).
At Blaine Academy, a selective coeducational day school in the upper Midwest.
many teachers structure courses to incorporate community service. In addition to a folder
describing the school's community awareness volunteer service program. potential
applicants to Blaine receive a catalog of courses. including several in which service is an
essential component - for example. medical~biology. Part of the curriculum for close to
20 years. "med-bio· requires students to spend the flTSt semester as "friendly visitors" in a
local nursing home for two hours weekly, and during the second semester to serve as
nursing assistants in a hospital emergency room for three four-hour shifts each month.
The class itself (limited to IS students) meets twice weekly. according to the catalog and
requires discussion and additional assignments from its members. Its two teachers. a
separate one for each tenn. help their students to interpret their service experience and
learn from it.

Rationales for Community Service: Values and Tone
Community service in independent schools may exist (and even rhrive) within
diverse rationales - civic. humanistic. religious. or patriotic (Gorman. (992). Under a
civic rationale. the motivation for service is the good of the public. generally. of a town or
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city. When a humanistic rationale motivates. service derives from human values and is
intended to benefit other people - simply as people. rather than as citizens. Religious
rationales draw on a framework of dogma and sacred texts to inspire service - for people
and to fulml a divine injunction. Patriotic rationales provide a nationalistic motivation
for service - its centrality to the American Way and for the good of the nation.
How do these rationales compare to the three orientations to community service
that [ identified earlier - individualistic. commmunitarian. and noblesse oblige'? While a
rationale is specific. a fundamental reason or set of reasons. justifying an action or a
program, an orientation refers to a more general attitude or approach that an individual
might take to participation or that a coordinator might take in organizing a program or in
motivating students. Orientation, as I used the term. comprised consteUations of values
that noblesse oblige. individualism. and communitarianism may also represent. Each of
the four rationales offered by Gorman (1992) may be considered communitarian, for
example. yet none is fundamenta1Iy incompatible with individualism or noblesse oblige.
Often defying precise categorization. these rationales and values hinge on subtlety
of tones. according to Robert Coles (1992), who has reflected on community service in
the lives of privileged children (1977, 1986,1990). most of whom attend (or did attend)
elite independent schools:
Let me talk for a minute about the distinction between noblesse oblige and
social responsibility. We are dealing with intangible words like tone and
intent and meaning - very important words.. hard to quantify, and one
would not even want to quantify them. They are essentially qualitative
and moral judgments. [can imagine someone doing something
responsible. socially and politically and morally responsible, but doing it
in such a way that the whole intent is undermined by the manner and the
attitude and the subjectivity of the panicular person involved (1992, p.
287).
An incident involving the boys at MarineU Prep illustrates Coles' point. The

coordinator there had to confront students about the demeaning and depersonalizing
effect their elitist attitudes sometimes bad on the recipients of their service. In a
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particularly egregious example (the coordinator actual1y related several incidents). the
boys tutoring in a middle scbool where the students were Black and poor arrived there
eating cbips and candy - as if they were on an outing. After tutoring. the prep school
students talked about their cars - BMWs - and their plans for the weekend. The
counselor at the inner city school called the service coordinator at Marinell and
complained: "Our students felt like your boys were putting them down."
Time and again. this coordinator used the debriefing period he had with the
students to reflect on their attitudes toward service - in this instance. how they demeaned
the youngsters to whom they owed respect. their equals as human beings and their equals
as citizens. Occasionally. opponents of required community service capitalize on an
incident like this one to buttress their arguments. Actually. though. these Marinell
students took part in a voluntary program, but they did so - and perhaps the problem lies
here - to earn an athletic credit through an alternative to after-school athletics
participation.
The helping rationale and noblesse oblige. The Lincoln School promotes
community service wholeheartedly in its printed materials. with an emphasis in its
rationale on "helping" - one that Gorman (1992) would probably classify as
"humanistic." Another interpretation of the helping rationale, depending on its tone. is
noblesse oblige. Coles (1977) characterizes noblesse oblige and the subtleties of
"helping" as an "entire social ethic" that wealthy children Jearn from their parents:
Be considerate of others. even rather idealistic - up to a point. One is
charitable, but not masochistic. One gives, but keeps a lot too. One
worries about others. but also about oneself. One tries to do good works.
but there is a life to be Jived, a way of life to preserve (p. 495).
Critiques of the "belping" rationale cite the lack of reciprocity between the giver
and receiver of service. For genuine service, according to this view, an attitude of
mutuality is critical (Marshall 1950, 1973). Citizenship equalizes individuals,
transcending the distinctions of social class. Contrasting the charity of traditional
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I
noblesse oblige with the reciprocal responsibilities of citizenship. Marshall spells out the
distinction in his essay. "Volunlary Action," when he discusses the moral responsibility
incumbent on both professionals and volunteers (1973):
The division between the servers and the served remains~ but its
Significance has changed. It is no longer a distinction between the
privileged and the unprivileged. but between moral and professional duly
on one hand and need on the other. Undoubtedly there has been a
movement toward mutuality. Gracious condescension and the charitable
dole ace things of the past. and the perpetual aim today is to help others to
help themselves - to offer a service which hopes for a response, not of
gratitude but of effort to face life with new courage....reciprocity between
server and served (p. 320).
At Marinen, according to the coordinator, through debriefing and reflection, the
students have become more sensitive to the mutuality that ought to mack: the service
ex.perience. As the coordinator reported:
Frequently~ they come to the realization - "Hey ~ rve learned about as
much as I've taught. I thought I was going to give to the underprivileged
from all of my knowledge and wealth. but I've learned back from them that
they ace people who have families and feelings...." For some it's been kind
of strange. They say, "Once I get to know them and their feelings. they
have more love in their families than I did back at home. You know, they
stand up for each other and help each other. And I kind of feel like rm by
myself." So they learn that too. and that's been positive.
The civic rationale and social responsibility. In the Addison Woods School's
brochure. a civic motivation - "to prepare for service to society" - provides the rationale
for voluntary community service. The program lists five goals for students. The top two
are "understanding the meaning of citizenship and the interdependence of people" and
developing an "ongoing value system respoosive to social causes and to people in need."
Yet even a civic rationale. does not preclude noblesse oblige. Because community
service at Addison Woods is referred to as the "Service League" (a traditional
terminology that two or three of the girls' schools use to designate community service). its
title evokes the Junior League. Through upper-cJass volunteer organizations. like the
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Junior League (for women). the civic rationale and noblesse oblige are intertwined
(Ostrander. 1984).1
To achieve social responsibility outcomes. such as Addison Woods espouses.
schools must carefully tailor programs and student activities to that end. The issue is one
of "congruence" between what the programs state as their goals and the steps they take to
achieve them (Runer & Newmann, 1989). Community service at Addison Woods
partially exemplifies congruence. although it falls short in explicitly addressing the social
and political issues relevant to its expressed goals. The student brochure delineates the
needs of many community organizations. Descriptions list the traits and skills desirable
in the volunteers. as well as the duties the service entails. Student leaders and faculty
advisors meet with the volunteers as needed; volunteers write up their experiences at the
end of the year. The community organizations and/or the school provides orientation for
the volunteers and the service league itself meets monthly. Whether students engage in

fonnal reflection on their service is not evident. although the school does encourage
student volunteers to talk about their service experiences with each other and with their
family members.
Required and Voluntary School Community Service Programs
Voluntary programs. In explaining why Addison Woods has designated student
service as a voluntary activity. the brochure cites the "optimism" and "idealism" inherent
in students. as well as their "individual interests." Allowing students to follow their
interests in selecting service projects is common in many other schools. When service is
voluntary. being able to choose an activity with a personal appeal motivates students to
become involved. Marshall (1973) also acknowkdged the importance ofindividua!
"interest." "the special and spontaneous urge [0 action" as a healthy incentive for
voluntarism.
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Among individuals already convinced of their citizen obligation to serve. the
emphasis on responding to an "interest" might be highly appropriate. For young people.
however. too much emphasis on "interest" could suggest that performing community
service is arbitrary, a notion that may admit a menrality of noblesse oblige. Bored or
apathetic students. furthermore, finding no activity of "interest," might excuse themselves
from service. \\'hen service is left voluntary, schools need to exert an effective press for
service to engage students. Like Lincoln. Addison Woods seems to succeed in generating
such a press for voluntary community service.
Community service as a graduation requirement. Perhaps less sanguine about

students' freely involving themselves in community service or perhaps wanting to
emphasize the obligation citizens have to serve. one-third of the schools in this study
have made community service a requirement for graduation. The fonn and the intent of
the requirement. however, vary considerably across schools. Weatherbee requires
community service of its students every year. Although the rationale for the Weatherbee
program is humanistic - "to develop self-confident. caring young women who are both
aware of the needs ofothers and willing to give of themselves on someone else's behalf,"
its structure is communitarian.
Each Weatherbee student belongs to a group with responsibility for an in-school
service project (e.g.• bookstore duty. science or math lab assistance, student teaching) to
which she is required to devote one hour each week. In addition. she is part of Form
projects. designed to "unite the class as a whole." As a "minimal part of her involvement
in her community," every year each girl must give at least 10 hours of individual
community service in the wider community. Integrating service with the curriculum.
Weatherbee also requires its students to take a course in community service and. as well.
includes service as part of other courses. At Weatherbee. where service is a way of life,
the press for community service is exceptionally high.
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Henley, an academically select suburban day school for boys, located on the West
Coast, also mandates community service, although the program appears to be less central
to me experience of students than Weatherbee's. The press for service, accordingly, is
less. Designed to develop a "sense of community responsibility" in me boys, me Henley
program requires 9th grade students to be part of "work: service," that is. "to help around
me campus" for one period a week: for one semester. Sometime during their upper high
school years, students must perform at least 30 hours of external community service.
As is often the case when schools require service, me students at Henley find their
own placements and service supervisors. although the coordinators are available to assist
them. When the supervisors at the placement sites fill out a form describing the service
the Henley "volunteers" have rendered, they als9 certify that the students have completed
the required 30 hours of service.2 The student then submits the form at school, said the
coordinator. "And we check him off." Classes ordebriefing are nor part of the student
service experience at HenJey. External service for the Henley students appears to be
individualistic and unrelated to the curriculum.
School catalog documentation about community service at me two Quaker
schools in the study explicitly connects program goals and school activity to suppon
them. Both these schools have traditions of service that go back: over the 200 years of
their history. Students at Eastown Friends, to single out one of the Quaker schools,
understand that the community service requirement manifests "the Quaker ethics of
tolerance. compassion. and social justice." Besides required courses in Quakerism and
comparative religion, the curriculum includes such moral issues as "peace, violence.
hunger, and abortion" as part of other classes. The object of the community service
program is that "members of the school community become committed to serving others
in the neighborhood and in the world. Reflection and service may then become a "way of

life" for students. the majority of whom are not quaker, even after they [eave Eastown
Friends.
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At the beginning of each semester. Eastown's experiential education department
posts a lists of service jobs (mostly generated by the faculty) that are opportunities for
student service either within the school or in the immediate neighborhood surrounding
Eastown - an urban school. External service is for the seniors. according to the
coordinator. although "industrious 10th and 11th graders may find something for
themselves that they want to do outside of school."
The six cases and how they compare. The voluntary community service

programs at Blaine, Lincoln and Addison Woods, and the required service at Weatherbee,
HenJey. and Eastown Friends exemplify differences both among and between mandatory
and voluntary community service programs. Although course-related community service
at Blaine involves between one-third and one-half of the students by the time they are
seniors. according to the estimate of the spokesperson for community service. student
involvement in service other than the courses is sporadic. 3 Because just 15% of the
seniors reponed any service involvement in the year preceding the survey, a lack of
carryover seems to exist between the service-oriented classes and service activity more
generally.
At Lincoln - in a program that characterizes service as "helping." the young men
pride themselves on participating consistently: "It's a school tradition." With 69% of the
seniors involved in community service. Lincoln ranks second among the sampled schools
in its rate of participation.4 Contrasting with Lincoln through the civic-oriented service
rationale it provides for the young women it seeks to enlist as volunteers. the program at
Addison Woods provides comprehensive organizationaJ framework. that is quite
remarkable for a voluntary program.S Addison Woods is also close to the top in student
service involvement. with 59% of its seniors participating. When community service is
voluntary. a comprehensive organizational framework serves to engage students. At
Addison Woods, for example. many people, teachers and students, fill roles in the service
organization both as league officers and as leaders of projects that the league sponsors.
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Leaders become publicizers for activities and they devise ways to enlist volunteers and
recognize their contributions - in a service newsletter. the school paper. at assemblies in
announcements and talks.
Among the required programs. organizational differences also exist. The program
at Weatherbee is the most highly structured one for the schools in the study. incorporating
(a) external as well as in-school service. (b) at least 4O-4S hours of service time yearly. (c)
debriefing following service. (d) an ongoing commitment every year of high school. (e) a
required class in community service. and (f) community service as part of other classes.
At Weatherbee. the participation rate is high - 68% of the seniors reported
involvement. By contrast. Henley's requirement is low-structure - and just 27% of lhe
seniors reported participation in community service. Since the boys are required to
perfonn 30 hours of external service sometime during the last three years of high school.
they might have chosen to fulf"lll the requirement early - in the summer following
sophomore year, for example - and as seniors do nothing.
At Eastown Friends. the required program structure is more formal (and
demanding) than Henley's but less so than Weatherbee's. The curriculum and school
philosophy at Eastown Friends supports service, however. and the students must give one
hour weekly for one semester each year. Although the school encourages seniors to
involve lhemselves in external service, some of the young men and women choose an in
school activity. Reported participation at Eastown Friends is quite high though. with

56% of the seniors taking part in community service.
Why the participation rates are below 100% where required service programs are
strongest may be attributable to at least three factors: (a) the timing of the survey 
possibly completed by students early in the 1988-1989 school year, before they fulfilled
their service commitment; (b) a matter of language - "in-school service" perhaps not
being regarded as the "community service" component in a multi-tiered program such as
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Weatherbee's; or (c) they might have fulfilled their service requirement earlier in their
high school years.
Program structure, participation, and community service press. In the

discussion of the community service programs, both voluntary and required, I have
provided their organizational characteristics and participation rates. Where the
organizational framework: for community service is comprehensive in both required and
voluntary programs, the majority of seniors report participation. Where the
organizational framework is limited (with the exception of Lincoln), participation is low.
Figure 5.1 provides a summary of institutional and community service program
characteristics.
Figure 5.1
Summary Profile ofInstitutionai and Community Service Characteristics of Six Case Study Schools
SchoollLocation

Institutional Demollt'aphics

Addison Woods
{East Coast. Suburban}

• Girls' Single· sex
• Residential
• Finishing School

Blaine
(Midwest. Urban)

• Coeduc:uional
• HiJ!:hly Selective

Eastown Friends
(East Coast. Urban)

• Coeducational
• Religious Affiliation
(Quaker)

Henley
(West Coast. Suburban)

• Boys' Single.sex
• Highly Selective
• Religious Affiliation
(Episcopal)

Lincoln
(East Coast. Suburban)

• Boys' Sinsde·5e)(

Weatherbee
(Southwest. Suburban)

• Girls' Single-sex
• Finishinll School
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Service Promam Features
• Voluntary
• Civic Rationale
• Comprehensive Organization
• 59% ofSeniors Involved
• Voluntary
• Some Curricular Integration
• Very Limited organization
• 15% ofSeniors Involved
• Required (High·Level)
• Religious Rationale
• Comprehensive Organization
• 56% of Seniors Involved
• Required (Low-Level)
• Limited Organization
• 2711: of Seniors [nvolved
• Voluntary
• Humanitarian Rationale
• Limited Organization
• 69% ofSeniors Involved
• Required (High·Level)
• Humanistic Rationale
• Curricular Integration
• Comprehensive Organization
• 68% of Seniors Involved

Lincoln's high rate of participation, despite a low-structure, voluntary program is
attributable. I have hypothesized. to its community service press. The community service
press, or normative environment for service. is cumulative. At Lincoln. for example.
many aspects of the school seem to contribute to the press for service: its tradition;
institutional commitment. as reflected by the integration of community service into the
mission of the school; faculty ownership of the program, the tone of school assemblies.
where community service announcements are frequent Opponunities for service appear
to abound at Lincoln. and students respond to them by volunteering - creating a positive
peer influence on participation. Taken together. these positive environmental features
form an institutional base tf:tat presses for community service. 6
Both girls' schools enact their programs - required at Weatherbee and voluntary at
Addison Woods - through comprebensive organizational frameworks. At both schools,
the press for community service is higb. Although Henley requires community service of
its students. the press for community service is weak:. Although both coeducational
schools. Blaine and Eastown Friends, incorporate community service into the curriculum,
Eastown Friends' program is both more comprehensively organized and more integral to
the school's philosophy than Blaine's. Voluntary programs. it is important to note. are
clearly capable of generating a high press for community service. as the programs at
Lincoln and Addison Woods demonstrate.
How much a school "owns" its community service program. speaks of it with
pride. relates it to the mission of the school. all seem important to creating a school press;
so do the interes~ involvement. and support of teachers. Having service opportunities
available to involve students - and actually having a sizable proportion of students
participating - measures program vitality and. accordingly, its press for service. These
six schools use their promotional materials to stress to incoming students the importance
of community service. Other aspects of the programs are less clearcut - the relative
efficacy of required and voluntary programs in bringing about and sustaining student
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participation in community service, for example: and the effect program rationale and
structure have on participants, including the potential to affect student attitudes toward
social responsibility.
School gender grouping seems important to the press for service in that the boys'
and girls' schools within this small subset of schools differ from each other in the amount
of program structure. Single-sex and coeducational schools also differ in their curricular
emphasis and in the rale of student participation they enlist. Organizational differences in
school community service programs may account for the disparate pattern of institutional
effects on participation that emerged for the genders in the previous chapter. Because
program structure seems to vary according to school gender grouping, the effect of single
sex or coeducation on participation could be confounded with program organization.
Gender grouping itself may influence the school press for service.
Research questions. To explore the school press for community service and
related issues, therefore, I investigate the following research questions:
I. Institutional and policy influences on the press for service: How important

to the school press for community service are (a) institutional
characteristics -- gender grouping, school selectivity. reJigious affiliation.
boarding or finishing school status - and (b) school policy for requiring
community service for high school graduation?
2. School service orientation and student panicipation: How do (a) specific

community service program features (having a community service
coordinator. awarding credit for community service. offering a community
service club. sponsoring frequent school-wide service projects. giving
recognition to students for their service involvement). (b) the community
service requirement structure (high-. moderate-. and low-). and (c) the
school press for community service compare in affecting the likelihood of
student participation?
Method

Question I investigates the extent to which (a) institutional characteristics 
gender grouping, religious affiliation. selectivity. boarding or finishing school status -
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and (b) the requirement structure - high, moderate. and low - contribute to the school
press for service. Gender gl_ :Jping previously proved imponant to predicting the
likelihood of participation in community service for boys, and. funbennore. it is integral
to the sampling frame that governed the coUection of data for this study. Conducting an
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression analysis at the school-level, I estimate the
effects of institutional characteristics and the requirement structure on the school press for
service. (Details on the construction of the measures employed in this analysis may be
found in Chapter 2 and Appendix C.)
Estimating the relative influences of program features and the school press for
service on the likelihood of student participation in question 2. I apply the identical
logistic regression procedure that I described and employed in the initial participation
analysis (Chapter 4). How program features (e.g .• coordinator. service club, frequent
school-wide projects). the requirement structure (higb-, moderate-. and low-) and the
school press for community service (posited as especially imponant) compare in
predicting community service panicipation is the subject of this analysis. Following the
precedent of Chapter 4, I conduct the analyses separately by gender. Through the separate
analyses, I attempt to determine whether the effects of school community service features
differ for boys and girls.
Retaining the student background and school characteristics that proved important
for either girls or boys in that earlier analysis (Table 4.4), I employ the same model
separately for each gender (Figure 5.2) and execute the analysis sequentially. Adjusting
for student background (achievement, religious self-perception. liberal, conservative), [
add school community service features to the model in three steps: (a) program

organization -coordinator, academic credit for participation, frequent schoolwide
projects, community service club; (b) requirement structure - bigh-. moderate-. and low
learning emphasis; and (c) school press/or community service.
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Figure 5.2 Community Service Participation for Girls and Boys: StudenlS and Their Schools
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Results
Schools, the requirement, and the press for community service. A
multivariate school-level analysis indicates the extent to which institutional
characteristics and school policy for the service requirement predict a school press for
community service. The fmal model for this analysis includes gender grouping. the
requirement structure (three levels). school selectivity. and finishing school status (Table
5.1).1 Girls' schools proved likely to have a strong press for community service (.32. P $
.05). Opponunities for service. interest and involvement in service by the faculty and the
entire school community distinguish the service environment at girls' schools and
contribute to this effect. Boys' schools did not differ significantly from coeducational
schools in their press for community service. Selectivity is the most imponant school
characteristic influencing the press for service (0.51. P

~

.00 1). Required community

service with a high structure for learning has a positive, moderate effect on the press for
community service (.24. P S .05). A discussion of these findings follows.
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Table 5.1
Relationship of School Characteristics and Community Service Requirement Structure to School Press for
Service

Beta Coefficient

Independent Variables

-.15

Boys' School
Girls'School

.51*··

Selectivity
High-Structure Requiremenra
Moderate-Structure Requirement'l
Proportion of Variance Explained

.24 *

.17
.35

* P S .05; ••• P S .00 I
a The comparison group is volunury participation.

A. Gender grouping. Since the analyses in Chapter 4 indicated a positive effect
on participation for the boys' schools - compared to coeducational - and a non
significant effect for the girls' schools in a similar comparison. the findings in this
analysis seem anomalous. Two explanations seem reasonable. Firs~ because this is a
school level analysis (Le .• one that does not incorporate student data). there are no
adjustments for students' gender. Girls' and boys' schools - because of the aggregation of
genders - may be exaggerati.'lg gender effects. specifically greater interest in community
service among girls.
The general level of interest and involvement - the press for service - is highest
in girls' schools: Community service appears to be more central to school life there than
in coeducational and in boys' schools. An explanation for the difference in girls' schools
may be in the organization for community service. often a system that seems to permeate
the school. The community service organization at girls' schools may manifest (a) an
interest on the students' or schools' parts to promote service involvement for social
responsibility. or (b) a residual effect of the traditional emphasis on community service in
girls' schools as socialization into the Junior League and various civic boards. If the
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organization is to socialize girls into a class tradition. it will probably promote noblesse
oblige. I continue this discussion in the next chapter.
B. School selectivity. School selectivity is strongly related to press. Why
selective schools might exert more of an institutional press for service is an interesting
issue. Perhaps selective schools are more likely to conceive of educational excellence in
terms of social responsibility (Prakash & Waks. 1985). At both Blaine and Henley. for
example. the two most selective schools among those profiled. the spokespersons for
community service spoke of the relationship between service. social responsibility and
learning. Articulating the purpose of the community service program at Henley, the
coordinator stated. "Knowledge is best served only in the service of others." At Blaine.
where many courses incorporate community service. the teacher who spoke for the
service program (in the absence of an official coordinator) said: "Service in an
unconnected way is not desirable; it has to be done in a way that kids can come back. talk.
and deal with it." For the service-oriented social psychology class that she teaches. "My
goal is that they [students] reflect on the service experience, so that they see that what
they learn in school relates to what goes on in the world and vice-versa"
C. The requirement structure. A community service requirement that is highly

structured to promote learning positively influences the school press for service. At
schools like Weatherbee and Eastown Friends. aspects ofthe learning structure·- classes.
debriefing. regular activity in the external community - combine to create a contagion of
ideas and interest. Clearly. the commitment to community service by the administration
and faculty, reflected in a high-level requirement. creates an institutional base that presses
for community service. Whether the requirement structure promotes social responsibility
is a question I investigate in Chapter 6.
How inOuentiai is the school press for service 00 partidpatioo? The major
hypothesis in this section posits the press for service as an important factor influencing
students' involvement in community service. Unlike the other multivariate analyses in
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this study which employ a consistent set of schoo)·level controls for the effects of gender
grouping. selectivity, and fmishing school status. this analysis - evaluating the effects of
school community service characteristics on participation - omits them. The reasons for
this decision are: (a) The "Who Participates?" analysis in the last chapter estimated their
influence on participation; (b) the correlations between several of the measures and
community service press are high. as the results of the previous regression analysis
indicated (Table 5.2); and (c) strongly intercorrelated measures within a multivariate
analysis have the potential to obfuscate the results.8
Table 5.2
Community Service: Effect of Program Structme and School Press on the Likelihood of Boys' and Girls'
Participationa

Variables

e

Program Coordinator
Community Service Oub
Academic Credit for
Community Service
Frequent School wide
Service Projects
High-Level Required
Moderate-Level Required
Low-Level Required
School Press for Service
% Correctly Classified
-2 Log Likelihood

Girls
(N=1,379)

Boys
(N=I.804)

.17

.04
·.31-.20

-.58
-.41

20

.32 •

122···
.32
30
.95···
66.6

X2= 1576.7(1366dO .....

.55
-.35
-.91···
.7S··...

=

65.6

X2 1755.4(179Idf) ns

a Model is adjusted for significant student background characteristics - ability. religious self-perception.
political liberalism. political conservativism (fable 4.4).
• P S; .05: •• P S .01: ••• P S .001

A high-level service requirement and the school press for community service
prove the most important predictors of participation for girls. At schools where

community service is the province of a club. participation is unlikely. For boys. the
pattern of results is just slightly differenL School press for community service has a
strong positive influence on boys' participation. as it does for girls. Frequent schoolwide
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projects appear to involve boys in community service. but for girls they are not
significant. Service clubs and a low-level requirement - as in' ~ analysis for gins 
have an adverse effect. Where schools award academic credit for service. boys are less
likely to participate. Elective classes in community service may be less attractive to boys
than to girls. thus supporting the findings of previous research (Newmann & Rutter.
i983).

Overall. the models for both genders improve upon those in the "Who
Participates?" analysis by correctly classifying a larger proportion of students as
participants or non-participants based on the student and school characteristics included
in the model. For girls. the percent correctly classified increases from 54.1 to 66.6 %; for
boys. from 57.1 to 65.6%. The -2 Log Likelihood statistic is significant for girls. but not
for boys. When not significant. as in the boys' model. the -2 Log Likelihood statistic
indicates a good fit between observed and predicted participation. When significant. as in
the girls' model, the goodness of fit is less than adequate, i.e., the model would benefit by
additional and more salient predictive measures.
Clubs and low-level requirements as counter-productive. While most high
schools offer community service through club programs (Chapter 3). clubs tend to
involve small numbers of students. By setting a boundary around community service 
making it the special focus of the members, schools sponsoring a service club discourage
participation by more members of the student body. Where service clubs are multiple.
however. such a problem would not exist. At one visited boys' school. for example. once
interest begins to generate in a service activity (perhaps after a guest speaker presents the
needs of a group to the students at an assembly). two or three students with a faculty
moderator form a "chapter" to respond. They recruit other students to join them. and the
chapter takes ongoing responsibility for service to that group. Similarly. at one of the
girls' schools, the coordinator works

(0

motivate existing special interest clubs to take on

a regular service commitment - tutoring in the iMer city. working in soup kitchen. Each
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year this coordinator also tries to add a new club to the roster of the school's service
organizations.
The negative effect of the low-level requirement indicates that the requirement 
without a structure to encourage student engagement. learning. and accountability -- will
probably not work as well as voluntary service in encouraging ongoing participation.
Luw-Ievel requirements are minimal - obligating students to a very small amount of
service sometime during high school - and that's all students do. Other schools with
low-level requirements sponsor community service at the end of senior year. in the two or
three weeks before graduation. Many students choose to postpone any community
service involvement until then.
Discussion
Institutional barriers- to commonity service. If the school press for community
service promotes participation. school indifference to community service inhibits it. lust

as the school press represented the cumulative effect of opportunities for service. the
participation of peers. teacher interest and involvement. service as integral to the mission
of the school. and high levels of interest and involvement throughout the school
community - school indifference to service represents the absence of these same
characteristics as institutional barriers.
The spokesperson at Blaine. for example. where there is no community service
coordinator and just 15% of the seniors reported participation. commented:
A couple of years ago our head was "all hot" for us to do this [institute a
service requirement] and it didn', go very far because there's no
commitment of staff and you absolutely have to have somebody with the
time to coordinate this...• There's a lot ofemphasis. and this is probably
true of other schools too. there's a lot of emphasis at least from the top
down on how things look. rather than how things are.... They really don't
care what's going on. They just care about the PR element.
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At a rural boarding school. the coordinator acknowledged the school head's
support for community service. but he laid blame on the school's locale. student
disinterest. and a rigidly structured school day for their meager program:
Welshire is such a small town. we really don't have any agencies we could
go to.... We also have a pretty hard time getting kids interested in tltis.
Whether it's the maturity of our students - the time bind I would say is
really the greatest drawba~k. because they're so locked into activities here
that they don't have much time to be giving of themselves to volunteer
projects.
What the coordinator didn't say. but seems apparent. is that the leadership
(including himself) fails to give a priority to community service. Little imagination
seems to exist to work around any of the barriers the coordinator mentioned. At other
boarding schools where transportation is a problem. the faculty are sometimes given
released time and asked to pitch in and take turns driving. Other schools have purchased
vans to transport students to their service activity.
Many coordinators spoke of scheduling activities as a problem:
- in terms of when kids are needed. for example. There are some service
programs that needed kids during the day, in the early afternoons. but we
couldn't do that. And various kids being involved in sports activities or
studies. so we were unable to make an ongoing commitment. So we had
to find ways to get around that.
Clearly. then while a powerful press for service characterizes some schools. at
others apathy prevails. In schools where the press for service is high. the entire school
takes responsibility for the program. Such ownership suggests that the school gives
priority to its service program and works to keep it cooperative and unifying. rather than
competitive or divisive. When schools institute community service. the evidence
suggests. if the administration. students. faculty. and staff all invest in it. chances are it
will succeed. Each member of the school community needs to identify with the program.
see the good it has the potential to accomplish. and find ways to lend personal support.
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The requirement policy and noblesse oblige. Reviewing the rationales for
community service at the six schools profIled in this chapter, I suggested the possibility of
goaJ ambivaJence - the latent presence of noblesse oblige, for example, underlying
language interpretable as communitarian or, to use two of Gorman's (1992) terms.
humanistic or civic. Lincoln's humanistic emphasis on "helping" opens itself to the
possibility of noblesse oblige. And despite the civic rationale for voluntary service at
Addison Woods. to take another example. the program itself is couched in language
evoking the Junior League, where an ethic of noblesse oblige has traditionally set the tone
for volunteer service activity (Daniels. 1988; Ostrander. 1984). A strong press for
community service. furthermore. as the participation rates at Lincoln and Addison Woods
indicate. does not rule out the possibility of a noblesse oblige.
While I do not argue that most independent schools would deliberately promote
community service as noblesse oblige. some of them might. Schools might unwittingly
harbor noblesse oblige. furthermore. if they have not looked for its systemic persistence
in class tradition (to which single-sex schools like Lincoln and Addison Woods might be
more susceptible [Lee & Marks. 1992]). School activities and rituals, attitudes among
parents. board members and even some school heads and leachers may also perpetuate
noblesse oblige. Students might bring to community service the noblesse oblige
motivation that they learned at home but have never examined for its implications.
How compatible is noblesse oblige with the community service requirement? A
required program may simply attach symbolic recognition to the obligatory nature of
service. In fact, when some schools introduce the requirement, they set the number of
required hours low. aJthough they encourage additional service above that minimum.
Whether the requirement is compatible with noblesse oblige may depend on its structure.
Among the required programs in the subset of six profiled schools. one had a low
structure -HenJey's. At HenJey. furthermore. the coordinator described community
service as noblesse oblige: 'Those who are the best and the brightest also ought to feel an
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obligation to put something back into society." Noblesse oblige seems less likely to
coexist with high structure in required programs. The characteristics of the high level
requirement - it is yearly, includes a class, requires a substantial amount of time in
external service, provides for debriefmg - seem designed to take community service
seriously as a learning experience. While the high requirement structure does not rule out
noblesse oblige, it may be less hospitable to it.
In the next chapter, I continue to examine the required vs voluntary participation
issue and. in the broader context of integrative school organization. the press for
community service. Evaluating the relative efficacy of required and voluntary service, [
specifically compare the effect of the three levels of requirement structure on student
attitudes toward social responsibility. My hypothesis is that the structure of the
requirement determines its effectiveness. Further. I hypothesize that school organization
- the extent to which the organization is integrative rather than aggregative - will
positively affect students' attitudes toward social responsibility. Investigating the
intersection of school organization and community service policy, I evaluate the relative
effectiveness of integrative organization and required vs voluntary service.
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Notes to Chapter V
1In 190 I Mary Harriman Rumsey founded the Junior League in New York. Ostrander
( 1984) describes the league as a national service organization for upper class women. To
belong. a woman must flCSt be invited to join.
2Local agencies or service organizations typically have a staff person to coordinate and
supervise volunteer services. When students choose an agency where no one is the
officially designated coordinator of volunteers, they request that some staff person serve
as their supervisor for the duration of the project.
3 At the time of the field visit. Blaine had no official community service coordinator. The
Blaine Council. a student-faculty school government organization promoted, facilitated,
and monitored community service activity. The teacher with whom I spoke had been on
the faculty for 20 years and taught a service-related course herself.
4Participation is highest (78%) at Haig School. a small coeducational boarding school on
the northern New England coasL Not only must students participate in community
service, a program with a high level of structure, they are also expected to take part in a
school work. program, and serve on various school administrative committees, such as
development. admissions, long-range planning. Character education is central to the
school mission at Haig.
SBlau (1974) provides a more technical description of a prevailing view of structure.
specifically social structure, that I include here because it is generic: Wa system of social
relations among differentiated parts of a society or group, which describes observable
empirical conditioDs and is merely the basis for a theory yet to be constructed to explain
those conditions" (p. 479).
6Janowitz (1980) uses this concept to account for the effect the "accumulation of social
and political rights" (p. 7) have had in providing an institutional base to press for
coUective bargaining.
7 Based on the results of preliminary analyses where they evidenced no influence on the
school press for community service, I eliminated the variables for boarding and finishing
schools from the model.
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8 Typically. a result is statistical suppression. A redundancy of infonnation makes clear
interpretation of the results impossible (Cohen & Cohen. 1983).
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CH.APrER VI
COMMUNITY SERVICE: EFFEcrS ON SOCIAL RESPONSmn..ITY

The investigation into community service in independent schools and its effect on
students' sense of social responsibility culminates in the empirical testing of four
interrelated questions. Two of the questions focus on community service as an activity of
students: To what extent does community service participation bring about positive

social attitudes among students? and, Does a greater contribution of service (i.e.. more
volunteer hours each month) account for increasingly positive social attitudes? The
remaining two questions concern schools: How does a school policy of requiring
community service compare with sponsoring a voluntary program in the potential to
affect students' social attitudes? and, What are !he relative effects of community service
policy as compared with school organization - integrative or aggregative - on social
responsibility?
Objective

Hypothesizing a causa/linkage between participating in community service and
espousing positive attitudes toward social responsibility, I posit that community service
actually engenders socially responsible attitudes. Because I did not conduct this research

as an experiment, however. to be certain of causality is impossible. Moreover. in the
absence of longitudinal data (which would provide information on students' social
responsibility both before and after their involvement in community service). I must
defend the plausibility of a causal relationship against alternative explanations for the
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results -- mainly, selection bias. In effect, to infer causality, I have to build a case for a
causal sequence. To illustrate some of the complex considerations in making such a
causal argument, therefore. I first sketch a scenario involving some high school seniors
who become community service participants.
Scenario: Students Working with Homeless ChUdren
In a suburb of a large East-coast city. Angela and some of her friends have

decided to spend Saturday afternoons with the children at a shelter for the homeless.
Their volunteer work began with one of the social awareness assemblies that Angela's
school (private and single-sex) sponsors to inform students about social issues and to
provide them with possible community service placements. Either the community service
coordinator or the school head introduces these speakers - men. women. or. occasionally.
students from other schools, who have a socially-oriented message to deliver. When a
minister from a local church spoke at a school assembly about homeless families and
children. Angela decided that getting involved with them was something she wanted to
do. For quite some time she had been watching television coverage of the homeless and
talking about the plight of homeless children with her parents. As a way of helping.
Angela wanted to work with the children on a project that would be both expressive and
useful - staging a play about being bomeless. complete with music and scenery, that they
could present at some schools, as she said, "to make kids think:."
She asked her friends Jeannie and Heather to help. Jeannie had been in many
plays and planned to major in theater in college. She thought "doing a play" would be
great and might even give her an edge into a top college drama program. Heather liked
the idea too. especially the fun of working on a project with Angela and Jeannie. Then.
Angela's next door neighbor. Dan, and his friend Mark wanted to help; they had been
looking for a community service project to fuJiill a requirement for graduation at the
private boys' high school they attend. Angela and her friends successfully recruited Sarah
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and Adam. who agreed to help out "sometimes" with scenery and publicity. but Saturday
afternoons at the shelter were "out" because they had jobs, played sports, or just were lOO
busy with other things. After clearing the idea with their parents, the students proposed
the project to the community service coordinators at their schools and then made
announcements at school assemblies to recruit other volunteers. Ms. Greer. the
coordinator at Angela's school. helped the students make arrangements with the shelter.
As they worked together on the production, the high school students heard the

personal stories of many homeless children and their families. Gradually, they became
quite attuned to homeless ness as a major problem in U.S. cities and to other related social
issues. Sometimes they talked with each other about how they thought their city could
eliminate homelessness. Over the course of many afternoons together at the shelter,
Angela. ber friends, and the homeless children ultimately succeeded in mounting a lively
production that they took "on tour" to their high schools and to some other schools in the
city. Wherever the higb school students and homeless players staged their show. they
built rappon with their audiences and helped them come to a bener understanding of what
it's like to have no home.

Community Service and the Causal Link to Social ResponsibUity
Imagine that Angela and her friends responded to the survey questions that
constitute the measures of social responsibility used in this study and that they registered
high ratings. Since they all participated in community service. according to my causal
hypothesis, I would attribute their positive attitudes, at least panially. to their service
activity. How justifiable is such a position'?

In Angela's case, for example. social responsibility seemed to have motivated her
involvement in the first place. While ber experience with the homeless children
undoubtedly made her more sociaJly aware. she probably would have scored high on her
responses anyway. With Angela's friends, the situation is less straight forward. Positive
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social motivation may have had a part in all their decisions to join the project, but Jeannie
and Heather seemed most attracted by the idea of putting on the show and continuing the
good times the three girls always had together. Jeannie had an added incentive - she
hoped the project would boost her chances to get into the "right" coJJege to pursue her
theatrical ambitions. Dan and Mark. on the other hand. became involved because they
had a school requirement to fulfill. Although Sarah and Adam spent much less time on
the project than the others - and very rarely with the homeless themselves - nonetheless.
they considered themselves involved in community service. And. in fact, when they
completed the survey, their responses to the social responsibility questions also placed
them above average, although not so high as those of the five who went to the shelter
every Saturday.
Analytic and Substantive Issues
The scenario raises several salient issues:
1. Community service is broadly inclusive. This study, for example. defined
service as an umbrella term - "time spent doing community work or giving help to
people with special needs outside your family." The activities were undertaken in
connection with required or voluntary service programs at the students' schools.
Although working on scenery and publicity. the service that Adam and Sarah offered. was
modest (and impersonal) compared to the time. energy. and involvement that their friends
expended with the children at the shelter. it falls within the definition of service.
PartiCipation in community service. in short, encompasses activities that appear to range
broadly in their quality as potential influences on social responsibility.
2. More community service participation could suggest correspondingly greater
results. Adam and Sarah's social attitudes are more positive than those of lheir classmates
who did not perform any service. Would Aogela and the other friends who became very
involved in the project with the homeless children thus feel an even greater commitment
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to social responsibility? If the involvement in community service has civic content or
addresses a vital social need, as students immerse themselves more deeply in the service.
their understandings and commitments might reasonably grow stronger.
3. School policies. such as requiring community service for graduation, might
affect the attitudes students have toward both service participation and social
responsibility. Dan and Markjoined the project because they needed to fulfill a school
requirement for graduation. Mandatory service like theirs. however, could have an
adverse effect on social attitudes. Having something else they "have to do" could
generate resentment toward what the students perceive as the moral intent of the
requirement - for example. to make them better citizens or more socially aware persons.
Viewed oppositely, a requirement could also be salutary, underscoring a vital
commitment by the school to community service and social responsibility (i.e .• "Our
school really cares"), thus exelting a positive effect on students' attitudes.
4. When a press for community service is normative at a school. as the findings in
Chapter 5 indicated, the likelihood that students will become involved in service activities
increases. But the press for community service is part of a larger school organizational
context. To the extent that the context is integrative (i.e .• a communally organized school
that exists in vital relationship to multiple external communities). the press for
community service is likely to be high. The "social awareness" assemblies that Angela's
school sponsors, for example. reflect an institutional commitment to raising public issues
before the school community. The moral environment of the integrative school 
collaborative. equitable. caring. public-spirited, oriented to service - may itself affect
students' social consciences.
Untangling these various influences - (a) student background and the multiple
influences on social values that students absorb in daily life; (b) what students do. i.e., the
content of community service and the amount of time they give to service involvement;
and (c) the role schools play. i.e.• their policies of required or voluntary service and the
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influence of integrative or aggregative scbool organization - presents a challenge for
making causal hypotheses about community service and social responsibility.
To address these issues,l developed the following four research questions:
I. Efficacy ofparticipation. To what extent does community service participation

positively affect students' social responsibility?
2. Investment of time. For students wbo participate, to wbat extent does devoting
more time to community service activities positively affect their attitudes toward
social responsibility?
3. Community service policy. What are the relative effects of required and
voluntary community service policies on students' attitudes toward social
responsibility?
4. Policy vs school organization. How do school community service policy and the

integrative vs aggregative organization of school compare in their effect on
students' social values, Le.• citizen efficacy and social conscience?
Method
Why Statistical Controls Matter

As I argued above. the positive attitudes Angela and her friends hold toward
social responsibility may be atuibutable to factors other than community service
participation. To evaluate service as a causal factor. therefore. I employ the analysis of
covariance (ANeQYA) technique. To meet the assumptions of ANCQY A. [ adjust
statistically for factors related to participation that might also influence positive social
values. In Angela's case. for example. for theoretical reasons that I have advanced earlier.
gender may have accounted for her interest in homeless children and for taking on a
service project that she thought would help them. Perhaps it is also her gender and not
community service that accounts for ber positive social altitudes. A minister speaking at
Angela's scbool made the appeal on behalf of the homeless. The identification of helping
with religious values may have affected Angela. who lhinks of herself as a religious
person. Angela's religious values (rather than her experience in community service)
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might then, at least partially, account for both her community service participation and
her positive attitudes toward social responsibility.
The process of selecting suitable controls began in Chapters 3 and 4. as I
identified a range of theoreticaUy and empirically appropriate personal and school
qualities that could account for service participation. Those that proved significant were:
(a) For students - gender (being female). ability (Le., achievement on the SATs).
identifying as politicaUy liberal or conservative, and thinking of oneself as religious; (b)
for schools -gender-grouping (for boys) and reputation as a finishing school (for girls).
While school selectivity did not initially prove significant in predicting the probability of
participation. I nevertheless employed it in these analyses because of its importance in
defining differences among independent schools.
Arguably, though. while the controls I have identified account for possible
predispositions to social responsibility, they do not capture aU the

influence~

that might

affect socially responsible attitudes. Positive social orientations probably result from a
myriad of influences in students' lives apart from community service participation. In
Angela's case, for example. other influences might include the discussions she had with
her family, the "social awareness" assemblies at her school, the conversations she had
with her friends, and the media coverage of social issues that sometimes caught her
attention. Angela's positive social attitudes. therefore. may be attributable to any or all of
these diverse experiences.
As an admittedly inadequate proxy for these unidentified converging influences

that might account for social responsibility - influences that a pretest would adjust for  I
employ a measure of how much students thin.k: about social and political issues. "Time
spent thinking about issues" functions as a kind of pretest to account for the unidentified.
but potentially salient, factors that have affected these students' attitudes. Taking the time
to think: about political and social issues would reasonably account for students' having
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positive attitudes toward social responsibility. Time spent in such thought might also
influence their decision to participate in community service.
Angela's initial awareness of the homeless in her city stirred her compassion and
led her think: about their plight. Angela's reflectivity. initially evident in discussions with
others at home and at school, ultimately resulted in her initiative on behalf of homeless
children. Spending time thinking about the issue clearly led to socially responsible
attitudes and actions on her part. The control for reflectivity on social and political issues
taps such predispositions and takes them into account when evaluating the efficacy of
community service. (Chapter 2 and Appendix C contain additional information about the
reflectivity measure and all other measures included in these analyses.)
For the analyses evaluating the effects on students of both the school requirement
for community service and the integrative organization of the school, it is important to
confront the possibility that students and their families might have chosen a high school
on the basis of its reputation for being more or less social-justice oriented. Under that
hypothesis. if certain school policies or practices appeared to influence student social
responsibility, Ihe effect could be attributable to an unmeasured school selection factor. a
prior orientation to social responsibility on the part of students. I investigated whether
boys or girls of a particular personal or family type tended to choose schools where the

press for community service was bigh.1 Because these characteristics proved non
significant in preliminary statistical analyses, however. I did not include them in the final
modeL
Analytical Model
The analytical model that I employ for the HLM analyses corresponds both to the
multilevel structure of the analytic technique (Le.• student~level and school-level) and to
the research questions under investigation (Figure 6.1). The model incorporates two sets
of constructs. defined for both students and schools. that I hypothesize to affect socially
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responsible citizenship. For both students and schools. the model provides controls. (A)
and (C), to adjust for potentially confounding student background or school
organizational characteristics. Reflecting the research questions, the intermediate
variables, (8) and (D), are explanatory, hypothesized to have some causal link with the
dependent measure (E). students' attitudes toward social responsibility.
At the student level. the model employs controls for students' gender.
achievement on SATs. religious self-perception. the amount of time students spend
thinking about political and social issues, and identifying politically as either a liberal or a
conservative. 2 At the school level. the models contain controls for gender grouping
selectivity and finishing school status. For each model the outcomes are the same 
attitudes of socially responsible citizenship measured by citizen efficacy and social
conscience. Measures of student service (1, 2), required vs voluntary community service
as school policy (3), and integrative school organization (4) all potentially influence
students' social attitudes.
To investigate Question 1. the effect of community service. the program variable
(participation or not) is explanatory. For Question 2. whether more participation has a
differential effect. a continuous measure of the hours of community service students
contribute each month is also explanatory. Questions 3 and 4 examine the influence of
explanatory school effects on social responsibility. The analysis in Question 3 evaluates
the influence of school community service policy, speCifically how the community
service requirement. considered as high-, moderate-, or low-structure, compares to
voluntary participation. To conclude the empirical investigation. Question 4 evaluates the
relative effects of community service policy and integrative schoo! organization on
citizen efficacy and social conscience. For Questions 3 and 4, student community service
participation serves as a control, along with the other background characteristics
discussed above and displayed in Figure 6.1. For all four questions, controls at the school
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Figure 6.1
Analytical Model for InveslisalinSlhe Relalionship ofCommunily Service Panlcipalion by Siudenis. School Communily Service Policy.
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level are consistent - gender grouping (girls' school and boys' school). as well as
selectivity and fmisbing school status.
The analytical model is a guide for investigating the research questions I have
proposed and testing the related hypotheses. The analyses themselves must include the
variables that are integral to the researcb questions. as well as the necessary controls to
adjust for possibly confounding influences on the outcomes. Omitting important
variables incurs specification error, thus violating an assumption of regression analysis
(Lewis-Beck. 1986). A related consideration. however. is the ratio of predictor variables
to sample size. An excessive number of predictors in relation to the sample size would
spuriously inflate the proportion of variance explained by the model and simultaneously
lower the statistical power necessary to test the hypotheses related to each of the variables
(Cohen & Cohen. 1983).3 The judgment of the researcher comes into play. therefore. in
b<>th detennining and monitoring the specification of the analytical model. Although the
sample of schools (60) in this study is relatively small and the number of school-level
predictors is relatively large (4-8). the size is adequate to balance the considerations of
model specification and statistical power.

Important Measures

Social responsibility. Central to this analysis are the dependent variables tapping
students' attitudes toward social responsibility in both its political and moral
manifestations. namely, citizen efficacy and social conscience. Standardized measures.
computed using a factor analysis procedure. these variables represent two different. but
positively correlated (.279), aspects of social responsibility. Measuring attitudes toward
conventional good citizenship. citizen efficacy represents the view that active
participation in the political process benefits the quality of public life. Social conscience
reflects a moral concern both to correct societal inequities and to exercise proactive social
values.
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Through a preliminary HLM analysis. I assessed the sturdiness of these dependent
measures on three criteria: (a) the proportion of their variability that exists between
schools: (b) whether the amount of between-school variability is sufficient to model
statistically. and (c) the reliability of the social responsibility measures as school·level
means. 4 Most of the variability in the social responsibility measures exists at the student
level (Appendix G). The proportion of variability explainable by school-level
characteristics is about 7 percent for citizen efficacy and 16 percent for social
conscience. 5 In this investigation, I contend that the school policy for community service
and integrative school organization explain this between-school variability.
The initial HLM analysis also tested and rejected the null hypothesis that [he
variance between schools on the outcomes is actually no different from zero.6 The
reliability of the school level means for social responsibility proved to be .62 for citizen
efficacy and .84 for social conscience. While the reliability for citizen efficacy is modest.
for social conscience it is considerably stronger. In both instances. the reliabilities are
sufficiently strong to permit substantive interpretations of the results of the analyses.
Amount of community service. Most of the measures used in the evaluations of

community service have received a detailed introduction elsewhere: Chapters 2 and 4 for
participant vs non-participant and the amount of participation; Chapters 2 and 5 for
school policy governing community service. I revisit the arnount-of-participation
measure here to account to explain the relationship of its distribution to the measures of
social responsibility.
Because the measure of amount of participation ranges from a minimum of none
at all or less than an hour per month (common to 72% of the students) to 11 hours of
volunteer effon per month by a very few students. its distribution is highly and positively
skewed. For that reason. in Chapter 4 when the probability of participation or not was the
outcome of interest (i.e.• rather than degree or intensity of participation), [ chose to recode
the amount of participation into a dichotomous variable. In this analysis, however.
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despite the limitations of the measure's distribution and its resistance to logarithmic
transformation. I have the retained amount of participation measure in its original. form.
Weighing the alternatives - losing virtually aU of the infonnation on the amount of
participation seemed a worse alternative than obtaining an attenuated effect because of
the non-normal distribution of the measure.
A second important detail about the amount of participation measure is its
curvilinear relationship with both measures of social responsibility. Curvilinearity, in
effect, signals a "Yes, but" relationship between measures. That is, as the amount of time
students spend on community service increases, so too do their positive attitudinal
rankings on social responsibility - but only up to a point. After about six hours of
service participation monthly. as the amount of time spent on community service monthly
increases, its positive relationship to social responsibility declines.
Because the students who reported the most time in community service
participation attend boarding schools, I speculated that they may be counting "common
work" or a school work program as community service. [n this form - waiting on tables
or groundskeeping, for example - more time spent working would not predictably result
in higher levels of social responsibility. 7 The declining efficacy of serving when the
commitment takes more than an hour and a half per week might also result from
community service under duress - as a substitute of for daily participation in athletics. for
example. or as a disciplinary penalty. Both these forms of "community service" occur
occasionally among the schools in the sample.
While experiencing "bum-out" from being over-extended in community service
might provide another alternative explanation. I do not find burnout particularly plausible
since the maximum time that even the most involved of these students volunteers for
averages no more than 2-3 hours a week. To evaluate the effect of amount of
participation. I introduced a quadratic term into the analysis to take the curvilinearity into
account (Neter. Wasserman & Kumer. 1983).
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Integrative School Organization. The index measuring integrative school
organization attempts to gauge the extent to which the social organization of the school
itself may contribute to high levels of citizen efficacy and social conscience among
students. (See Chapter 2 and Appendix C for details on the construction of this measure.)
Unlike policy. Le.• the formalized regulatory or procedural standards that govern societies
(including schools) and their members. organization pertains to the social structure (e.g.•
bureaucratic vs communitarian) and normative environment (e.g., commonly shared
expectations for behavior) that prevail within institutions. While required vs voluntary
community service is a matter of school policy, for example, the school press for
community service is an organizational value that transcends the specifics of a particular
policy.
Integrative schools embrace a constellation of such institutionalized values 
many of them tapped in the index of integrative school organization. In addition [0 me
press for community service that unites the school corrununity in lOOking outward to
identify social needs and to respond to them through service, a spirit of community and
caring characterize the environment within the integrative school. Such a school
community values equity. Therefore. its members make efforts to rid the environment of
racial. ethnic, and gender stereotyping. Because the administration and faculty share a
commitment to providing every student with oppottunity and support for learning.
furthermore, mey make success possible for students of all social backgrounds. Working
together among themselves to plan, to solve problems. and to deal with other academic
and social issues, the faculty set an example of collaboration for the students. At
integrative scbools, therefore. it is not surprising that students prefer to solve problems
through cooperation ramer than competition. Since the integrative school strives to
cultivate in its students the competencies they will need for active participation in public
life. within its classrooms teachers stress critical thinking on social and political issues.
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While students hold diverse political views. they must be able to articulate a justifiable
rationale (based on facts and logic) to support their opinions.

Results
Does Service Participation Positively Affect Social Responsibility?

In this analysis. the investigation centers on whether students' performance of
community service proves efficacious in promoting socially responsible citizenship
among them (Question 1). A comparison of the means on citizen efficacy and social
conscience for non-participants and participants in community service appears in Figure

6.2.
Figure 6.2 Comparison of Citizen Efficacy and Social Conscience Levels
for Community Service Panicipants vs Non-Panicipants
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On both measures of social responsibility. participants score positively and
considerably higher than the non-participants. The differences in means between the
participant and non-participant groups on these measures amounts to about one-fifth of a
standard deviation (SO). These means are unadjusted for the controls discussed above.
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In multivariate HLM analyses, participation in community service proved to have

a small. but statistically significant and positive effect on citizen efficacy (.13. P S .00 Il.
but no effect on social conscience (Table 6.1). These effects are net of both the student
and school-leveL controls. Although the effects of student background for each model
(which will remain in place for each oftbe multivariate analyses) are not the primary
focus here. they do merit conunent for substantive reasons.
Table 6.1
Effects of Student Participation in Community Service on Attitudes of Citizen Efficacy and Social
Conscience: Hierarchical Linear Models (HLM)
Citizen Efficacy

Effects
School-Level
Mean

Social Conscience

-.04

-.11

-.04
.15
.02
-.05

-.W
-.13
.09
-.09

Controls
B~y~' S,=h~!

Girls' School

Serectivity3
Finishing School
Student-Level
Fixed Effect
Community Service Participant

.03

Controls
Fixed Effects
Female

.00
.10···

Abilitya

.OS···
.05·

AS···
.14···

.06···

ReligiOUS Self-Perceptiona
Conservative
Liberal
Random Effect
Time Spent Thinking about
Social and PoliticaI Issuesa

-.01

·.26···
.24···

.34•••

28···

% Variance Explained

12.4

715

• PS.05; •• PS.OI; ••• PS.OOI
a Standardized measure, Mean=O; Standard Deviation=1.0.

Student gender has no effect on citizen efficacy. but a strong positive effect (.5
SO) on social conscience. Academic achievement (.10•.14) and thinking of oneself as
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religious (.08 ..06) have small positive effects (P S .00 I) on both measures of social
responsibility. While the effects of political orientation on citizen efficacy are negligible,
on social conscience they are quite substantial- negative for political conservatism (-.26,
P S; .00 I). positive for political liberalism (.24. P S .00 I). Time spent thinking about
political and social i~ues, t11t. "omnibus control" intended to be a proxy for a pre-test. has
a strong positive effect on each outcome (.34•.28, P S .001). Among schools in the
adjusted analysis (Table 6.1). school average citizen efficacy or social conscience did not
vary significantly according to school gender grouping, selectivity. or "finishing" status.

Do More Hours or Service Heighten Socially Responsible Attitudes?
Examining whether the amount of time students spend in community service
differentially affects their views on social responsibility. in this analysis I also test the
effect of the curvilinear relationShip. i.e .• a diminishing positive effect for students who
average more than an hour-and-a-half weeldy 00 community service (Question 2).
Although spending more time on community service proved favorably related to student
attitudes about citizen efficacy, it did not demonstrate a positive relationship with social
conscience (Table 6.2). Students' attitudes toward citizen efficacy are increasingly
positive as they invest more time in community service (.13. P S.OOI). However. the
statistical significance of the quadratic term (-.03. P S;.01) indicates the non-linearity of
the relationship between time spent in community service and citizen efficacy.
Continuing the pattern of the previous analysis. the school-level controls continue to be
non-significant.

Required or Voluntary?

In this analysis I investigated the frequently debated policy question related to
community service by high school students: Should participation be mandatory or
voluntary (Questioo 3)1 To evaluate the comparative effects of required vs voluntary

partiCipation in community se;fliii:e. I empiuycO iiuc:e lltc:aSUfCS of the n:quin:mcnt.
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Table 6.2
Effects of Hours of Participation in Community Service on Citizen Efficacy and Social Conscience:
Hierarchical Linear Models (HLM)
Citizen Efficacy

Social Conscience

Scbool-Level

Mean
Controls
Boys' School
Girls' School
SelectivityD
Finishing School

-.04

-.14

-.06

-.10

.16
-.13
-.02

-.13
.09
-.08

.13**·

.04

Student-Level
Fixed Effects
Hours of Participation MonthlyD
Hours of Participation Monthly
Quadratic Tenn

-.03**

-.01

% Variance Explained

13.1

72.6

* P:5 .OS; •• P:5 .01: ..* P S .001
a The student fever mocfefs are identical (0 those displayed in Figure 6.1. with two exceptions: Hours of
Participation Monthly replaces Participation in Community Service (Yes or No) and the addition or the
Quadratic Term.
Ij Standardized measure. Mean=O: Standard Deviation=1.0.

reflecting the qualitative variation In program structure explained in Chapter S.
Differences in citizen efficacy and social conscience correspond to differences in the
requirement structure, as the chart illustrates - whether voluntary or required with low.
moderate. or IUgh structure (Figure 6.3). The patterns differ somewhat for the two
outcomes. For citizen efficacy, where the structure for the requirement is low. students
profess negative attitudes; where the structure for the requirement is high, student
attitudes are positive. For social conscience. voluntary participation and a low or
moderate structure requirement seem to be of negligible account Students in required
service programs with high structure rank high on social conscience.
The relationships between the levels of required participation and citizen efficac.y
change somewhat in the fully multivariate model. wbere controls are in place for both
student background and participation in community service. A 10w-slructure requirement
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Figure 6..3 Comparison of Citizen Efficacy and Social Conscience Levels
According to School Community Service Policy
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for community service (compared with voluntary participation) has a negative
relationship with both citizen efficacy (-.26. P S.DI) and social conscience (-.23. PS .01)
(Table 6.3). Moderate- or high- structure required programs make no significant
difference on citizen efficacy_ For social conscience. on the contrary. a high-level
community service requirement has a substantial positive influence (.22. PS' .0 I). A
moderate level requirement makes no difference. ccmpared with voluntary participation.
Two of the controls - gender grouping and selectivity - significandy differentiate the
average levels of social responsibility among schools. At girls' schools. the average level
of citizen efficacy is comparatively high (.19. Ps,.D5). More selective schoo is rank higher
than their less selective counterparts on social conscience (.17. P.S .05). Of the 7 percent
of the variance in citizen efficacy that is between schools. this model explains 28.5
percenL For social conscience. the model is more explanatory. Of the 16 percent of the
variance in social conscience that is between schools. this model explains about 76
percenL
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Integrative School Organization
The link to gender grouping. The unique feature of integrative schools is lhe

way in which valuing the individual and the community within the school extends
outward to the multiple manifestations of buman community beyond the school. Based
on this characteristic and others that I have identified, girls' schools are the most likely to
Table 6.3
Relative Effects of Required vs Voluntary Community Service Policy on Citizen Efficacy and
Social Conscience: Hierarchical Linear Models (HLM)

Citizen Efficacy

Social Conscience

School-Level

Mean

-.08

-.12

.16
.03
-26**

.22**
.03
-23

.00

-.03

Policy for Community Service
Required High-Suucture
Required Moderate-Structure
Required Low-StnlCtUre

Controls
Boys' School
Girls' School
Selec:tivityb
Finishing School
% Variance Explained

.19 ..
-.04
-.07

-.12

28.5

75.6

.04
.17·

.. PS;.05; ** P~.OI: "'** PS;.OOI
a The student level models are identical to those displayed in Figure 6.1.
b Standardized measure. Mean::O: Standard Deviation=I.O.
be integrative (Figure 6.4). Fifty percent of the girls' schools in this sample are in the top

quartile of the integrative school index. Countering the perception that integrative
organization is simply an artifact of a largely female environment., however, one quarter
of the coeducational schools in the sample rank equaUy high. No boys' school reaches the
top quartile. In fact, only len percent of the boys' schools fall within the two upper
quartiles of integrative school organization, wbile ninety percent of the girls' schools and
fifty percent of the coeducational schooJs do_ Suggesting that individualism and
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competition may be normative at the boys' schools. the majority of them rank in the
lowest quartile of integrative school organization. Put another way. most of the boys'
schools exhibit characteristics of aggregative organization. Half the coeducational
schools reflect an aggregative form of organization. although the pattern is not so
pronounced as at boys' schools. Only rarely do girls' schools demonstrate features of an
aggregative organization.
Figure 6.4

[ntegrative School Organization Quanile Comparison for Gender Grouping. Required vs Voluntary Policy.
and Profiled Schools

High

Upper-Middle

Lower-Middle

Low

!:is:D!;!'' Q[Sll!l2io,a
Boys' Schools
Girls' Schools
Coeducational Schools
a
R"luimi vs YahlDlm £lllikl
High-Structure Required
Moderate-Structure Required
Low-Structure Required
Voluntary

6
I
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g

2

I
2
2
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5
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8
5

4
I
2

0
I
0

4
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g

14

g

Lincoln

Henley

0
10

1

fr2filrosl S!&bw:!l:i
Comprehensive Service
Program Organization

Addison Woods
Eastown Friends
Wealherbee

Limited Service
Program Organization
Very Limited Service

Blaine

Program Organization

a Cell values represent the actual number of schools from each category that fall within each quartile.

The link to schools' community service policy. Required or voluntary

community service policies are equally common among schools in the top quartile of the
integrative organization index. What is notewonhy. however. is that the high-structure
requirement occurs most frequently among schools that are highly integrative. The low
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and moderate-structure requirements tend to typify schools ranking in the lower quaniles
of integrative organization. Voluntary programs, the dominating community service
policy at independent schools, occur with fairly even frequency at every quartile, although
they are most common in schools at the upper-middle quartile of integrative organization.
Integrative school organization and the protiled schools. Three of the profiled
schools - Addison Woods, Eastown Friends. and Weatherbee -- rank among the highest
in integrative organization. Interestingly. community service at each of these schools 
voluntary at Addison Woods, high-structure required at Eastown Friends and Weatherbee
- also exhibited a comprehensive organizational structure. When conununity service is
comprehensively organized, it permeates the institutional life of the school - a harmony
more readily achieved to the extent that the organization is integrative. More typical,
however. is delimited organization for community service, programatic activity that
functions as an "add--<>n," possibly even running counter to prevailing institutional values.
When schools (such as Henley) require community service of students within a school
environment that tends to be aggregative. it is no surprise to find that the effect on
students is negligible or even adverse. Resembling Henley both in being highly selective
and aggregatively organized. Blaine demonstrates little school-wide commitment to
community service. Lincoln stands out among the boys' schools for its integrative
organization, a feature that is influenced by the bigh press for community service that
prevails at the school (Chapter 5).
Social Responsibility, Integrative Organization, and the Requirement
To compare the relative influences of integrative school organization and school
policy regarding community service on students' attitudes toward social responsibility, [
evaluate policy and organization simultaneously in a model that extends the previous
analysis - required vs voluntary (cf. Table 6.3). I continue to incorporate controls for
differentiating school features and student background characteristics (cf. Table 6.1).
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Furthermore. as in the previous analysis, the analytic model also takes into account
student participation in community service.
Intearative school organization and community service policy. With the

introduction of integrative organization into the model. the relationships between the
requirement structures and social responsibility change somewhat ,ivm the previous
analysis (Table 6.4). When school organization is taken into account. the differential
effect of the high structure requirement compared with voluntary service is marginally
Table 6.4
Relative Effects of Community Service Policy and Integrative vs Aggregative School Organization on
Citizen Efficacy and Social Conscience: HienuchicaJ Linear Models (HLM)

Citizen Efficacy

Social Conscience

School.Lex,;[

Mean
Policy for Community Service
Required High-Structure
Required Moderate-Sttucture
Required Low-Structure
Integrative Organization D
Conuols
Boys' School

% Variance Explained

'01;

-.14

.12

.15

.01

.01

-.21·
.11·

J)9

Girls' School
SelectivityD
Finishing School

- P<.07 .. PS.OS:

-.09

-.16·
.17...•

.10

.11
-.13
-.21·

-.12·

34.3

82.4

-.21··

.05

** PS.OI; ••• PS.OOI

a
Siudent level models are identical to those displayed in Figure 6.1.
b Standardized measure. Mean::(); Standard Deviation= 1.0.

significant (.1 S. P S .07).8 That is. to the extent that school organization is integrative.
whether the community service policy is voluntary or high-structure required matters
somewhat less. At integrative schools. because the press for community service is high.
students are likely to learn the importance of service and to be involved in some fonn of
outreach. Conversely •.in aggregativelyorganized schools. the high-structure requirement
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would be only marginally effective, due to the low press for community service and the
strong presence of contradictory values in the school environment.
The negative relationship of the low-structure requirement with both citizen
efficacy and social conscience persists (-.21, -.16, P <.05). Integrative school
organization itself positively influences average social responsibility in both its political
and moral aspects - for citizen efficacy•. 11 (p S.05) and for social conscience •. 17 (P

S.OOO.
Given the extent of integrative school organization in relation to the policy for
community service~ the influence of the school-level controls on average social
responsibility also changes from the previous analysis. No longer significantly higher
than other schools in average citizen efficacy, girls' scbools now rank. below other schools
in average social conscience (-.21, P $ .(01). Similarly, school selectivity no longer
evidences a significant positive relationsbip with average social conscience. On both
citizen efficacy and social conscience. finishing schools average lower than other schools
(-.21. -12. P $ .05).
Because girls' schools and selective schools are especially likely to be integrative,
their changed relationships with social responsiblity may be attributable to the presence of
the organizational measure in the analysis.9 For social conscience. moreover, since the
most powerful influence in the within-school model is gender - the positive effect of
being female (.48. P $.00 1), there may be "over control" for girls' schools. which are both
integrative and entirely female in their student population. To determine whether
integrative organization actually does work differently in girls' schools - compared to
boys' and coeducational schools, [ tested for an interaction between the two measures, bu!
found none. Another interpretation of the negative relationship is the presence of
statistical suppression. 1O If the negative relationship of girls' schools with social
conscience is due to statistical suppression - an artifact of the strong correlation between
UltC;~J.dU"C; VI~~UVIl eUlU :,inPC-!lCA ~uoois

In

for girb. Lhen imerprelation oi lhe enect

as a "true negative" requires caution. On the basis of these statistical conditions. I
interpret the negative effect for girls' schools as largely artifactual. While I would not
discount the possibility that some of the negative effect for girls' schools might be
attributable to the residual presence of noblesse oblige. I would expect that condition to
be more common among fmishing schools.
Interpreting the negative effects of finishing schools on both measures of social
responsibility is comparatively straightforward. since the relationship between finishing
status and integrative organization is entirely independent (the correlation is .016). Since
finishing schools tend to attract a clientele who hold stereotypic attitudes toward the
social roles of women and men and who acknowledge a preference for their schools based
on non-academic and comparatively superficial considerations. the negative effects of
finishing schools on social responsibility may be tapping such retrograde values.
Summary.. Community service participation by higb school students has a

positive and significant relationShip with citizen efficacy, but not social conscience.
Spending more-than-average amounts of time on community service enhances this
relationship. although these benefits may falloff when the amount of time exceeds an
hour or two weeldy. as it does for some students in this study. Two analyses focused on
the effects of "required vs voluntary" scbool policy and integrative school organization on
students' social responsibility. A requirement that simply stipulates the performance of
community service by students without providing them with a structure of suppon, e.g.,
debriefing or a course in community service. negatively influences students' social
responsibility in both its political and moral manifestations. i.e .• citizen efficacy and
social conscience. A requirement with a high degree of structure. i.e., a program of
service-learning positively affects students' social conscience. To the extent that school
organization is integrative, however. whether the service is voluntary or required is
somewhat less important. Even without requiring community service for graduation.
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schools with integrative organization positively affect the political and social attitudes of
students. At integrative schools, importantly. the press for community service is high.
Discussion
The fllSt set of analyses focused on students - the relationship of personal
background and community service participation to student attitudes toward social
responsibility. While the principal focus was to evaluate the efficacy of participation. the
analyses also offered evidence about background influences on social responsibility.
Personal religiosity and academic achievement exerted small effects on both citizen
efficacy and social conscience, but the most powerful influence common to both
outcomes was the time students spend thinking about social and political issues, the
variable I incorporated in these analyses as an omnibus control. Statistically. the potency
of the measure lends additional suppon to its usefulness as a control in rhese analyses.
Substantively. the extent to which students think about social and politicaJ issues may
result from the kinds of intellectual work their teachers present them with in the
classroom. Thought-provoking classroom discussions and chalJenging assignments
dealing with political and social issues would thus be afftrmed as imponant means of
developing social responsibility in students.
While students' political affiliations had little (0 do with their attitudes on citizen
efficacy, they did affect social conscience. Political liberalism contributed to positive
attitudes on social conscience, political conservativism to negative attitudes. Political
polarization, such evidence suggests, afflicts the consideration and discussion of social
problems among young citizens. Issues of race, human need, social disadvantage, and the
economy may function as politicallitrnus tests evoking predictable responses based on
the students' political orientation. To counter such reactions, if they are stereotypic,
schools need to promote critical thinking on social and political issues. As students
develop political opinions and give voice to their political views. they need to ground
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their convictions in facts. Integrative schools are the most likely to challenge students to
think through their political and social beliefs and to present them in well-reasoned ways.
Young women were more likely to profess high levels of social conscience than

are young men. Feminist theory provides some explanation of why the genders differ on
their response to social issues. According to this interpretation. feminism and political
liberalism bold a common origin in the Enlightenment break with the strictures of
tradition and in its dual affirmations of freedom anti human equality (Pateman, 1989).
Altemative interpretations include the notion that since girls and women have
traditionally been absent from public life, they are more likely to take a critical and
reformist position vis-a-vis unjust conditions in society. Because women have
themselves experienced social discrimination, according to a related view. they respond
empathetically to other social groups who are on the outside.
Being a participant in community service proved influential for citizen efficacy,
but not for social conscience. Why the difference? The content of the service may be the
decisive factor. although [ lack the data to test that hypothesis. Whether students did
something to address "vital social needs" or simply "helped out" around the school is not
clear in this analysis. While the experience of helping out is certainly positive, it may be
insufficient to affect attitudes toward the challenging societal issues tapped in the
measure of social conscience. Spending more time in community service (given the
possible exception of community service under duress) seemed to have an increased
positive effect on students' feelings of citizen efficacy. but not on social conscience, for
the reasons I have advanced.
While discussing the scenario involving the high school students working with
homeless children, I also referred to the issue of social benefit accruing, even when the
conuibution to community service seemed rather insubstantial - the case of Adam and
Sarah. In her review of literature relating to participation in industrial democracy.
Pateman (1970) noted a similar anomalous phenomenon. positive effects on worker
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attitudes from the "smallest possible doses" of participation, even "pseudo-participation."
Noting that the workers were responding attiwdinally, she suggests that attitudes (as
opposed, for example, to bebaviors) may be most susceptible to change from very small
influences of social involvement.
The analyses related to school community service policies. school organization.
and the interrelationship between the two yielded a number of important findings. In
Chapter 7. Community Service at the Crossroads, [ discuss these findings in the broader
context of public and private education in the United States.
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Notes to Chapter VI
I Examining the effect of student background characteristics (identical to those tested in
the ''Who Participates?" analysis) on the choice of schools with a high press for
community service, I conducted a preliminary analysis using ordinary least squares
regression (ots). Three characteristics over and above those already selected as controls
emerged as significant: being minority. being Jewish, and having a healthy self-concept.
2With the exception of the control for time spent thinking about political and social
issues, the covariates are, in HLM terminology, "fIXed," that is, while they function as
adjustments for each within-school analysis. they do not vary between schools. Time
spent thinking about political and social issues is a random effect. Its relationship with
social responsibility varies significantly between schools and, in these analyses, it is
"free" or allowed to vary. For each within-school analysis, time spent thinking anout
political and social issues is centered around its school mean. While it is possible to
model the variation in the random coefficient, that was not of interest for these analyses.
3 As the number of variables increases in relation to the sample size, the correlation of
the linear combination of predictors (Multiple R) increases and could become artificially
large. The proportion of variance explained would then be spuriously inflated. An
increase in the number of variables in relation to the sample size also results in an
increase in the standard error, thus an implication for hypothesis testing (Cohen & Cohen.
1983).
4 For this purpose I employ HLM using a Oneway Anova with Random Effects model,
that is, a fully unconditional model, having no predictors at the within-group (student)
level or the between-group (school) level.
5 The proportion of variability between schools (i.e., the intraclass correlation) is
computed as the proportion of total variability (between- and within-schools) that the
between-school variability represents. The intra-class correlation is adjusted for
attenuation resulting from the relatively low reliabilities of each outcome variable. (See
Appendix G.)
6 For citizen efficacy, X2 =206.07 (59df. P S .000); for social conscience, 2 =485.51

(59df, P < .000.
7 To investigate the question of which students participate most, I constructed a dummy
variable with high participation (over six hours monthly) coded "." and everyone else
coded "0" and employed an analytic approach identical with the analysis in the previous
chapter. For girls. attending a ~"l1ing school proved the only Significant personal or
school characteristic predicting high panicipation. For boys attending a boarding school
increased the likelihood of high participation. but attending a finishing school diminished
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it. While boarding schools do not predict participation in community service (as I
documented in Chapter 4), for students who do participate, attending a boarding school
increases the likelihood that they will spend more time on community service.
Incorporating boarding school attendance at the school-level into the HLM analyses,
however, proved to have no significant effect on either citizen efficacy or social
responsibility .

8 The slight loss of statistical significance here may represent the loss of power for
hypothesis testing that [ referred to earlier in the discussion of the ratio of the number of
predictor variables to sample size.
9 The correlation of boys' schools and integrative school organization is negative (-.677)
and even greater than that of girls' schools. When correlations are high. the statistical
issue of multicollinearity arises. Reflecting the intercorrelation of independent variables.
a high level of multicollinearity would jeopardize the reliability of the parameter
estimates (Lewis-Beck, 1986). To test for multicollinearity. it is not sufficient to inspect
correlations between variables. That is. although a particular variable might not manifest
a high correlation with any other variable, it could be a linear combination of all of them.
Lewis-Beck and Berry and Feldman (1987) suggest regressing each independent variable
on the others in the model tv detennine by the proportion ofvariance explained (R2)
whether multicollinearity exists. In successive regressions including integrative school
organization. boys' schools, girls' schools', selectivity. and fmishing school status. the
highest R2 was .58. Thus. severe multicoUinearity does not exist.
lO Statistical suppression occurs because of conditions resulting from the relationships of
three variables -- two independent variables and the dependent variable. [f the produce of
the correlation between any two of these is greater man any of the correlations among the
three. statistical suppression results (Cohen & Cohen. 1983). In such a case, the reaJ
relationship between the independent and the dependent variables is suppressed and a
negative coefficient may result (Cohen & Cohen).
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CHAPTER VII
COMMUNITY SERVICE AT THE CROSSROADS:
At the crossroads -- as a researcher nearing the end of a long investigative
journey. the crossroads metaphor seems an apt one to capture the jist, spirit. and theme of
this concluding chapter. Take my scholarly perspective, for example. Looking back from
this spot at the crossroads. I can survey the road I have traveled. review the map that
guided my trek. and ponder the meaning of the discoveries the exploration opened up to
me. Looking ahead, I face other roads - among them, interpretation, the bridge that
connects research to practice.
The historical juncture within which I write, a time of dramatic and sweeping
change. finds the United States also at a crossroads. Abead lie vastly divergent futures,
largely contingent on the road chosen today. At this juncture with its portents for our
society in the coming millenium. a movement for community service has gained
momentum. Seeking to shore up democratic institutions in the face of present challenges
and future uncenainties. national leaders and other advocales have sounded a broad
summons to service. directed especially at young Americans and their schools. Social
renewal. therefore. provides the framework for community service policy. Renewing
social responsibility is the goal of the National and Community Service Act of 1990.
whose prOvisions for community service-learning I discussed in Chapter I. Goals 2000.
the nationai goals for the refonn of education. also promotes community service as an
essential practice toward attaining the target of "responsible citizenship.,,1
To what extent will these and other summonses effectively enjoin young citizens.
their teachers. and their schools to assist where they are needed~ to help revitalize local
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communities throughout the country. to renew and strengthen the institutions that make
democracy possible? Will schools adopt community service ineffectually, simply as an
add-on program. or will they incorporate community service as an institutional value.
grounded in the school mission. with far-reaching implications for school organization
and curriculum. for community and school relations. and for the school's role as moral
educator? Again. at the crossroads.
The purpose of this chapter is to move beyond the realm of investigative research
to apply what I have learned about community service and social responsibility among
high school students and their schools. to articulate the implications of the research for
theory and practice. and to offer insights as to how the findings might inform policy
relating to community service and education for citizenship. To that road I now tum.
The Testimony of an Expert Witness

When a coalition of congressional staffers attached to the house and senate
education committees were gathering evidence on community service as a means to
engender social responsibility among high school students. they solicited the findings of
educational researchers. Since both the National and Community Service Act and Goals
2000 advocate community service as a means of developing socially responsible
citizenship, Congress wanted to know whether community service works. "Will students
be better citizens if they do community service?", members of Congress asked. "Should

schools require community service?" After reviewing this study, a member of the
coalition telephoned me to discuss the findings. Since this chapter focuses on the
"implications" of my research, I begin the discussion with excerpts from that
conversation. italicizing the staffer's remarks.2

Unlike the National and Community Service Act. you considered civic
responsibility as having both political and moral dimensions. Why did you make that
distinction?
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We all know citizens who never miss voting in any election. because they value
exercising their franchise. Perhaps these citizens freely voice concerns to their
representatives in Congress; they may even work on election campaigns. But whether
their political zeal translates into positive efforts for social justice or the moral aspects of
citizenship is another issue. Given the interest in community service as a means to social
renewal. I considered it important to examine its influence on both the political and moral
sides of citizenship.

Why do you think community service had a positive influence on the political
dimension ofcitizenship for students but none at all on the moral?
By serving in some capacity - tutoring children in the lower grades at school.
supervising recess activities. preparing and serving a meal in a soup kitchen. sponsoring a
school dance for UNICEF - students feel more efficacious as citizens than their
counterparts who do not serve. Being a contributor in the community seems to reinforce
a sense of social membership. Contributors are connected to the group. Because they
help "make it tick," they feel they have some stake in its direction and some ability to
exert influence. When students participate in community service. they are especially
likely to profess a commitment to the political process and positive attitudes about
personally contributing to it. Within a democracy. citizen efficacy is fundamental. [f
citizens lose confidence in their viability as agents in the political process. they disengage
from the political instiwtions that give vitality to a democracy.

Are you implying that the political side ofcitizenship is more amenable to
intervention than the moral?
Yes. Influencing the moral side of citizenship demands more effort on the part of
schools. Just because a student tutors. supervises a play area. or peels vegetables at the
soup kitchen - he or she is no more likely to hold attitudes consonant with values of
social justice than is an uninvolved classmate. Engendering "social conscience" in
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students calls for something more - community service-learning and integrative school
organization. Schools sponsoring service-learning - in my research. it took the fonn of a
well-structured and highly-supported requirement - and schools that are integrative
evidenced significantly more positive attitudes among their students on both citizen
efficacy and social conscience.
I'll begin my questions with service-learning, move to the requirement, and then
to school organization. Although the National and Community Service Act uses the term.
"service-leaming." it's a new concept. isn't it?

The basic concept - reflective practice - isn't at all new. Recall John Dewey's
educational philosophy.3 But the application to community service is recent. [consider
its incorporation into the legislation quite remarkable. Service-learning implies social
change; it's experiential education. putting citizenship into practice. Ideally. students
would engage in service-learning throughout their formal education.
What makes service-learning effective?

Students gain the skills and competencies they need to function as citizens and to
understand the social and political complexities that underlie the needs to which they
respond. Besides having civic content and being sustained for some duration. service
learning incorporates time for students to reflect on their service experiences - a
thoughtful debriefing with their peers and/or advisors in which they raise issues. engage
in social analysis, talk about their questions. feelings. and ideas. Students get to see that
their efforts make a difference for other people - for the whole community. The major
challenge facing schools sponsoring community service is how to build in time for
reflection.
Service-learning was part ofthe high-level requirement in your research. But the
cwo don't necessarily luzve to work in tandem. do they?
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Yes and no. For the requirement to have a positive influence on the moral side of
citizenship. service-learning has to be involved. On the other band. for service-learning
to be effective. it may not have to be required. The Rutgers University program requires
a course in community service. but actually performing the service is an optional
project.4
Differentiating berween the types of requirements schools typically enact proved
to be an important distinction in your research. That's timely

ir!p..m nation.

isn't it. since

the requirement has many advocates?

The implications of this research for the policy issue of mandatory service are
clear. The low-level requirement is inimical to positive citizenship values. It is
negatively related to both citizen efficacy and social conscience. This finding is
especially imponant, since states, districts, and schools that require community service of
students most often do so through a low-structure requirement rather than through a highstructure requirement oriented to service-learning.
Why is the low-structure requirement -- stipulated performance. you call it -- so
detrimental?

The low-structure requirement may generate resentment among students.
Students view the school as asking them to invest their time without providing a
convincing rationale and without supporting them in their service endeavors. Students
may perceive the requirement as typifying "the system" - immutable authority issuing
demands that require compliance.
Incidentally. that's something that interested me about the Steirer v Bethlehem
Area School District case that the Supreme Court declined to hear in its 1993-1994

session.S At the time the school district issued its mandate that students complete 60
bours of service as a requirement for bigh scbool graduation, according to The New York

Times report, the daughter of the family petitioning the court was spending "practically
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every free moment of her life volunteering - with the Girl Scouts. at Meals on Wheels, at
a nursing home. coaching basketball, at Bethlehem's music festival and restoration
village."6 Spending time on service obviously wasn't what disturbed her. She simply
objected to mandatory service on constitutional grounds: "They can't make us," the
student is quoted as saying. "We were studying the Constitution in class. so I happen to
know this is unbelievably unconstitutional."
The negative relationship with social conscience may result because service
learning is not integral to the low-structure requirement The experiences students
undertake to fulfiU the requirement. therefore, are essentially private. Absent from their
service. accordingly. are debriefmg. reflection with others. and interpretation of the
experiences in a larger social analytic context.

If community service and. especially. service-learning are good. how do we get
students to do either ofthem? LookatMarylan.d.forexample. They scarred out by
mandating that high schools offer an elective course in community service. Thai didn't
work. Not more than 1% ofthe students signed up for the elective and. the chances are.
the enrollees were probably the students who least needed such a course. Since the
elective strategy flopped. Maryland has now mandated 75 hours of service as a
requirement for high school graduation. Teachers have protested because it's one more
demand from on high: schools claim they don't have the resources for the record keeping
involved -- lei alone for developing courses in service-learning.

One alternative to coercive policies is some form of moral suasion or "moral
urging" on the part of the community, such as the school's press for community service.1
In my research, the press for communiry service proved a powerful influence on student
partiCipation. Required or voluntary, at schools with a srrong press. community service is
normative. Students have organized programs and multiple service opportunities
available through such schools: interest and involvement in service run high throughout
the school community. The principal and teachers exemplify a leadership for service thaI
permeates the culture ofthe school. 8 A school as a whole might mice on one or more
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comprehensive and ongoing project that the entire school community engages in. Putting
on their town's Special Olympics or running a major environmental effort are two
examples.
A second alternative is a school service policy whereby teachers incorporate
necessary and significant community service-learning into the curriculum. Students
become involved as part of their class work. When teachers integrate service-learning
into their courses. students benefit from the connectedness with the world beyond the
classroom. Working together to solve actual community problems, students learn to
communicate. think: critically and to use higher order skills. Service in the community
provides a laboratory for the class. 9
Why are inleg ralive schools so effective in promoting social responsibility?

Integrative schools embody communitarian values. and that's what social
responsibility is all about. Integrative schools are non-bureaucratic and comparatively
small. Their teachers spend time together working on academic and social issues - thus.
modeling collaboration to the students. Faculty. administrators, staff. and students seek
to make the school environment equitable. In the classrooms of integrative schools.
students learn to think critically about political and social issues. Caring and cooperation
rather than individualism and competition are the hallmarks of the schools. Community
service is prominent in their mission and organization.
Although integrative schools proved equally as likely to adopt a voluntary policy
for community service as they were a required, the high-structure requirement was most
often found in integrative schools. That's the type of school environment where the high
structure requirement fits. because there's a consistency of values. When integrative
schools sponsored a high quality requirement. i.e., structured for service-learning, school
environment and policy proved powerful in combination, compounding the positive
influence on students' social attitudes.

tOO

Could a school be integrative without a school press for community service?

No; in the sense I have been using the term. it could not. A school could be a
community - a congenial and even productive environment for faculty and students -
without being integrative. Imagine a school community that ignores the outside world. a
school that is either oblivious or unresponsive to the needs of society. Without vital
relationships with the surrounding communities and without the commitment to
community service demonstrated by integrative schools. the schools' influence on
students' social responsibility would diminish. The power of integrative schools to affect
students' attitudes toward the political and moral obligations of citizenship derives from
putting communitarian values into practice. If students involved in service-learning
attend integratively organized schools. their everyday educational experience affirms the
value of community and cooperation. Without practically demonstrating the values
integrative schools profess. aniculating them would amount to empty rhetoric. devoid of
the power to be morally persuasive.
The schools and students that you studied are among the most privileged in this
country. What aboUl poor schools in neighborhoods ravaged by drugs and violence?
The students there are from destitute families and may be the recipients ofcommunity
services. How does what you have wrinen apply to them?

rve asked that question of myself many times - reading Savage Inequalities. for
example. I0 Could I walk into any of those classrooms Kozol describes - in East St.
Louis or Camden or the South Bronx or the South Side of Chicago - and dare challenge
the students to conununity service. when their schools are falling apart from years of
neglect - inequitable financing taking its cumulative loll. and when the students
themselves live in constant fear of violence - random or targeted? As an outsider who
bas no real experience of that kind ofpoverty. I would feel limited. I would want to hear
from the students lust - about the problems they see and the threats they feel. I'd want to
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hear what, if anything, they experience as positive in their communities -- bits of
connectedness and strands of hope. In return. I would share some stories of schools and
communities that have begun to work together to improve the schools and to make
headway in rebuilding the neighborhoods) 1 Sadly. the reality often is that the school
as deprived as it might be - is the only institution left around which to rebuild the
community .12 I would invite the students into a conversation along those lines -- what
good might come about. if schools and students and communities could do a better job of
working together.
At the core of what you are asking. though. lies another question: Who has the
obligation to serve? All citizens -- even the most disadvantaged -- have the responsibility
to take the first steps to improve their immediate communities. But each community
exists within a larger communitarian context. the "widening spheres of community,"
which include disadvantaged and advantaged alike. All citizens have the right to make
reasonable claims on their communities. just as the communities make claims on them.
That's the moral compact. 13

The expar.ded role for schooling you describe and the reconceptualization of
schooling as a moral enterprise are a rerum to earlier ideals. Would you agree?
A return to earlier ideals, perhaps, but a departure from conventional practice. I
view community service-learning as exerting pressure on sponsoring schools -- if they
intend to be effective in promoting social responsibility -- to rethink how they are
functioning and to become more like integrative schools. Every school is a moral
educator. because moral values inevitably penneate a social environment. 14 Put another
way, the organization of schools reflects a moral view. Education is intrinsically a moral
enterprise. How are people treated? How are decisions made'? The integrative schools
whose organization proved so effective in promoting social responsibility embody
fundamental moral values - human dignity, respect. cooperation, self-discipline to
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control personal impulses, and the responsibility to care for others. The moral message is
clear to students; they gIbl' and absorb the values.

Interestingly, the congressional staffer and I came full circle as we talked. Que
conversation ended close to where it began - considering community service and the role
schools play in nurturing the a:oral side of socially responsible citizenship. How the
legislation that prompted the staffer's call to me will influence state and district policy is a
key question with considerable bearing on schools, their policies for community service.
and their effectiveness as moral educators. Another of the crossroads facing community
service.
State and School District Policy for Community Service
Accountability and Assessment

Given the importance the National Goals Panel has attached to measuring
progress toward Goals 2000 and the accountability to this end required of states. over the
next several years schools will experience pressure to have a community service program
in place and to demonstrate evidence of high levels of civic responsibility among
students. Recently, moreover, the National Goals Panel endorsed the concept of service
learning. defined as "community service activities ... integrated into a structured
curriculum which include!; discussion, reflection. and writing. related to. or arising from.
the service activity" (National Education Goals Panel, 1993, pp. 178-179). By
designating service-learning, as a method for achieving the goal - and thus raising
expectations for practice. the National Goals Panel has set an important standard.
Although measuring citizenship and social responsibility has proven a complex
and difficult task, the National Goals Panel will continue to provide indicators against
which to gauge the progress of srates towards the goals. including Goal 3. achievement
and citizenship (National Education Goals Panel, 1991). The National Goals Panel sets
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the pace for the assessment process, influencing the direction states take in holding
districts and schools accountable. The assessment of socially responsible citizenship will
vary in the form it takes. Since the objective for activity toward the goal is general-- "AU
students wiJI be involved in activities that promote and demonstrate good citizenship.
community service. and personal responsibility" - the most obvious indicator of progress,
an estimate of the amount of student involvement in community service, is not complex
to ascertain. In holding schools accountable for evidencing progress toward the
citizenship goal, states or districts might simply survey principals for a "yes" or "no" on
whether a school provides a community service program. The survey might also request
an estimate of the number of students involved in community service. While such
questions provide useful baseline information and monitor patterns of participation. as
evidence of progress in the development of social responsibility, they are not adequate.
The assessment process can be rninimalistic, but it does not have to be. With
service-learning as the recommended method of community service, the focus could
extend beyond merely assessing levels of participation to assessing outcomes among
students as a product of their community service experiences and learning. A
comparatively sophisticated form of accountability, focusing on student outcomes could
entail more appropriate assessments of civic responsibility. Since schools shape their
programs to align with state assessment policies. states are in a position to influence the
direction schools take with community service-learning. While compliance with the
assessment program provided by the National Goals Panel is the responsibility of states.
states may also choose to develop their own strategies for assessment and, as well. for
exercising other forms of leadership in promoting community service-Ieaming.

Leadership for Senice-iearniDg
Setting forth criteria for schools to foHow is a pro-active effort available to states
with implications for schools. Reflecting its long-standing commitment to experiential
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learning and community service. Minnesota is in the vanguard of states providing schools
with specific criteria for programs of community service-learning. These criteria accent:
• service that is responsive to vital social needs and that is measurable;
• the involvement of students in planning and implementing service programs;
• the incorporation of community service into school goals andlor mission
statements;
• the identification of service-learning outcomes for students;
• the enlistment of community support and collaboration;
• a strong. well-developed curriculum for service-learning;
• a means of recognizing the contributions of involved students and adults in an
ongoing and significant way (Nathan & Kieismeier. 1991).
Community service is not an add-on program. according to these progressive state
criteria. but a value. By its centrality within the mission and goals, as the criteria propose.
service would. in a decided way, order the life of the school. Under the Minnesota
design. furthennore. the curriculum incorporates service, thus enabling students to apply
their knowledge as they learn. While progressive criteria such as Minnesota's provide
outstanding guidance for schools and school districts within the state seeking to develop
programs of community service-Ieaming. they also model an approach other states could
adopt.
States will also influence schools as they award grants through the National and
Community Service Act and as they recognize the successes of schools and districts in the
design and accomplishment of service-learning initiatives. As mediators of state policies
and resources to the schools they serve, districts are in a position to sponsor staff
development and create facilitative linkages among teachers and schools as they
incorporate service-learning into the curriculum. Even with the best of guidance.
however. the work of developing community service-learning ultimately comes down to
individual schools and the leadership of their administrators and teachers.

I9S

School Policy
Aptly characterized as "the sleeping giant of school refonn" (Nathan &
IGelsmeier, 1991). conununity service-learning challenges conventional policies and
practices in American education. Schools sponsoring community service effectively have
put aside the notion of simply "adding-on" another program and confronted instead a host
of basic educational issues. including institutional values, school organization,
community relations, school leadership, student experiences of school, and curriculum
design and instruction. By examining such issues, these schools have had to calI into
question both their everyday routines and their fundamental institutionaJ purposes. thus
entering the realm of school reform and restructuring. Seeing community service as pan
of the overall school reform effort properly banishes the notion of its adoption as "just
another school program."

Service-learning and the Curriculum
Increasingly, schools are choosing to incorporate community service into the
curriculum. While the stress on "service-learning" both in the National and Community
Service Act and in Goals 2000 partialIy accounts for this development, the reform of
instruction is also a component of school restructuring. Reformers have critiqued the
traditional classroom method - the teacher lecturing while students listen. take notes.
and, occasionally, recite. Within such dull classrooms, students fail to engage with their
school work (Cusick & Wheeler, 1983; Newmann, 1992; Sedlak, Wheeler, Pullin &
Cusick. 1986). While achievement suffers, the higher order drinking skills and ability to
communicate that &ludents will need to function effectively as citizens aJso fail to
develop.
When teachers build instructional experiences around chaJlenging real-world
problems. effectively integrating community service and academic work. students learn to

think critically and to work: cooperatively. A large urban high school in the Middle
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Atlantic States. for example. began to undergo a major transformation when a few
teachers organized their coursework around real needs in the community. The curriculum
changed, but, very importantly. so did relationships WIthin the school:
Teachers involved in the program found that their role changed.
Community Service demanded that teachers and students act as a team. and this
relationship allowed them to develop a different attitude toward one another.
There was more cooperation and discussion about shared, real problems. Students
began to see and understand the connection between education and 'real life:
Other faculty members. spuned by these successes. began to explore the
possibility of integrating community service into their curriculum (Silcox. 1991).
Writing grants to finance their ideas for service-learning. soliciting businesses for
equipment. planning projects in conjunction with local agencies, many teachers
developed service-oriented curricula. Eventually. students were involved in such projects
as large-scale, scientifically-oriented. environmental monitoring; designing and laying out
an historical garden; developing an intergenerationaI hortiCUlture/therapy program for
hospitals and nursing bomes; helping the blind and elderly with their taxes; providing
clerical services for individuals and neighborhood groups; preparing a directory of
services for the handicapped available in the local community, and tutoring in nearby
elementary and middle SChools (Silcox, 1991).
When schools decide to incorporate service into the curriculum. approaches vary
widely. Schools may require a social studies class that involves students in community
work for the entire year. Interdisciplinary service-learning classes, often meeting
requirements in both social studies and English, are the choice of some schools. At
others. service-learning is encouraged as an option for individual teachers; and at still
others. all teachers are expected to include some fonn of service-learning in their
instructional programs.
When integrated into the curriculum. furthermore. service-learning tends to
involve many students. At the urban high school [ described above. for example, 60% of
the students were involved in at least one project in the local community.
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[f students

routinely participate in service-learning as part of their coursework. schools sidestep the
required vs voluntary service issue.
Required vs VoluDtary Service
When scbools incorporate service-leaming into the curriculum as part of studento;'
academic coursework, the issue of voluntary vs mandatory service is moot. Since
community service extends the classroom learning experience, all students are expected
to take part- Parental resistance to community service on constitutional grounds -- forced
servitude in violation of the 13th amendment. for example. has typically occurred when
students had a low-level community service requirement to fullfill in order to graduate.
Such resistance seems less likely when the service is coupled with academic learning.
While some parents might refuse to allow their children to panicipate in a community
service activity out of safety concems or, perhaps, politically-based disagreement with a
particular civic project. such objections are likely to be rare. Teachers. in such instances.
might recommend another type of service activity for the student or. if the objection is to
service itself. suggest a suitable project involving experiential learning.
At some schools. both public and private. the community service requirement
meets with virtually no student or parental resistance. When acceptance of the
requirement is widespread. one or more conditions will probably exist. [f the requirement
reflects a civic value strongly held within the local community, support would expectably
be high. Required service may also win public favor within the context of a well
developed and convincing rationale. especially when satisfaction with the school is high
andlor the school leadership is well-respected. A requirement reflecting a well-thought
out and carefully structured process of service-learning. designed for the mutual benefit of

students and their communities, would also likely earn acceptance.
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Institutional Values
Given the socially renewing purpose of community service and the demonstrated
link between school organization and social responsibility. to be effective as sponsors of
community service, schools must confront the question of institutional values squarely.
Before each school lies the basic question: What values at the core of this institution
shape the experience of students? Put another way, what does this school teach its
students about society, democracy, and their status and roles as citizens?
The equality of citizens deriving from the human dignity they share is a core value

of the democratic ideal. When schools are organized around the value of human dignity 
- explicitly or implicitly, students learn to care for the common good. Both these values 
- human dignity and care for the common good - are implicit in community service.
When schools embody self-aggrandizement and competitiveness at the core -- explicitly
or implicitly. students learn to put their own interests ahead of the common good - values
antithetical to community service. According to the organizational values they embody,
schools sponsoring community service will either mouth an empty slogan or demonstrate
a profound institutional commitment. Attention to value consistency at the heart of
school poliCY is not meant to discourage schools but to alen them to a most fundamental
issue, if by sponsoring community service they hope to promote social responsibility.
Clearly, eliminating such organizational contradictions is a formidable challenge - one
that confronts many. if not the vast majority. of U.S. high schools as they contemplate
incorporating service-Ieaming into the curriculum.
School Organization
Early in this century. The Cardinal Principles ofEdu.cation enunciated the
communitarian aspirations of public education. Subsequently. the bureaucratic
organization that came to typify public education. especially in the organization of the
comprehensive bigh school, undermined the communitarian ideal. Bureaucratic school
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organization, typically aggregative, offers a poor environment for community service.
Turning their bureaucratic environments into communities is a major renewal challenge
some restructuring public schools are attempting.
Large schools, by creating within themselves smaller units, such as "houses", have
begun to confront the problems inherent in large scbool size. Some have instituted
"advisory groups" - stable over the years of middle or high scbool- within which a
group of 10-20 students and a member of the school staff meet severa! times a week to
discuss school issues, student problems, current events, or scheduling. By personalizing
school for students artd faculty, innovations such as these gradually transform a
bureaucratic organization into a more communitarian environment. In schools that have
embarked on such restructuring, community service is more likely to fmd a good fit.

Community and School Collaboration
Developing policy for community service invites a rethinking of the relationship
between schools and their communities toward the goal of enhancing their collaboration.
At the philosophical core of this relationShip is what Pratte (1988) tenns the "moral
compact." based on "an identity of shared interests" that exists between schools and their
communities. Community and school collaboration on community service also derives
from the natural. though typically !nch~31e, reciprocity that exists between communities
artd l'leir schools.
To enlist the support and collaboration of the local community, schools may invite
representatives from local service agencies. community groups, and businesses to meet
with representatives of the school community - faculty. students, and parents. Given
their shared interests in the community. these groups all have resources to contribute to
schools' efforts with community service-learning. The dynamics and potential of such
collaborations are unique to each school and community, as Jones and MaJoy ( 1988)
point out:
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Every partnership is embedded in time and place with its own dynamics.
characteristics, personalities. and scenarios for change. A boundless number of
variables may affect a change process - including type of school. kind of
community. racial and ethnic patterns. leadership styles. income levels, and
teacher characteristics. Furthermore, many important results are the direct or
unintended consequences of other planned options. Changes in schools that occur
during partnerships are always connected to a larger context of people,
organizations, and communities (p. 13).
Working together to identify vital social needs. collaborating groups can prepare
the way for service-leaming to take root and flourish. As isolation begins to break down
between groups that usually function independently. not only will bonds of
understanding, respect. and appreciation grow, students willleam to bring about positive
change in their communities.

Issues of Social Class and Gender
Citizenship. when viewed as "an unproblematic social practice" Giroux (1981,
1988). functions as a means of social controL Under this ideology. education for
citizenship has served to prepare the masses for followership and the elite for leadership.
Grounded in the capitalist ideology, schools conduct "a system of socialization and
certification for work roles according to class. race. and gender that systematically
legitimates differences in life chances among these groups;" simultaneously. schools are
"charged with producing citizens who know and care about democratic rights and equal
opportunity and who are able to participate fully in the economic, social. and political life
of society" (Camoy & Levin. 1985. p. 148). The contradiction is basic and powerfuL
Since schools distribute education for citizenship among the social classes. social class
distinctions thus have the potential to undermine community service as a means of
education for citizenship.
In a large urban school system in the Midwest. for example, students satisfy the

community service requirement by paid employment in a service industry such as fast
y

foods (Lewis, 1988). The rationale is that employment will remunerate financially needy
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studenEs while they learn skills and behaviors related [0 the citizen's role as worker.
Unfortunately. when schools subvert community service in such a way. they lose the
chance to empower young men and women in the exercise of citizenship by confronting
even some small problem in their neighborhoods and taking some action to solve it.
Community service undertaken under the rationale of job-training in the service sector is
not likely to benefit students' attitudes toward social responsibility. If community service
functions solely as low-level vocational training. its promise is diminished.
The pressure-cooker academic environments of some suburban high schools may
also be inimical to community service. Because academically ambitious students
consider the heavy demands of their schoolwork of paramount importance for achieving
their college aspirations. they may resent service-learning as an intrusion on their time.
Competition over grades among these students as they vie for admission to colleges and
univeiSities is intense. Teachers and counselors could undermine the promise of
community service by feeding into this competition. advising students to perfonn service
to heighten their prospects for college admission.
Compared to self-seeking motivations for community service. the rationale
sometimes propounded by middIe- and upper-middle class suburban schools - the
responsibility "to give something back to the community" - while not commendable. is a
step up.

[n

independenE schools. the notion of the privileged"giving something back" to

the community from which they have profited took the fonn of noblesse Oblige. a
motivation I critiqued. The mentality of giving back to the community" tends to
Of

represent the perspective of privilege. Wben, what, and how much to give, to whom and
where - is not perceived as the obligation of the citizen but as an act of Charity. Giving
because one has been "blessed" implies the donor's moral superiority and the reCipient's
failure to thrive in the meritocratic American system.
The opposite perspective to the view of the privileged is the view from the
"underside" - deep empathy lor the disadvantaged. Recognizing that all citizens do not
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start out as equals in pursuit of the good life. the perspective from the underside perceives
social disadvantage as the result of systemic injustice (Brueggemann. 1978; Purpel.
1989). Community service as "giving back" does not take a conflictual or social analytic
perspective on class differences. Rather. it legitimates the status quo. Similarly. if the
primary purpose of sponsoring community service is simply to expand the experience of
privileged students. what matters is their exposure to those who are socially distant.
Under those circumstances. without the benefit of a critical perspective. privileged
students are just taking time out from "the maximum security prison of class" (Merrill.
1987). Service-learning, however, if it is socially analytic, has the potential to provoke
dissonance with traditional class-oriented views of service and. ultimately, to bring about
change in attitudes and behavior.
Because young women have typically proven more likely than their male
classmates to engage in community service activities. schools need to monitor whether
participation is equal for the genders. If community service is integrated into lhe
curriculum, the genders would. most likely, be equally involved in service activities. An
exception could arise, however, if the cJasses incorporating service-learning were
elective. In either case, responsibility for insuring gender equity in community service
participation falls to schools.
Wben students ret1ect on their experiences as part of service-learning.
funhermore. the discussion should include both genders. Noting the persistence of
sexism in society. including the notion that nunurance and caring make community
service the primary responsibility of girls and women, Pratte (1988) points out. "the idea
of a relatively competent citizen is a worthy one for all, not to be genderized or appraised
differently for males and females" (p. 179).
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Conclusion
Preparing students for democratic citizenship entails instiUing in them an
understanding of the political and moral obligations incumbent on such status - not
simply as abstractions for study in a civics textbook, but as realities to make part of their
daily lives. The political and moral obligations of citizenship constitute social
responsibility, ways in which citizens contribute to the public or common good and,
ultimately, sustain the democratic way of life. Increasingly, educators and policy makers
have identified school-sponsored community service as a means of developing sociaJ
responsibility in students.
While upholding the promise of school-sponsored community service, I have
contended that its efficacy depends on two conditions. The fIrst condition concerns the
nature of the service itself, that it be service-learning - purposeful. reflective, and
responsive to vital social needs. The second and more fundamental condition concerns
community service as the moral expression of socially responsible citizenship.
Community service is rooted in respect for human dignity and responsibility for the
common good - moral values with profound organizational implications for sponsoring
schools.
Schools sponsoring community service or promoting student involvement in
service-Ieaming need a worthy and meaningful rationale for the service effon. Drawing
largely upon communitarian thought and language, I have argued for a refurbished theory
of the moral obligations of citizenship, based OD the values of civic republicanism, as the
grounding for school sponsorship of community service. Unlike the political side of
citizenship, which accents obligations citizens have to the state as the guarantor of their
rights, the moral side of citizenship accents the obligations of citizens to each other
within the communities to which they belong.
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Community service holds considerable promise for renewing social responsibility.
Realizing the promise calls for institutional commitment to the values for which
community service stands - respect for human dignity and responsibility for the common
good. As a nation and within our schools. community service. at the crossroads ....
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Notes to Chapter vn

I The National Education Goals took fonn in 1989 at the Education Summit in
Charlottesville, Virginia. with the nation's governors and then President George Bush
participating. In 1994. during the administration of President Bill Clinton, Goals 2000
was enacted into law.
2Tbe conversation is a hypothetical one. intended to serve a heuristic purpose.
3 Dewey's (1966 [1916]) definition of education as the "reconstruction of experience" to
add to "the meaning of experience" comes immediately to mind.
4 Unlike professional programs. Barber argues. the humanities are least likely to combine
experiential and academic learning. Yet. Barber contends. civic education is "an integral
feature of liberal education. where autonomy. the capacity for public judgment. mutual
responsibility. and some genuine empowerment are nourished in both an intellectual and
a practical framework - such as that afforded by an academically rooted course with a
practicum in community service" (po 231).
5 High coun rebuffs students on community service rule. (1993. October 5). The New
York Times. p. B 10.
6 Winerip (l993. p. AI6). The Supreme Court issued its refusal to bear the case without
comment. Federal district and appeals courts upheld the right of the school district to
issue the requirement.
7 Etzioni (l993) points out that the community urges through moral suasion. but the
decision to act is the free response of the individual.
8 Deal and Peterson (1991) define school culture as the "character of a school as it
reflects deep patterns of values. beliefs. and traditions that have been formed over the
course of its history" (po 7). Given the willingness of faculty. parents. and students,
school culture is amenable to intervention. especially through the leadership of the school
principal.
9 See Markus. Howard. and King (1993) for an example of community service enhancing
students' leaming experience.
lOKozol (1992) exposes the apartheid-like isolation of most inner city schools across the
country. While these schools suffer from under-financing. the lack of basic equipment
and up-to-dare textbooks, unsafe and shockingly dismal environments, a few miles away
their suburban counterpans may experience the best public education has to offer.
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11 Prager (1993) describes the tum-around schools are achieving through effective
collaboration with their communities. Examples include a middle school on the South
Side of Chicago. a high school in West Philadelphia. and an entire school district in rural
Virginia.
12 See Stone and Wehlage (1993) for a discussion of the potential of these surviving
institutions to renew their neighborhoods and communities.
13 Prane (1988) describes the moral compact as the "reianonship of mutual reciprocity"
thal exists between a community and its members.
14 See Bryk (1988) and Bryk. Lee and Holland (1993) for a discussion of this concept.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON OF NON·VISITED AND VISITED SCHOOLS

Non-Visited Schools

Visited Schools

(N=39)

(N=21)

Variables

Sig.
Level

Community Service
23.0
65.0

35.0
35.0

200
26.0
46.0
18.0
38.0
$13.602
$7,132
-.07
46.0

253
19.0
33.0
19.0
24.0
$13,770
7,305
.16
19.0

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

50.0
-.22
3.5

47.0
-.05
5.2

ns
ns
ns

23.0
50.0
60.0

24.0
44.0
64.0

ns
ns
ns

% Students Participating
% Service Requirement

*

ns

Descriptive Characteristics
High School Size
% Gr. 9-12 Only
% K-12 School
% Religious Affiliated
% Boarding

Tuition, Boarding School
Tuition. Day School
Selectivity (Mean)
% Finishing School

*
*

Clientele
% Female EnroUment

Average Social Class
% Minority Enrollment
Staff Characteristics
% Female Heads
% Female Teacbers
% Teachers. Advanced Degree

ns Non-Significant; ,. P $ .05
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APPENDIXB
COMPARISON OF PERSONAL AND FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS
FOR STUDENTS IN VISITED AND NON-VISITED SCHOOL SAMPLES

Non-Visited Schools

Visited Schools

(N=39)

(N=2l)

Variables

Sig.
Level

Personal Characteristics
Social Class
Family Income (In $1,0005)
% Minority Group Member
Age
Self-Perception as Religious
% Catholic
% Jewish

-.03
139
7.0
17.4
.06
23.0
11.0

-.12
22.0
13.0

***

58.0
15.0
12.0
56.0
49.0

61.0
16.0
[2.0
56.0
42.0

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

All Private Elementary School
34.0
All Public Elementary School
34.0
All Catholic Elementary School 4.0
Pre-High School Achievement 53.8

30.0
33.0
5.0
57.4

ns

.05
135
7.0
l7.4

ns
ns
ns
ns

ns
,..

Famil¥ Characteristics
Parents -- All Public School
Parents -- Pol. Conservative
Parents -- Pol. Liberal
Professional Mother
Single-Parent Household
Entry-Level Characteristics

ns Non-5ignificant; • P S .05;

**. P S .OOl
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ns
ns

***

APPENDIXC
VARIABLES INCORPORATED IN QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES

Dependent Variables
Social Responsibility:

CItIZEN
EFFICACY

Components include: (a) Plan to vote or have
voted in a public election; (b) Plan to give or
have given money to a political candidate or cause:
(c) Plan to work or have worked in a political
campaign: (d) Plan to write or have written to
public officials; (e) I feel I can do very little to
cbange the way the world is today (rev); (t) Citizen
action groups can have an impact; (g) I feel a good
citizen tries to change government policies he or
she disagrees with. Response options include (I)
Disagree, (2) Mostly disagree, (3) Neither, (4)
Mostly agree. (5) Agree. (Mean =0; SO =l.0).
Cronbach's standardized alpha is .68.

SOCIAL
CONSCIENCE

Components include: (a) I often buy things I do
not need (rev); (b) Unfairness to minorities is
no concern of mine (rev); (c) I want my children [0
have close friends of mher races; (d) I'd support
policies to make life better for the poor. even if they
cost me a lot of money; (e) Too much emphasis on
profits in the U.S., not enough on human well
being; (t) It's not my problem if a stranger is in
trouble and needs help (rev). Response
options include (1) Disagree, (2) Mostly. (3)
Neither. (4) Mostly agree. (5) Agree. (Mean =0;
SO=I.0). Cronbach:s Standardized alpha is .71.

Student Participation:

COMMUNITY
SERVICE
PARTICIPANT

From two student survey items pertaining to
community service: (a) How much time in an
average month do you spend doing community
worle or giving help to people with speciaJ needs
outside your family? with reponse options including
(1) None; (2) 1 to 2 Hours; (3) 3 [04 Hours; (4) 5
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to 10 Hours; (5) 11 Hours or more; and (b) What
proportion of these activities were sponsored by
your school? with response options including ( 1)
None; (2) Less than 25%; (3) About 25%; (4)
About 50%; (5) About 75%; (6) AU (100%).

Construction of the dependent variable from these
data entailed three steps: (a) recoiling each item into
a meaningful metric, Le.• into average numbers of
hours and actual proportions; (b) calculating the
proportion of school-sponsored student service. by
multiplying the average number of hours a student
served by the proportion of hours that were school
sponsored; and (c) because of its extreme positive
skewness (i.e.• two thirds of the sample engaged in
no school-sponsored service). transforming the
measure to a dummy or indicator variable for
participation or not, (l=Yes). (O=No).
MajQr IndSJendent Variables
COMMUNITY SERVICE
POUCY

Constructed from the responses of the community
service coordinator to several survey items on
school policy for community service and to the
program structure: (a) Whether community service
is a requirement for graduation; (b) the amount
required; (c) whether the requirement is yearly; (d)
wbether debriefing follows; (e) whether the school
provides a required or elective class in connection
with the service program; and (f) whether the
service is in the community (Le.• external to the
school). Community service policy is a 4-level
variable. representing (1) No requirement; (2) low
structure requirement; (3) moderate structure
requirement; (4) high structure requirement.
Recoded into the required participation variables
described below.

HOURS OF

Survey items and details of construction are
provided above in the description of tbe
participation measure through step (b).

SERVICE
MONTHLY
INTEGRATIVE SCHOOL
ORGANIZATION INDEX

An index formed as the sum of six
constructs aggregated to schools primarily from
student and teacher reports. These aggregated
constructs measure cooperative orientation and
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school-influenced social and political houghtfulness
(from students); caring and affiliative community.
equity, and staff collaboration (from teachers); and
press for community service (from school
documentation and school head reports. as well as
from student and teacher responses to survey items).
Standardized (M=O, 5D=1.0).
Integrative School Index Components:

COOPERATIVE ORIENTAnON The item measuring a cooperative orientation asked
students to indicate their level of agreement or
disagreement with the statement, I prefer a
cooperative approach to problem-solving rather than
a competitive one. Response options were on a
five-point scale: (1) 'Disagree', (2) 'Mostly disagree',
(3) 'Neither'. (4) 'Mostly agree', (5) 'Agree:
Standardized (M=O, 5D=1.0).
SOCIAL AND POLmCAL
THOUGHTFULNESS

School-influenced social and political houghtfulness
is a factor constructed from three student survey
components: (a) Teachers at this school challenge
me to back up my beliefs and opinions on social and
political issues with facts and reasoning; (b)
Classroom activities and discussions have helped
me sort out my views on social and political issues;
(c) [feei strongly about my social and political
beliefs. Response are options on the five-point
'disagree'-'agree' scale described above.
Standardized (M=O, 50=1.0).

CARING AND AfFILIATIVE
SCHOOL COMMUNITY

Perceptions of the school as a caring and affiliative
community is a factor constructed from reports of
teachers to the following survey items: (a) The
extent to which a "sense of community" exists at the
school (as evidenced frequently in the concern.
support, appreciation. and regard existing among
staff, students. and constituent families) - on a
seven-point. 'Iow'-to-'higb' scale; (b) How well the
school is functioning in creating a caring and
supportive environment - on a six-point scale from
'irrelevant' [6] or 'poor' [5] to 'outstanding' [I}; (c)
How well the school is functioning in incorporating
parents and families into the life of the school (same
six-point scale as the previous item); (d) People
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respect and care about eacll other at this school (on
a seven-point ranging from 'not at all true of my
school' to 'very true of my school;' (e) Staff
members support and encourage one another (a
five-point scale. from 'strongly disagree' to 'strongly
agree'); (f) Teachers interact frequently with
students outside class. advising and monitoring
them (the same five-point scale as in the previous
item). Standardized (M=O. 50=1.0).
EQUITABLEE~ONMrnNT

School performance in the area of equity is a factor
comprising teacher responses to the following three
survey items: (a) How well the school is
functioning in reducing class and ethnic
stereotyping; (b) How well the school is functioning
in promoting positive relationships among students
from different cultural and economic backgrounds;
and (c) How well the school is doing in reducing
gender stereotyping. Responses were measured on
a six-point scale, from 'irrelevant' (6] or 'poo( (5] to
'outstanding'. Standardized (M=O. SO=I.0).

FACULTY COLLABORATION

Faculty collaboration combines two teacher reports
(standardized): (a) Approximately how often are
departmental meetings held to discuss instructional
matters. to resolve problems. or to plan? - with six
response options ranging from 'neve( to 'more than
once a week;' and (b) Approximately how often do
school staff (administrators. teachers. advisors)
meet to discuss academic matters, to resolve
problems, or to plan? - with six. response options,
ranging from 'several times a year' to 'daily:
Standardized (M=O. SO:: l.O).

SCHOOL PRESS FOR

See Below

CO~SERV1CE

REQUIRED
PARTICIPATION

School requires community service participation
as a prerequisite for graduation. Dummy
variable. 'I; Yes. '0: No.

REQUIRED

Constructed from school community service policy.
High-level required is an effects<oded variable
measuring a bigh degree of structure and a strong
school colIllIlitment to the community service

CO~

SERVICE:

ffiGH-LEVEL
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requirement 'I; High emphasis. '0: Low or
moderate emphasis. '-I: No requirement.
REQUIRED
COMMUNITY
SERVICE:
IMlD-LEVEL

Constructed from school community service policy.
Mid-lev~l required is an effects-coded variable
measuring a moderate school committnent to the
community service requirement '1: Moderate
emphasis, '0: Low or high emphasis. '-I; No
requirement

REQUIRED
COMMUNITY
SERVICE:
LOW-LEVEL

Constructed from school community service policy.
Low-level required is an effects-coded variable
measuring a low school commmittnent to the
requirement '1.' Low emphasis, '0: Moderate or
high emphasis. '-I: No requirement.

STUDENT SERVICE
PARTICIPATION

Described above.

SCHOOL PRESS
COMMUNITY
SERVICE

Factor constructed to measure the school press
for community service from these components:
peer participation. importance of community
service in school documentation. school provides
service opportunities. faculty interest and
involvement in community service, overall interest
and involvement of the school community in
community service, school has organized
community service. Factor is standardized. (M =O.
S.D. = I); eigenvalue=4.27, Cronbach's
Alpha=.84. Details on component variables follow.

Press for Community Service Components

IMPORTANCE OF
COMMUNITY SERVICE IN
SCHOOLD~ATION

Importance attached to community service in
descriptive brochures, including the catalog and
handbook. provided by the school to applicants.
Rankings from 0-5: (0) No reference to community
service; or the reference is to community service as
a penalty for disciplinary infractions; (I) passing
reference to community service; (2) two or three
sentences describing community service activities;
(3) description includes some rationale for
community service; (4) conveys an expectation that
the typical student is involved; (5) extended
description. perhaps a special brochure.
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OPPORTUNITIES
FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE

From items in the survey of mathematics and
English teachers: How well is your school
functioning in providing challenging service
opportunities for students'? Response options
included: Our work in this area is (a) Outstanding.
(b) Quite good. (c) Satisfactory. (d) Fair. (e) Poor.
(0 Topic is not important/relevant to our school's
mission or constituency (rev). Aggregated to the
school level.

ORGANIZED COMMUNITY
SERVICE

The survey of school heads asked. Is a community
service organization now available in your high
school? Response options: Yes or No.

PEER PARTICIPATION

Proportion of students participating in community
service. constructed by aggregating community
service participant to the school leveL

TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS

From items in the survey of teachers: Please
indicate the interest and involvement of the
school as a whole in community outreach or social
action projects. Response options included: (a)
Not interested; (b) Interested. but not
involved; (c) Moderately involved; (d) Very active.
Aggregated to the school level.

OFSCHOOLCO~S

INTEREST AND INVOLVE
MENT IN COMMUNITY
SERVICE

TEACHERS' PERCEPTIONS
OF FACULTY INTEREST
Al\'O INVOLVEMENT IN
CO~SERV1CE

From item in the survey of teachers: Please
indicate the interest and involvement of the
faculty overall in community outreach or social
action projects. Response optiond included: (a)
Not interested; (b) Interested. but not involved; (c)
Moderately involved; (d) Very active. Aggregated
to the school level.

School Program Cbarncteristics
ACADEMIC
CREDIT

From (i) in description ofcourse-related
community service dummy variable (below)
•coded 'I' for offering academic credit. '0'.
otherwise.

CLUB-RELATED

From (d) in description of course-related
service. A dummy variable. coded 'I' for
community ser....ice dub, '0" otherwise.

SERVICE
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COMMUNITY
SERVICE
COORDINATOR

From item on survey to coordinator (or person in
charge of community service): Does your school
have a community service coordinator? Response
options: Yes or No. Variable is dummy-coded, 'I'
for 'School Has Coordinator', '0', No.

COURSE-RELATED
COMMUNITYSER\nCE

Item from survey of community service
coordinators: Does your school have any of the
following programs (please circle all items that
apply): (a) A required course in community service.
(b) An elective course in community service, (c)
Community service activity as part of other courses.
(d) A community service club, (e) Special
community service projects for each grade level, (0
Community service projects by all homerooms. (g)
Occasional school-wide community service
projects. (b) Frequent school-wide community
service projects. (i) Academic credit for community
service. Course-related service is a dummy variable.
coded '1' for a positive response to (a), (b). or (c);
'0', otherwise.

FREQUENT
SCHOOL-WIDE
PROJECfS

From (h) in description of course-related
service. A dummy variable. coded 'I' for
frequent school-wide community service
projects. '0'. otherwise.

GRADE-LEVEL
PROJECfS

From (e) in description of course-related
service. Adwnmy variable. coded 'I' for special
community service projects for each grade level. '0'.
otherwise.

RECOGNITION
FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE

School heads responded to a survey item: How
does your school publicly recognize students for
their community service? Heads were asked to
respond Yes or No to the following: (a) Hall
displays. (b) Newspaper articles. (c) Recognition at
assemblies, (d) PA announcements, (e) Honor
society. (t)Scholarships, (g) Annual award(s). (h)
Other (specify). The recognition for service
measure is the sum of 'Yes' reponses to the options.
standardized.

2[7

REQUIRED
CLASS

School requires students to take a course in
community service. Dummy variable. 'I: Yes.
'0: No. (Mean =0; SO = 1.0)

REQUIRED
PARTICIPATION

Described above.

Student Variables
ACHIEVEMENT

Mean of Students' verbal and quw'1titative
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores.

AGE

Categorical variable with levels: 15 years old.
16 years old. 17 years old. 18 years old. 19 years
old. 20 years old or older.

CATHOLIC

From a survey item that asked, What is your
religious background? Response options included
(1) Baptist. (2) Methodist. (3) Lutheran. (4)
Presbyterian, (5) Episcopalian. (6) Other Protestant
Denomination. (7) Catholic, (8) Other Christian. (9)
Jewish. (10) Other Religion. (11) None.
Respondents choosing (7) were classified as
Catholic. all others as Non-Catholic. Dummy
variable. 'I: Yes. '0: No.

CONSERVATIVE

From a survey item that asked. How would you
describe your political beliefs? Response options
included: (1) Very conservative; (2) Conservative;
(3) Moderate; (4) Liberal; (5) Radical; (6) None of
the above or don't know. Respondents choosing ( I )
or (2) were classified as Liberal. with the choice of
(6) treated as 'missing'. Dummy variable. 'I : Yes.
'0: No.

FEMALE GENDER

Dummy variable. 'I : Yes. '0: No.

JEWISH

From a survey item that asked. What is your
religious background? Response options: (1)
Baptist. (2) Methodist. (3) Lutheran. (4) resbyterian.
(5) Episcopalian, (6) Other Protestant
Denomination. (7) Catholic. (8) Other Christian. (9)
Jewish. ( 10) Other. (11) None. Respondents
choosing (9) were classified as Jewish. all others as
Non-Jewish. Dummy variable. '1: Yes. '0; No.
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LIBERAL

From a survey item that asked. How wouJd you
describe your political beliefs? Response options
included: (1) Very conservative; (2) Conservative;
(3) Moderate: (4) Liberal; (5) Radical; (6) None of
the above or don't know. Respondents choosing (4)
or (5) were classified as Liberal. with the choice of
(6) treated as 'missing'. Dummy variable•. 1" Yes,
'0: No.

LOCUS OF
CONTROL

Locus of Control includes: (a) Good luck is more
important than hard work for success (rev); (b)
Every time I try to get ahead, something or
somebody stops me (rev); (c) Planning only makes a
person unhappy, since plans hardly ever work out
anyway (rev); (d) People who accept their condition
in life are happier than those who try to change
things (rev); (e) What happens to me is my own
doing; (0 When I make plans, I am almost cenain I
can make them work. Response options include (I)
Disagree. (2) Mostly disagree. (3) Neither. (4)
Mostly agree. (5) Agree: eM =0; SD:: 1.0).

MINORITY

Dummy-coded variable 'I: Black, Hispanic,
American Indian), '0: aU others.

POLITICAL
VIEWS LIKE
PARENTS'

Factor formed from item asking respondent to
identify how closely hislher values resemble
those of parents on (a) politics; (b) war and
peace issues: (c) religion: (d) conservation: (e)
racial issues. Response options include ( I) Very
similar: (2) Mostly similar: (3) Mostly different; (4)
Very different. Reversed. Cronbach's standardized
alpha is .85.

SELF-PERCEPTION AS
RELIGIOUS

Tri-Ievel variable. standardized. Response
options to the question, Do you think of yourself
as a religious person? include (I) Yes, very; (2)
Yes, somewhat; (3) No, not at all (rev); (Mean :: 0,
SO= 1.0).

SELF·CONCEPT

Student Self-Concept includes the following
items: (a) I take a positive attitude toward myself;
(b) I am a person of worth; on an equal plane with
others; (e) I am able to do things as well as most
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people: (d) On the whole, I am satisfied with
myself; (e) At times I think. I am no good at all
(rev); (f) I feel I do not have much to be proud of
(rev). Response options include «() Disagree, (2)
Mostly disagree, (3) Neither. (4) Mostly agree, (5)
Agree; standardized; (Mean =0; SD = 1.0).
SOCIAL
CLASS

Sum of standardized values for (a) family income.
(b) mothe(s and fathe(s educations, (c)
mothe(s and father's occupations (coded on Duncan
prestige scale); (d) sum of household possessions (a
specific place to study, a daily newspaper. reference
books, typewriter. electric dishwasher, 2 or more
cars or trucks. more than 100 books. a room of
one's own, pocket calculator. videocassette
recorder. personal computer): Standardized (Mean
0; SO

SOCIAL

VIEWS LIKE
PARENTS'

=l.0).

=

Factor formed from item asking respondent how
hislher values resembled parents' on (a) men's
roles; (b) what to do with hislher life; (c)
what's important in life; (d) how to spend money.
Response options include (I) Very similar; (2)
Mostly similar; (3) Mostly different: (4) Very
different. reversed. (Mean = 0; SO = (.0);
Cronbach's standardized alpha is .86.

School Variables
BOARDING

SCHOOL

School with 50% or more boarding students:
dummy-coded, 'I : Yes, '0: No.

BOYS'SCHooL

Single-sex school for boys: dummy-coded, '1:
Yes, '0: No.

FINISHL'lG

A dummy variable constructed from a composite of
several measures of non-academic features
associated with the school; schools with high values
on the composite are coded' 1:' Qthers, '0:
(Components include aggregates of items
tapping the reasons students choose schools,
including social reputation, location (near home.
region). facilities (athletics. pretty campus).
whether friends attend -- all on a 3-point scale, ( I )
Not important. (2) Somewhat important. (3) Very

SCHOOL
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irnponant; aggregates of factors tapping students'
judgments about activities they find important to
their futures (leisure time, marriage, children) - all
on a 5-point scale (I) Not important, (3) Somewhat
important, (5) Very important; aggregates of
student gender stereotypic attitudes (working
woman can be as good a mother as one who does
not work; better if man is achiever outside the
bouse and woman takes care of home and family;
most women are happiest maring a home and
caring for children) with response options including
(1) Disagree strongly; (2) Disagree~ (3) No opinion~
(4) Agree; (5) Agree strongly.
GIRLS'SCHOOL

Single-sex. school for girls: Dummy variable. 'I.'
Yes, '0: No.

RELIGIOUS
AFFU.IATION

School is affiliated with a religious
denomination. Dummy variable, 'I: Yes, '0,' No.

SCHOOL
SELECTIVITY

School selectivity measure, a standardized
composite constructed from a wide range of
indicators aggregated from students and reponed by
school heads: averaged entrance test score at the
beginning of high school; the proportion of 9th
grade applicants accepted (reversed); proportion of
transfers accepted after the beginning of high
school (reversed); proponion of high school
enrollment comprising transfers after 10th grade
(reversed); the school head's evaluation of the
importance of academic criteria in the admissions
process (test scores, academic record - both on a 7
point scale); and whether over 10% of the entering
bigh scbool students required remedial matb,
English or reading (mean. reversed); (Mean 0; SD
= 1.0).

=
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APPENDIXD
VARIABLES INCORPORATED IN THE "COMMUNITY SERVICE
It~ PRACTICE" QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Community Service Proif3.111S
DESCRIPTION
Coordinator's responses to questions and hislher unsolicited
comments describing the community service program at
his/her school.

DEVELOPMENT

How the community service program at coordinator's
school has evolved.

DIFFICULTIES

Difficulties coordinator encounters that are obstacles to
the community service program.

EFFECTS

Coordinator's views on how community service affect">
others. including the school. the community. students. self.

EVALUATION

Coordinator's remarks pertaining to the evaluation ofthe
community service program as a whole, or to evaluative
activity affecting any experience or component related to
the program.

GOALS

Specific goals the school. the coordinator. or a community
service committee has set has for the development of the
community service program.

SPECIAL

Specifically targeted short-tenn achievements.
improvements. effects that the school. coordinator. or
community service committee has set to accomplish.

OBJECTIVES

STRUCTURE

Any remarks. whether solicited or volunteered. that relate
to the structure of the community service program or its
activities.

Community Service Coordinators
How coordinator 'got started' in hislher community service
BEGINNINGS
role at the school.
DIFFICULTIES

Personal difficulties that the coordinator experiences in
the performance of hislher role.
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HELPERS

Assistance from faculty or others that help coordinator in
the performance of hislher duties.

INSIGHTS

What the coordinator has learned from hislher experience

in the community service leadership position.

MOTIVATION

Wbat originally motivated and/or continues to motivate the
coordinator in bislher work for community service.

REWARDS

What rewards - tangible or intangible. does the
coordinator receive from hislber experiences with
community service.

ROLE
DEFINITION

How coordinator or the school defmes the community
service coordinator's role.

ROLE
DEVELOPMENT

How coordinator's role actually has evolved or how it may
develop in the future.

Program Connections/Sup,ports
ADMINISTRATION
Attitudes and behaviors of school head and other
administrators toward community service or the
coordinator.

FACULTY

Attitudes and behaviors of the school faculty relating (0
community service, including support for the coordinator.

LOCAL

Relationship of the community service program at the
school to the local (i.e.• non-school) community.

OTHER SCHOOLS

Detail relating to the involvement the school or students
may have with the community service programs at other
schools.

OTHER SUPPORT

Support the coordinator or community service program
may enjoy - from colleagues, networks. agencies. etc.

PARENTS OF
STUDENTS

Comments relating to parental interest. involvement.
attitudes toward community service and the school
program.

STUDENTS

Comments from the coordinator that describe the students.
their attitudes. their development. their community service
activity.
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APPENDIXE

Goals for Community Service at Boys' , Girls' and Coeducational Schools
as Reported by Coordinators in the Visited Subsample

School

Boys'

Girls'

Coeducationa I

I

· Be aware of God's call
· Be aware of others' needs
· Draw on boys' talents.

· Bring 9th graders along
· Involve parents
· Talk more with girls about
projects

· Teach ~true" service
· Couple service with
academic credit

2

· Put goals on paper
· Expand progra.m
· Debrief
· Stress reciprocity

· Be a.....are of people who are
different
· To see obligation as member
of society

· To involve every
student one semester
each ye3t

3

· Give back to community
· Learn about needs
· Know they arc blessed

· Introduce new project
· Understand the other side
· Duty to give in larger soc::iety
· Involve more students
· Feel good about selves

[None offered. I

4

· See service as a way of life
· Put knowledge into service
· Give something back from
best and brightest

· Get more external projects
· Feel satisfaction of giving
· Grow from giving

[None offered.}

5

· Keep boys busy
· Provide ample opponunities

· Start executive board
· Find strong leader

[None offered.1

6

. Involve all boys each year
· Have boys be well-rounded
· Meet requests for help

· Give back out of fortunes
· Operationalize new program

· Expose kids to unfOrtunate
· See they are privile!Cd
· Feel good

· Fight elitism

[None offered.1

· Aware of needs
· Feel satist:a:tion
· Aware of problems. ISSUes

7

· See wealth does not make
them better
· Involve more people.
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APPENDIXF
SCHOOL PRESS FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE:
PSYCHOMETRIC PROPERTIES
Loading
Overall School Interest and lnvolvementb
in Community Service

.863

School's Effectiveness in Providingb
Challenging Service Opportunities

.829

Importance of Community Service in
School Documentation (Printed Materials)

.802

Proportion of Peers Involved in Conununity
Service Activity

.710

Faculty Interest and Involvement inb
Community Service Activity

.650

School Has Organized Community Servicec

.480

a Cronbach's Standardized Alpha
b Teachers' perceptions, aggregated to school level
c Reported by school head

22S

Eigen-Value

Reliabilitya

4.27

.84

APPENDIXG
SOCIAL RESPONSmILITY MEASURES:
~YCHOMffiTIUCPROPER~

Citizen Efficacy

Social Conscience

Within-School Variance

93.91

86.30

Between-School Variance

4.56

13.47

Interaclass Correlation
(Adjusted for reliability)

7.27

15.7

School Level Reliability
(Lambda)

.62

.84

Number of Items in Scale

7

Student Level Reliability
(Cronbach's AIpba)

.68
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6
.71
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